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Abstract 
 

The present PhD Thesis is about the development of new fabricative strategies to obtain 

microfluidic devices suitable for InfraRed MicroSpectroscopy (IRMS) studies on living cells in 

physiological environment and the demonstration of the screening and diagnostic capabilities of 

this technique for bio-medical applications. 

IRMS detects the vibrational pattern of molecules allowing the label-free characterization of the 

chemical profile of a biological specimen and its correlation with the sample morphology.  

Although powerful and versatile, this technique has been limited until recent years to the study 

of fixed or dried samples, in order to bypass the problem of water absorptions in the infrared 

spectral region. The use of microfabrication techniques for the production of Visible-Infrared 

(Vis-IR) transparent devices has recently opened an innovative approach, able to release some of 

the constrains encountered when dealing with living cells. Moreover, microfabrication is the 

best option to achieve long-range reproducibility of the optical path, which is mandatory for an 

accurate water subtraction in order to disclose cellular IR features. 

At first, we aimed to develop an IR-Vis transparent microfluidic chip with long-time stability in 

experimental conditions. The optical transparency was granted by the use of CaF2 or BaF2 as 

substrates, but their low surface energies imposed a challenge in order to establish reliable 

microfabrication protocols. With the introduction of  a new strategy, that we refer to as “silicon-

like”, based on the sputtering of a thin silicon layer onto the IR materials, it was possible to 

modify the surface properties of the substrates without changing their optical properties. These 

new substrates allowed the use of several common photo-resists as structural materials. The 

epoxy-based negative tone SU-8 was chosen for its chemical properties (resistance to solvents 

and watery media) and its long-term stability in experimental conditions. We established a new 

sealing protocol exploiting the optical properties of SU-8, able to create a chemical bonding 
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between two already patterned layers of the polymer. It was thus possible to produce a new 

generation of fluidic chips, characterized by broadband transparency from mid-IR to UV and 

long-term stability in continuous flow conditions.  

Subsequently, the devices were employed to perform IRMS measurements on both adherent 

and circulating cells. In particular, we characterize the spectroscopic features associated to each 

stage of B16 cell cycle, the changes undergone in living MCF-7 upon exposure to hypo-osmotic 

and thermal stress and the apoptosis progression of U-937 cells, induced by growth factors 

removal and CCCP (Carbonyl Cyanide m-Chloro Phenylhydrazone) stimulation.  All the studies 

had the intent to further verify the effectiveness of the microfluidic approach for both circulating 

and adherent living cells analysis and to prove the capabilities of IRMS as tool for the 

observation of biochemical processes undergone by live beings. For this reason, to validate the 

achieved results, a parallel analysis with a well established analytical technique such as the 

flow-cytometry was performed. 

The present Thesis demonstrates the capabilities of IRMS coupled with microfluidic 

technologies, as a diagnostic tool for bio-medical investigation of bio-medical applications.  

Thanks to the precise control of the cellular microenvironment, as well as its flexibility in terms 

of experimental design, IRMS could be seen as a new promising frontier for modern biology. 
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Riassunto 
 

La presente tesi di dottorato concerne lo sviluppo di nuove strategie fabricative, volte 

all’ottenimento di dispositivi microfluidici per lo studio di cellule vive, in condizioni 

fisiologiche, tramite MicroSpettroscopia InfraRossa (MSIR). Inoltre intende dimostrare le 

potenzialità di questa tecnica analitica come mezzo di screening diagnostico in ambito bio-

medico. 

La MSIR prevede la caratterizzazione di bio-molecole tramite l’acquisizione del loro spettro 

vibrazionale. A tale spettro viene poi associata un’immagine ottica, ottenendo quindi la 

correlazione tra il profilo morfologico di un campione e il suo contenuto chimico. Inoltre, l’uso 

della spettroscopia infrarossa permette una diretta analisi del campione senza l’uso di marcatori 

esterni o protocolli di fissazione.  L’utilizzo di questa tecnica, sebbene molto potente e versatile, 

fino a pochi anni fa è stato limitato a campioni fissati o deidratati al fine di aggirare i problemi 

derivanti dal forte assorbimento delle molecole d’acqua nell’infrarosso, noti come “barriera di 

assorbimento dell’acqua”. L’utilizzo di tecniche di micro fabbricazione per la realizzazione di 

dispositivi trasparenti nelle regioni del visibile e dell’infrarosso ha permesso di sviluppare un 

nuovo e innovativo approccio allo studio di campioni biologici tramite MSIR, superando le 

limitazioni connesse alla “barriera di assorbimento dell’acqua” e quindi alla manipolazione di 

sistemi viventi. Inoltre, l’approccio micro fabbricativo è la migliore strategia per ottenere una 

perfetta riproducibilità del cammino ottico, necessaria per sottrarre dallo spettro vibrazionale il 

contributo dell’acqua e ricavare quindi le caratteristiche spettrali delle cellule. 

Nella parte iniziale di questo lavoro di tesi, si è rivolta particolare attenzione allo sviluppo di 

nuovi dispositivi microfluidici trasparenti nel visibile e nell’infrarosso caratterizzati da una 

lunga stabilità nelle condizioni di misura. I substrati comunemente usati nella MSIR (fluoruro di 

calcio o bario, CaF2 e BaF2 rispettivamente) hanno una bassa energia superficiale che richiede lo 
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sviluppo di nuovi protocolli fabbricativi per l’ottenimento dei dispositivi. Durante questo lavoro 

è stata proposta una nuova strategia operativa, chiamata “silicon-like”,  che prevede la modifica 

delle proprietà superficiali dei materiali tramite la deposizione di un sottile strato di silicio sulle 

finestre ottiche. Lo strato di silicio provoca un incremento dell’energia superficiale del substrato 

senza alterarne le proprietà ottiche e permette l’uso dei comuni resist come materiali strutturali. 

Tra questi, si è deciso di utilizzare l’SU-8 una resina epossidica con tono negativo le cui 

proprietà chimico-fisiche (resistenza ai solventi e all’ambiente acquoso) e la sua stabilità nel 

tempo soddisfano i requisiti imposti dalle condizioni di misura. Infine è stato sviluppato un 

nuovo protocollo di chiusura per i dispositivi, sfruttando le proprietà ottiche dell’SU-8. Grazie a 

queste innovazioni è stato possibile sviluppare una nuova generazione di dispositivi 

microfluidici dotati di grande stabilità nel tempo e ottima trasparenza nelle regioni del visibile e 

infrarosso. 

Successivamente i dispositivi sono stati impiegati per condurre diversi studi sia su cellule 

circolanti che in adesione tramite MSIR. Nello specifico, sono state caratterizzate le 

caratteristiche spettrali che distinguono ciascuna fase del ciclo cellulare per le cellule B16, i 

cambiamenti nel contenuto chimico di cellule MCF-7 indotte da stress di tipo termico e osmotico 

e i riarrangiamenti cellulari subiti dai monociti (U937) durante la progressione attraverso 

l’apoptosi.  

Tutti questi studi avevano l’intento di dimostrare l’utilità dell’approccio microfluidico allo 

studio di cellule vive tramite MSIR e validare le potenzialità della MSIR come tecnica di 

indagine diagnostica per i processi biochimici in vivo. Per questo, parallelamente agli 

esperimenti MSIR sono stati condotti degli esperimenti di citofluorimetria, una tecnica di 

routine in ambito biologico.  

Questa tesi dimostra le potenzialità della MSIR accoppiata alla microfluidica come mezzo di 

indagine bio-medica. Grazie al preciso controllo dell’ambiente cellulare e alla flessibilità 

ottenibile in termini di design degli esperimenti MSIR può essere vista come una nuova 

frontiera per la biologia moderna. 
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Aim of the Thesis 

 
Following the sequence of biochemical events in a living cell is one of the major scientific 

challenges for modern cellular biology, having a great potential impact on fundamental 

knowledge and on biomedical applications. Modern cell biology aims to understand cell 

function and structure through the study of the complex network of macromolecular 

interactions at the base of cell life, and it is looking with increasing interest for non-invasive 

investigation tools. Among the microscopy techniques routinely employed for the 

characterization of biological samples,  fluorescence microscopy can be operated both in vivo 

and in vitro and it is extremely selective; however, it requires the employment of fluorescent 

labels that could alter cell-physiology 1. Raman microscopy is a label-free vibrational method of 

analysis that can be operated with sub-micrometer spatial resolution but, due to the use of 

lasers, the sample is not preserved from heating and radiation damage.  

Label-free non-damaging analytical methodologies for real-time monitoring of live cells 

represent the new frontier of cell-based assays, offering unique opportunities to cellular biology. 

InfraRed Micro Spectroscopy (IRMS) detects the vibrational pattern of molecules, allowing the 

label-free characterization of the chemical profile of a biological specimen and its correlation 

with the sample morphology2.  Moreover, the low energy of used photons preserves the sample 

from heating and radiation damage3 during the measurements. Although powerful and 

versatile, this technique has been limited until recent years to the study of fixed or dried 

samples, in order to bypass the problem of strong water absorptions in the infrared spectral 

region. The use of microfabrication techniques for the production of Visible-Infrared (Vis-IR) 

transparent devices has recently opened an innovative way for overcoming the constrains  
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related to the dealing with living cells. Moreover, microfabrication is the only viable option to 

achieve long-range reproducibility of the optical path, fundamental for an accurate water 

subtraction in order to disclose cellular IR features. 

The aim of this PhD project is to demonstrate the capabilities of IRMS as an alternative 

technique for biochemical assessments, by a real-time monitoring of biochemical changes 

occurring in individual living cells when exposed to external stimuli. This goal has been enabled 

by exploiting microfabrication strategy for the production of new IR-Vis transparent 

microfluidic devices characterized by long-time stability under experimental conditions.  

The present manuscript reports on the experimental activity and results of my PhD and it is 

organized as in the following.  

Chapter 1, Introduction, introduces the reader to fundamental aspects of the topics of this 

manuscript, i.e. infrared spectroscopy, microfabrication and cell physiology, and it will describe how 

the coupling of the first two subjects is beneficial for the third. A short overview on the principle 

of Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy and its applications in the field of 

biomolecules and cellular studies is provided at the beginning. Particular attention is dedicated 

to the understanding of IRMS basis and on the more recent improvements of the technique, such 

as the exploitation of bright infrared SR sources. The so-called “water absorption barrier” is 

described, as well as the strategy that we followed for overcoming such a limit. The second 

section is a brief but comprehensive overview of the main microfabrication techniques used to 

get a microfluidic device. The intent of this section is to supply the reader with the knowledge 

necessary to follow the development of microfluidic devices later discussed. Chapter 1 ends 

with a short overview of the biological topic contemplated in this thesis. 

Chapter 2, Microfabrication, starts with a brief overview of the state of the art and the available 

platforms and protocols, published by others groups or previously developed within the 

framework of the collaboration between the micro and nanofabrication group of IOM-CNR, 

LILIT, and the infrared beamline at Elettra – Sinctotrone Trieste, SISSI. The advances and 

achievements resulted from my work will be then addressed and discussed in detail.  

Chapter 3, IRMS measurements on live cells, describes the experiments that I performed on both 

adherent and circulating cells in order to elucidate several aspects of live cell detection and 

analysis.  

In the first section of this chapter, section 3.1, I will report on the advantages of working with 

dynamic devices with respect to static ones. An experiment of cell lysis induced by osmotic 

stress will be presented for supporting the advantages of the dynamic set-up. On these bases, I 
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will detail the experiments that have been done in order to highlight the spectroscopic features 

that better discriminate between the different stages of the cell cycle, characterize cellular 

thermal stress evolution and apoptosis progression.  All the studies here presented serve the 

scope to verify the effectiveness of the microfluidic approach in the analysis of both circulating 

and adherent living cells, and to prove the capabilities of IRMS as a tool for the observation of 

biochemical processes undergone by live cells. For this reason, the achieved results were 

compared with those coming from a well established analytical technique such as the flow 

cytometry analysis, that is performed in parallel.  

A summary of the obtained results along with the future perspectives of the started activity is 

presented in Chapter 4, Conclusions. 
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1. Introduction 

 
This chapter introduces the reader to fundamental aspects of the topics of this manuscript, 

i.e. infrared spectroscopy, microfabrication and cell physiology, and it describes how the coupling 

of the first two subjects may be beneficial for the third. More specifically, this thesis focuses 

on the methodology to obtain relevant information about cell physiology by the realization 

of specific microfluidic devices for InfraRed MicroSpectroscopy (IRMS). 

1.1– Infrared spectroscopy 

This section reviews shortly the principle of Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy 

and its applications in the field of biomolecules and cellular studies. 

The interval of the electromagnetic spectrum extending from visible to microwaves is 

referred as the InfraRed (IR) region. The IR region is conventionally divided into three 

spectral regimes, named accordingly to their distance from visible light (see Fig. 1.1): 

 near-infrared (NIR): 14000–4000 cm−1 (0.8–2.5 μm) 

 mid-infrared (MIR): 4000–400 cm−1 (2.5–25 μm)  

 far-infrared (FIR):400–10 cm−1 (25–1000 μm) 

IR photons have energies spanning from 1.25 meV to 1.7 eV. These values correspond to the 

energies needed to induce vibrational excitation of covalently bonded atoms and functional 

groups of molecules. From here on, we will concentrate on MIR, since transition energies of 

the organic molecules, leading actors of the biochemistry of life, are from about 44 meV to 

440 meV (1-10 Kcal/mol). As an example, the photon energy for a vibrational transition of 

the O-H bond in water is 421meV. 
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Figure 1. 1: Electromagnetic Spectrum highlighting InfraRed region and its sub-regions. 

The covalent bonds in molecules are not rigid sticks or rods, such as found in molecular 

model kits, but they are more like stiff springs that can be stretched and bent. At 

temperatures above 0 K, these bonds vibrate in a variety of ways. Transitions between 

vibrational energy states may be induced by absorption of infrared radiation, having 

photons of the appropriate energy. The frequency of the transition depends on different 

factors. They are mainly: the type of vibration, the bond dissociation energy and the atoms 

involved. As an example, higher energies are required to stretch (or compress) a bond than 

to bend it; accordingly, the frequency that characterizes the stretching vibration of a given 

bond is higher than the one of the bending mode.  

The stretching frequency of a diatomic molecule can be approximated by Hooke’s Law. In 

the Hooke’s model, two atoms and the connecting bond are treated as a simple harmonic 

oscillator composed of two masses joined by a spring. According to Hooke’s law, the 

frequency of the vibration of the spring (ν) depends on the masses and the force constant of 

the spring, k, and it is given by Eq. 1.1: 

𝜈 =
1

2
 

𝑘

µ

2

                    [Eq. 1.1] 

where ν is the frequency, k the spring constant of the bond and µ the reduced mass of the 

system.  Reduced mass, in the case of a diatomic molecule, is calculated as follows (Eq. 1.2): 

µ =  
𝑚1𝑚2

𝑚1 + 𝑚2
             Eq 1.2  

where 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the masses of the two atoms of the diatomic molecule. 
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Equation 1.1 provides a link between the strength of the bond between two atoms (or 

molecular fragments), the mass of the interacting atoms (or molecular fragments) and the 

frequency of a vibration. As can be seen, an increase in bond strength leads to corresponding 

frequency increase and vice versa, while increase in the atoms mass corresponds to 

frequency decrease. 

The potential energy (E) of a simple harmonic oscillator is given by the equation1.3 

𝐸 =  
1

2
𝑘𝑥2  =  ℎ𝜈       [Eq. 1.3] 

where x is the displacement of the spring from its equilibrium position and h the Plank’s 

constant. Therefore, the energy of vibrations depends also on how much the spring stretches 

or compresses.  

At atomic scale level, molecular systems cannot assume the continuous energy profile 

predicted by the classical "balls-on-spring" model (Eq. 1.3). A diatomic molecule can only 

have discrete energy levels defined by quantum mechanics by the equation1.4 

𝐸𝑛  =   𝑛 +  
1

2
 ℎ𝜈          [Eq. 1.4] 

where ν is the frequency, n is the quantum number (0, 1, 2, 3, . . .) and h is Plank’s constant.  

According to the selection rule, for strictly harmonic potentials, only transitions between 

adjacent energy levels are allowed, Δn = 1 (see Fig. 1.2). A schematic representation of 

harmonic models for the potential energy is reported in figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1. 2: Schematic representation of harmonic (a) and anharmonic (b) models for the potential Energy of a 

diatomic molecule. r0 is the equilibrium distance that minimize the Potential Energy, U. Adapted from 

http://www.chemtube3d.com/ 
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The simple model here introduced is in good agreement with experimental data for 

transitions between the ground state of a molecule (n=0) and the first vibrational quantum 

level. However, the model fails for transitions extending beyond. For a more accurate 

modeling, repulsion and attraction of the electron clouds at the extremes of the vibration 

(bond compression) needs to be account, as well as extension and compression limits of the 

bond. All the deviations from the simple harmonic oscillator model bring actually to a more 

appropriate anharmonic model (see Fig. 1.2 b). This model account also for overtones (Δν = 

n, with n integer and n > 1) and combination bands often detected in the NIR for real 

molecules. 

Once defined the basis for the simple vibration of a diatomic molecule or a molecular 

fragment, it is necessary to look to polyatomic molecules. The shift of the "balls-on-spring" 

model to molecules constituted by a number of atoms, N, higher than two is not so 

straightforward. However, it is intuitive to imagine that there are a wide number of possible 

vibrations, and all of them can be described as the motion along a threefold set of coordinate 

axes. Each atom in a molecule has three degrees of freedom, corresponding to motions along 

each of the three Cartesian axes (x, y, and z). Consequently, a polyatomic molecule of N 

atoms has 3N total degrees of freedom. Three degrees of freedom are required to describe 

the translation motion of the entire molecule through space and three more describe the 

whole molecule rotation. The remaining 3N – 6 degrees of freedom are the fundamental 

vibrations for nonlinear molecules; linear molecules possess 3N – 5 fundamental vibrational 

modes because only 2 degrees of freedom are sufficient to describe the entire molecule 

rotation. Among the 3N – 6 (or 3N – 5) fundamental vibrations (also known as normal 

modes of vibration), only those that produce a net change in the dipole moment of the 

molecule are IR active.1  

The motion of two bonded atoms in a large molecule cannot be isolated from the motion of 

all the other atoms. For instance, two oscillating bonds can share a common atom. When this 

happens, the vibrations of the two bonds are coupled. As one bond contracts, the other bond 

can either contract (in-phase) or expand (out-of phase).When the bonds stretch in-phase, the 

stretching is defined symmetric (νs), asymmetric in the case of a stretching out-of-phase (νas). 

Vibrations involving a change in bond angle are known as bending. The bending vibration 

that determines a variation of the angle between two bonds is called scissoring or 

deformation. To better clarify this concepts with an example, figure 1.3 shows the vibrational 

modes of water. Rocking, wagging and twisting are bending vibrations that produce a 

change in angle between the plane defined by the group of atoms involved in the vibrational 

mode and the rest of the molecule. Some molecules with a preferred orientation cannot 

freely rotate, they can however revolve slightly back and forth with respected to the ‚fixed‛ 
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orientation; such kind of reciprocal motion is known as libration. This is the case of liquid 

water, where the network of hydrogen bonding is imposing a preferential orientation (see 

Figure 1.3 for librations modes of H2O). 

 

 

Figure 1. 3: Vibrational modes of water (Adapted from http://www.btinternet.com/ ̴martin.chaplin/vibrat.html). 

The total number of observed IR absorption bands is generally different from the total 

number of active fundamental vibrations. A reduction can be appreciated when a single 

frequency causes more than one mode of motion to occur. Conversely, additional bands can 

be seen, such as: 

 Overtones, integral multiples of the fundamental absorption frequencies; 

 Combinations of fundamental frequencies;  

 Differences of fundamental frequencies; 

 Coupling interactions of two fundamental absorption frequencies; 

 Coupling interactions between fundamental vibrations and combination bands (Fermi 

resonance). 

The superimposition of all the bands thus creates a unique IR spectrum for each compound. 

When IR light hits a sample, absorption occurs if the frequency of the IR photon matches the 

one of a mode of vibration. Therefore, the frequencies at which absorption of IR radiation 

occurs are directly correlated with the types of bonds in the analyzed sample, and 

information about the molecular architecture of the sample is retrieved. 

IR absorption information is generally presented in the form of a spectrum with wavelength 

(λ) or wavenumber (ῡ = 1/ λ) as the x-axis and percent transmittance (T) or absorption 

intensity (A) as the y-axis. 
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Specifically, transmittance is defined as the fraction of incident light at a specified 

wavelength passing through a sample: 

𝑇 =  
𝐼

𝐼0
          [Eq. 1.5] 

where I0 is the incident intensity and I is the intensity transmitted after the sample 

Absorbance, A, is then given by equation 1.6: 

𝐴 =  log10

1

𝑇
 =  − log10 𝑇 = − log10

𝐼

𝐼0
           [Eq. 1.6] 

The amount of light transmitted by the sample brings information on how much energy is 

absorbed at a certain frequency (or wavelength). The Beer-Lambert law relates the 

absorption of light to the properties of the material through which the light travels. The 

Lambert law states that the light‘s absorption is proportional to the light pathlength inside 

the absorbing sample (sample thickness), whereas the Beer law states that the absorption is 

proportional to the concentration of absorbing sample. The derivation of the Beer-Lambert 

law, see equation 1.7, combines the two laws and correlates the absorbance to both 

concentration and thickness of the sample. In particular, the absorption intensity, A, is 

proportional to the molar concentration of the sample, C, and the optical path, b, through a 

constant known as the molar extinction coefficient, ε:  

𝐴 =  휀𝑏𝐶         [Eq. 1.7] 

where  휀  =  𝑐𝑚−1𝑀−1 ,     𝐶  = 𝑀,    𝑏  = 𝑐𝑚 

 The Beer-Lambert law is strictly valid only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

 The absorbing medium must be homogeneous in the interaction volume 

 The absorbers must act independently of each other; in the case of m absorbing species 

𝐴 =   휀1𝑐1  +  휀2𝑐2  + ⋯  +  휀𝑚𝑐𝑚 𝑏          [Eq. 1.8] 

 The absorbing medium must not scatter the radiation – no turbidity 

 The incident radiation must consist of parallel rays, each passing through the same length in 

the absorbing medium; 

 Light must not alter molecular structure 
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1.1.1- Infrared Microspectroscopy 

Infrared microspectroscopy (IRMS) has been recently established as a powerful, high 

sensitive, non-damaging label-free technique to investigate biological samples. It allows the 

correlation between optical observation (i.e. cell or tissue morphology) and biochemical 

information of a sample, by recording spatially resolved vibrational microspectra. This is 

possible thanks to the coupling of FTIR interferometers and specially designed Visible-

Infrared (Vis-IR) microscopes.  

A Vis-IR microscope looks like a standard visible microscope, with the fundamental 

differences that the working principle of its optical elements is based on reflection. 

Aluminum or gold coated mirrors and Cassegrain focusing elements allows operating 

within a very broad spectral range, from visible to THz, so that visible and MIR light can 

follow the same path within the microscope.  

 

Figure 1. 4: scheme of Cassergrain objective optical path (a) and detail of the 15x Schwartzschild Objective at 

SISSI beamline (b). Bruker Hyperion 3000 Vis-IR microscope at SISSI bealmline (c). 

A Cassegrain objective (see Fig1.4 a and b), also known as Schwarzschild objective, is made 

by two spherical mirrors that are concentric to each other: a "primary" mirror with small 

diameter, held in position by a spider mount, and a larger diameter "secondary" mirror with 

a center aperture, through which light enters the objective. The light, reflected back by the 

convex primary mirror, is then focused by the concave secondary one. However, light hitting 

the central portion of the primary mirror is reflected back through the opening and is lost, 

causing a reduction of the transmission efficiency. This effect is known as central 

obscuration. Being reflective optical elements, Schwarzschild objectives are achromatic and 

therefore particularly useful for FTIR microscopy. Moreover, their design is optimized in 

order to minimize spherical aberrations and the quality of their surface coating is good 

enough for avoiding image degradation due to scattering in the IR range. Standard normal 

incidence objectives, as well as grazing incidence (GI) and attenuated total reflection (ATR) 
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ones are commercially available. They have Numerical Apertures (NAs) ranging from 0.4 to 

0.65 and working distances varying accordingly from less than 1 mm to few centimeters.   

Transmission sampling calls for the use of two faced Cassegrain optics, preferably identical, 

used as focusing condenser and collecting objective respectively (see Fig. 1.5 a).  When the 

sampling is done in reflection, both normal and grazing incidence, the same objective is used 

for both sample illumination and reflected light collection (see Fig. 1.5 b). This dual 

operational mode is made possible by the insertion of one mirror along the optical path, 

which blocks almost 50% of the incoming light. ATR sampling is still done in reflection 

geometry (see Fig. 1.5 c), but the incoming light is focused at the interface between the 

sample and an Internal Reflection Element (IRE), a material having refractive index n higher 

than the sample. Ge (n=4 at 1000cm-1), Si (n=3.4 at 1000cm-1), ZnSe (n=2.4 at 1000cm-1) and 

diamond (n=~2.4 at 1000cm-1) are among the common IRE crystals.  

 

 

Figure 1. 5: Schematic representation of the different sampling techniques; transmission (a), reflection (b) and 

ATR (c) 

Transmission acquisition mode allows retrieving information from the whole sample 

thickness while a reflection configuration limits the information to the sample surface, and 

specifically to the penetration depth of the evanescent wave in case of ATR configuration. 

Therefore, depending on the type of experiment one or the other geometry is preferred. In 

the case of living cell measurements, where cells have usually a diameter larger than~10 µm, 

transmission mode solely allows to probe the entire cellular body. 
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The light transmitted through or reflected by the sample is then collimated to the IR detector. 

For MIR microspectroscopy, two types of detectors are commonly employed: single point 

Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detectors and bidimensional multipixel MIR detectors, 

commonly known as Focal Plane Arrays (FPAs). The acquisition modes related to these two 

detector types are conventionally named FTIR mapping and imaging respectively. In the 

FTIR mapping mode, the area of interest is isolated by closing knife-edge apertures that can 

be placed before, after or both after and before the sample, depending on the microscope set-

up. Isolated single microspectra or sample areas can be mapped by raster scanning the 

sample translating the microscope stage (see Fig. 1.6).  

 

Figure 1. 6: a) Simplified scheme of the IR mapping procedure: first, a visible image is recorded and divided in a 

matrix of points. Subsequently, the knife-edge apertures of the microscope are closed to the desired lateral 

resolution and the sample is raster-scanned in order to collect an infrared spectrum from every point. By 

integrating specific bands of the acquired spectra, a map of the chemical distribution of the molecule of interest is 

obtained. This procedure is known as univariate functional group mapping. b) process flow for the IR imaging 

procedure. Thanks to the bi-dimensional detector a matrix of 64x64 spectra is collected at the same time. The 

chemical image of the sample is than obtained integrating the spectra on a specific band of interest. 

On the contrary, in FTIR imaging thousands of FTIR microspectra from a large sample area 

are collected at once and the spatial discrimination is driven by the detector itself. However, 

the pixel element size at the sample plane solely represents the pixel resolution, while the 

image resolution is mostly limited by diffraction phenomena. The same holds true for FTIR 

mapping when considering the aperture size at the sample plane. As a matter of fact, in any 

type of far-field microscopy, the lateral resolution is limited by the Rayleigh criteria that states that 

two objects can be resolved when their distance δ is at least comparable with the probing 

wavelength traveling in air (refractive index n=1): 

𝛿 =  
0.61 ×  𝜆

𝑁𝐴
             [Eq. 1.9] 
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The so called diffraction limit is the principal limitation to IRMS lateral resolution, while 

deviation of optical elements from ideal and factors affecting the signal to noise ratio (source 

brightness, detector sensitivity, sampling geometry) further reduce the effective resolution of 

IRMS. In practice, diffraction-limited lateral resolution is hardly achievable employing a 

conventional MIR source for thin and/or poor absorbing samples, such as isolated single cell, 

while single cell analysis at sub-cellular lateral resolution are routinely performed at 

synchrotron facilities, thanks to the brightness advantage offered by InfraRed Synchrotron 

Radiation (IRSR). 

Almost all the infrared microscopy beamlines at synchrotron facilities operate in mapping 

mode. Among them, there is the IR microscopy beamline of Elettra, SISSI (Synchrotron 

Infrared Source for Spectroscopy and Imaging), where the experiments performed in this 

thesis have been carried out. For this reason, the most important features of IRSR and SISSI 

beamline design will be described in the following paragraph. 

1.1.2 - Infrared Synchrotron Sources  

A synchrotron is an electron storage ring that produces intense broadband light from hard 

X-rays to microwaves. Synchrotron light is emitted as relativistic electrons are accelerated 

along a circular trajectory by a magnetic field.2 The natural divergence of IR light emitted by 

a storage ring increases with the wavelength with a λ1/3 law 3, thus the photon angular 

distribution ranges between 10 to 100 mrad in the infrared range. Therefore, a meaningful 

photon flux (1013 - 1014 photons/sec/0.1% bandwidth) is obtained in the infrared only using 

large extraction angles 4. In the MIR regime, the most relevant advantage of IRSR is the 

brightness, defined as the photon flux per unit solid angle and per unit source area. The 

brightness gain of IRSR with respect to conventional infrared sources (ABR, Actual Brilliance 

Ratio) has been addressed by many authors as the main figure of merit of an IRSR beamline 

3. Data available in the literature show that ABR is of the order of 100 for the far-infrared 

region (0.01 - 0.1 eV), but decreases to ~ 10 in the mid-infrared region (0.1- 1 eV), where the 

thermal sources reach a maximum in the emitted intensity.5 

Figure below shows the intensity profile of the conventional MIR glow bar source (Carbon-

Tungsten hot filaments) employed in tabletop systems and the IRSR source in the MIR for 

the IR beamline at Elettra – Synchrotron Trieste, SISSI.6 The brightness advantage can be 

appreciated. 
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Figure 1. 7: a) Intensity profile of the glow bar source on the FPA (Focal Plane Array) detector, collected using a 

15X objective; measurements done at SISSI. b) Infrared signal through various aperture sizes comparing Elettra 

IR versus glow bars source. Measurements done using a MCT detector at SISSI c) Intensity profile of the SISSI IR 

beam on the FPA detector, collected using a 36X objective. 

SISSI@Elettra collects SR light from the Elettra bending magnet 9.1 over acceptance angles of 

65 mrad (H) and 25 mrad (V) and comprises both edge and constant field emission. A set of 

ellipsoid and plane mirrors delivers the light to the instrumentations (Figure 1.8). SISSI 

beamline hosts two branches. The first, designed to cover the whole IR range, from far to 

near infrared, and equipped with a Bruker VERTEX 70v interferometer and a Hyperion 2000 

microscope, is mostly dedicated to solid state physics and high pressure studies. The second 

is dedicated to biological studies and it is optimized for working in the mid infrared regime. 

The bio-branch end station consists in a Bruker VERTEX70 interferometer operated in 

controlled N2 environment and a Hyperion 3000 Vis-IR microscope, equipped with MCT 

single point detector (100 μm sensitive element) and a FPA64x64 pixel detector. 

 

 

Figure 1. 8: Sketch of the layout of SISSI beamline at Elettra 
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In the last few decades the number of infrared beamlines across the world, largely dedicated 

to bio applications have increased exponentially. The exploitation of the SR brightness offers 

the unique opportunity to resolve spectral details of few microns and therefore to go down 

to single-cell and even to sub-cellular level. This allows to achieve comprehensive 

biochemical information on major cellular macro-compartments, such as nuclear, 

perinuclear and cytoplasm regions. Moreover due to the low IR photon energy, the sample is 

preserved from heating and radiation damage during the measurements, as recently 

demonstrated by Holman and co-workers.7 

1.1.3 – Biological application of IRMS 

Genomic, proteomic, and metabolomic information of a bio-sample can be deduced 

analyzing its vibrational spectra. Therefore, starting from the 50s, 8-10 the use of spectroscopic 

methods, Infrared and Raman spectroscopy in particular, was already proposed for medical 

diagnoses rather than or joined with morphologically-based approaches commonly used in 

classical cytopathology and histopathology. However, due to the lack of enough computing 

power and the weak instrumental technologies (spectrophotometers, sources and detectors) 

at that time, the capabilities of this technique remained almost unexploited until recent 

years. As previously highlighted, more recently IRMS gained new attention as a powerful 

tool for characterizing biologically specimens, thanks to the improvement in spectrometers, 

window materials, and data processing. A key step in this process was the development of 

commercially available, fast and reliable FTIR instruments.11 Moreover, new sources of IR 

radiation were discovered and exploited, including radiation emitted from a storage ring  

and IR-lasers, such as Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs), and IR detectors have also been 

improved. Finally, the development of Vis-IR microscopes has provided the technological 

breakthrough. 

Nowadays infrared spectra of plant, animal or human cells and tissues as well as of 

microbial species are employed for differentiating microbial cells and strains,12, 13 for 

characterizing healthy and diseased tissues and/or cells,14, 15 for studying phenomena 

dependent on cellular growth16, 17 and cell interaction with different agents such as drugs, 

pollutants, poisons, chemotaxis agents18  and for many other applications.19, 20 

Thousands of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acid molecules compose biological 

samples, such as animal or plant tissues and cells, as well as viruses and bacteria. IR 

spectroscopy of these complex bio-systems is not a single-molecule detection technique; 

however band intensity, position, width and shape are sensitive to biochemical changes 

involving the most fundamental cellular constituents. Changes in cellular protein 
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conformation, in membrane order and composition as well as in nucleic acid content and 

folding state can be deduced by spectral comparison.  Hereafter, a brief overview of the IR 

features of the most relevant biomolecules is given, followed by the description of a 

representative spectrum of a single cell.  

Proteins, lipids, nucleic acids and carbohydrates are the main classes of biological 

macromolecules. Beside the huge number of IR-active fundamental vibration modes that 

characterize these macromolecules, their IR spectra are relatively simple, due to the strong 

overlapping of the vibrational bands. Figures from 1.9 to 1.12 show a representative 

spectrum for each class of biomolecules.  

Proteins perform a vast array of functions within living organisms, including catalyzing 

metabolic reactions, replicating DNA, responding to stimuli, and transporting molecules 

from one location to another. They consist of one or more chains of amino acid residues 

bonded together by amide linkage. Each amino acid is composed by a α-carbon to which an 

amino group, a carboxyl group, and a variable side chain are bonded. Peptide bond occurs 

between the amino group and the carboxylic group of two amino acids. This series of amide 

groups determine the polypeptide structure characterizing each protein.  Infrared spectrum 

of proteins exhibit strong vibrational bands associated with these amide groups (see Fig. 1.9). 

In particular, the stretching and bending modes of  C=O, C-N, N-H and O-C-N groups 

originate nine diagnostic bands, called Amide A, Amide B and Amides I-VII in order of 

decreasing wavenumber, as summarized in Table 1.1. Among these bands, the most 

extensively investigated are Amide I and Amide II, occurring approximately between 1700-

1600 cm-1 and 1580-1480 cm-1 respectively. Amide I is the most useful band for the 

characterization of the secondary protein structure.  The Amide I represents mainly the C=O 

stretching of peptide bond, with contributions from C-N stretching (~10%) and N-H bending 

(~10%), and its position is sensitive to the network of hydrogen bonds involving the carbonyl 

group, then to the protein secondary structure. This band originates from the overlapping of 

the different contributions coming from helices, sheets, turns and random domains that are 

present in the secondary structure of each protein (see table 1.1 for the assignment of each 

conformation). The Amide II band, that represents mainly the N-H bending (~60%) with a 

contribution from C-N stretching (~40%), is also diagnostic of protein secondary structures, 

although less employed to this aim than Amide I. The contribution of amino acid side chains 

to the protein spectrum is usually negligible, with the exception of the methyl/methylene 

stretching and bending regions, 3000-2800 cm-1and 1480-1360 cm-1 respectively. 
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Figure 1. 9: Representative spectra of a small protein (in this case the tri-peptide Ala-Leu-Phe). The portion of the 

spectra of major interest is highlighted by the red square. Adapted from 21. 

Table 1.1: IR band diagnostic for cellular proteins structure and conformation accordingly to22  υ=stretching, 

γ=bending, s=symmetric, as=asymmetric. 

 

Functional 

group 

Vibrational mode Frequency 

range (cm−1) 

Comments 

R-NH 
Amide A (ν N-H) ~3300 N-H stretching, in resonance 

with overtone (2x Amide II) 
Amide B (ν N-H) ~3100 

R-CONHR 
Amide I (ν C=O 

mainly) 

1610−1695 
Whole range; sensitive to 

hydration and H-bonding 

1692-1681 β-Turns 

1671-1679 
antiparallel pleated sheets and ß-

turns of proteins 

1671-1658 Turns and Bends 

1657-1651 α-helical structures 

1647-1641 Random coil 

1640-1621 ß-pleated sheet structures 

R-CONHR 

Amide II (γ N–H aminly) ~1550 
Sensitive to hydration and   H-

bonding 

Amide III (combination of 

γ N−H in-plane & ν C−N) 
1310-1240 Secondary structure folding 

RO-P(OR′)OO– as υ PO2− 1200−1260 

Phosphorylated proteins. 

Sensitive to hydration and   H-

bonding 
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Lipids are small biomolecules, hydrophobic or amphiphilic, with different structure and 

multiple biological functions. Phospholipids, glycolipids, and cholesterol are the main 

constituent of the cellular membranes of eukaryotic cells. Phospholipids are the most 

abundant in the majority of eukaryotic cells but the proportion of the three classes is 

dependent on the cell type. Phospholipids are amphipathic molecules having a hydrophilic 

head and hydrophobic tails.  The head contains the negatively charged phosphate group 

while the tail consists of long hydrocarbon chains. These two parts are linked together 

through an ester group. The major vibrational modes of phospholipids are reported in Table 

1.2. The fatty acid tails originate the bands associated with the stretching and bending of C-

Hn groups: - CH3 methyl, -CH2 methylene and =C-H alkenyl stretch.  Methylene moieties are 

the most abundant in acyl chains therefore their bands are the strongest. The ratio between 

methyl and methylene stretching bands can be indicative of the acyl chain ramification 

and/or instauration. Among the vibrational modes diagnostic for the phosphate head 

reported in Table 1.2, the more intense are due to asymmetric and symmetric stretching of 

PO2-, at around 1228 and 1084 cm-1 respectively. Finally, the 1750-1700 cm-1 region is 

diagnostic for the C=O stretching mode of the two carbonyl ester group of diacyl lipids. The 

shift of this band from ~1740 to ~1730 cm-1 reflects the gauche-bend of one of the acyl chains 

in order to make them parallel. In Table 1.2, some bands characteristic of lipid organized in 

membrane structures are also reported. 

 

Figure 1. 10: Representative spectra of a diacyl phospholipid; the portion of the spectra of major interest is 

highlighted by the green square. Adapted from 21. 
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Table 1.2:IR band diagnostic for structure and conformation of cellular lipids accordingly to23  υ=stretching, 

γ=bending, δ = rocking s=symmetric, as=asymmetric. 

 

Functional 

group 

Vibrational mode Frequency 

range (cm−1) 

Comments 

=C-H ν CH  

 

C−CH3 

as νCH3 ~2962 

s νCH3 ~2872 

as γ CH3 ~1450 

s γ CH3 1370–1380 
Methyl umbrella band. Sensitive to 

hydrocarbon chain lateral packing 

−(CH2)n − 

as νas CH2 2916–2936 Sensitive to hydrocarbon chain conformation 

s ν CH2 2843–2863 Sensitive to hydrocarbon chain conformation 

γ CH2 

1466–1473 

Whole range: CH2 scissoring, CH2 

deformation vibrations, Sensitive to 

hydrocarbon  chain lateral packing 

1471–

1473 
Hydrocarbon chains in tri-clinic parallel (T//) 

subcell 

1476, 1473 
Hydrocarbon chains in  orthorhombic 

perpendicular (O⊥) subcell 

~1468 
Rotationally disordered, hexagonally packed,   

hydrocarbon chains 

CH2 wagging 1300−1400 Sensitive to hydrocarbon chain conformation 

1180−1330 All-trans polymethylene  chains 

δ CH2 
718−731 

Sensitive to hydrocarbon chain lateral 

packing 

~720 
Rotationally disordered, hexagonally packed  

hydrocarbon chains 

−CH2−COOR ν C=O 1720−1750 

Sensitive to hydration and H-bonding; 

frequencies of hydrated or H-bonded groups 

occur  at lower frequencies 

−CH2−COOR 
α- Methylene bend 

γ CH2 
1414−1422 

Sensitive to the  conformation of the linkage 

to the glycerol backbone 

 

Nucleic acids are linear polymers, the repetitive unit of which is known as nucleotide. 

Nucleic acids are essential for all known forms of life since they function consist in encoding, 

transmitting and expressing genetic information. They can be classified in two main 
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categories: deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and ribonucleic acids (RNA). Each nucleotide is 

the assembly of three components: a phosphate group, a pentose sugar (2'-deoxyribose for 

DNA and ribose for RNA) and a nitrogenous base (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine 

in DNA while uracil substitutes thymine in RNA). The sugar-phosphate alternation through 

a phosphodiester linkage originates the nucleic acid backbone. DNA and RNA differ for the 

secondary structure: DNA molecules are double-stranded while RNA molecules are mainly 

single-stranded. Concerning their IR spectra, in the 1800-1500 cm-1 region fall the bands of 

purinic and pyrimidinic bases, sensitive to base-paring and base-stacking effects (nucleic 

acid secondary structure). In the 1250-1000 cm-1 region, the PO2- group of phosphate 

nucleotide moiety gives rise to two bands, symmetric and asymmetric stretching, diagnostic 

for nucleic acid conformation changes (nucleic acid tertiary structure). For more details, see 

Table 1.3. 

 

 

Figure 1. 11: Representative spectra of nucleobasis in this case adenine-citosine dinucleotide; the portion of the 

spectra of major interest is highlighted by the blue square. Adapted from 21. 
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Table 1.3: IR band diagnostic for cellular nucleic acids structure and conformation accordingly to 24  υ = 

stretching, γ = bending, δ = rocking s = symmetric, as = asymmetric. 

 

Functional 

group 

Vibrational 

mode 

Frequency 

range (cm−1) 

Comments 

B-form DNA as νPO2- (ν O=P=O-) 1225-1220 Main B-form marker 

A-form RNA as ν PO2- (ν O=P=O-) 

1245–1235 Main A-form marker 

1188-1175 

A-Form marker: Sugar-phosphate backbone 

vibration with contribution from the sugar 

moiety inC3'-endo/anti type of puckering 

Z-form DNA as ν PO2-  (ν O=P=O-) 
~1216-1213 Main Z-form marker 

~1123 Z-form marker 

Backbone 

s ν PO2- (ν O=P=O-) 1090–1085 Insensitive of B-to-A transition 

2’-OH vibration 970 
RNA backbone: Ribose-phosphate main chain 

vibration 

s νC-C 970-950 

DNA Backbone: B-form: singlet at 970 

A-form: triplet at 977, 968 and 952 

Z-form: triplet at 970, 951 and 925 

Ribose − 

νC-O-C  

~1135 Ribose C1'C2'OC3'stretching 

~1221 
Ribose vibration; overlapped with 1225 B-form 

marker 

1119–1116 Ribose C1'C2'OC3' stretching 

 995 Ribose-phosphate main chain vibration 

Furanose 
As ν C-O 1069–1044 

CO stretching of backbone;  Strongly enhanced 

in Z-form DNA Calc:(1069) s ν CO of the 

backbone Calc: (1049) as ν CO of the backbone 

 1020–1010 Furanose Strongly enhanced in Z-form DNA 

Basis ν C=O ~1710 - 1715 
ν C=O of nucleobases involved in Hoogsteen 

bindings; sensitive to H-Bond 

 

Polysaccharides are large biomolecules, or macromolecule, consisting only of carbon (C), 

hydrogen (H), and oxygen (O), usually involved in alcoholic groups. Carbohydrates play 

numerous roles in living organisms. They serve for the storage of energy (e.g., starch and 

glycogen) and as structural components (e.g., cellulose in plants and chitin in arthropods). 

For an animal eukaryotic cell, the 6-8% of its dry mass is constituted by carbohydrates while 
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this percentage rise up to almost 80% for plant cells. Polysaccharides are characterized by 

hydroxyl groups as well as by the C-O-C ether linkage and the pseudo-ether C-O-C linkage 

of sugar rings. The ether and pseudo-ether bonds along with the C-O stretch of C-OH sugar 

groups give rise to a complex series of bands, localized below 1200 cm-1. Active markers for 

carbohydrates are reported in Table 1.4. 

 

 

Figure 1. 12: Representative spectra of carbohydrates molecules, specifically of maltose; the portion of the spectra 

of major interest is highlighted by the yellow rectangular window. 

Table 1.4: IR band diagnostics for cellular carbohydrates structure according to 22 υ = stretching, γ = bending, s = 

symmetric, as = asymmetric. 

 

Functional 

group 

Vibrational 

mode 

Frequency 

range (cm−1) 

Comments 

R-O-H ν O-H 3550 – 3200 Broad 

−(CH2)n− 
s νCH2 2843–2863  

as ν CH2 2916–2936  

C-O-C Acetyl ν C-O-C ~1237  

Sugar C-O-C 

ν C-O-C 1105, 1078, 1050 α-D-glucosyl 

ν C-O-C 1066, 1031 β-D-glucosyl 
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Scaling up from the single macromolecules to an entire cell, the complexity of the spectra 

increases. In fact, thousands of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acid molecules 

compose each cell. Figure 1.13 reports the spectra of a representative animal eukaryotic cell, 

in this case MDA-MB-231 human adenocarcinoma cell line. As in the case of single 

biomolecules, a strong overlapping of the band is observed. The attribution of cellular 

vibrational bands has to be done taking in consideration not only the position of the bands 

but also the cell type and therefore cell composition (eukaryotic or prokaryotic, animal or 

vegetal, and, in the case of sub-cellular lateral resolution, the sample compartment 

investigated). For an animal eukaryotic cell, such as the one in the exemplificative spectrum 

of Figure 1.13, almost 70% of the cell weight is given by intracellular water. The remaining 

dry mass is roughly constituted by 60% of proteins, 15-20 % of lipids, 5% of nucleic acids, 

10% of carbohydrates and the remaining 10% of a miscellaneous of molecules, such as 

metabolites, salts, and others (Table 1.5) 25.  

 

Figure 1. 13: Representative IR spectrum of a living MDA-MB 231 cell. The spectral regions more representative 

for lipids, proteins, nucleic acids and carbohydrates are shown. The assignment of the most important 

absorptions bands is also done.  
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Table 1.5: Morphological and chemical parameters of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells  26. 

 

 Bacteria Yeasts Animal Cells 

Radius *μm+ 1 10 100 

Volume *μm3] 1 1000 >10 000 

Surface/volume ratio *μm-1] 1 0.1 - 

DNA base-pairs 4 x 106 20 x 106 500-5000 x106 

Number of "genes" 4000 20 000 >50 000 

RNA % [w/w] 10-20 ~ 3 3-4 

DNA % [w/w] 3-4 ~ 1 ~ 1 

Proteins % [w/w] 40-60 50-60 60 

Lipids % [w/w] 10-15 ~ 10 15-20 

Polysaccharides %   [w/w] 10-20 10-20 6-8 

 

Since proteins constitute almost the 60% of the dry mass of a eukaryotic cell, the spectral 

region between 1700 and 1500 cm-1, where Amide I e II bands are, can be considered 

diagnostic of cellular proteins. The contribution of purine and pyrimidine bases to this 

portion of the spectrum can be considered minor, since nucleic acids relative abundance is 

low. The spectral region below 1300 cm-1 is instead diagnostic for nucleic acids, and 

especially for nucleic acid conformational changes. The asymmetric stretching band of PO2- 

group is in a region almost free of other bands while the symmetric stretching band overlap 

with the complex network of C-O stretching bands characterizing cellular carbohydrates. 

However, in the case of animal cells, that have lower polysaccharides content compared to 

plants, polysaccharide bands are only partially hindering the spectral interpretation. Methyl 

and methylene moieties are present in almost each class of bio-macromolecules, but their 

abundance is significantly higher for lipids. Therefore, the 3000-2800 cm-1 range is usually 

employed to retrieve information on cellular membrane composition, order and fluidity 

together with the band centered at ~1730 cm-1, assigned to C=O stretching of phospholipids. 
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1.1.4 – The Water problem 

As already introduced, IRMS is a high sensitive, non-damaging and label-free technique to 

investigate biological samples. It provides the advantage to correlate morphological features 

of a biosample with its vibrational local pattern that is the biomarker for structure and 

composition of cellular lipids, proteins, nucleic acids and carbohydrates. Moreover, the 

possibility to have a label-free detection is a fundamental advantage; the use of exogenous 

probes, that is mandatory for other microscopy techniques like fluorescence27, inevitably 

alters the cell environment, and therefore possibly tunes cellular response.28 Until recent 

years, IRMS has been mainly performed on biological samples after fixation or drying due 

the so-called ‚Water Absorption Barrier‛. Water in fact is a strong absorber in the MIR 

region, the bands of which overlap with the ones of the biological samples. 

Figure 1.14 reports the spectrum in the MIR of liquid water (red curve) acquired using a 7.5 

μm thick liquid cell.  

 

Figure 1. 14: Raw spectra of physiological solution (NaCl 0.9%) and living MDA-MB231 single cell collected using 

a 7.5 µm pathlength liquid cell, red and black continuous lines respectively. The water features dominate both 

spectra but cellular contributions from the cell can be discerned.  

An isolated water molecule possesses three vibrational modes, the symmetric (ν1) and 

asymmetric (ν3) stretching of O-H group and the H-O-H bending mode (ν2). For water in the 

liquid state, the ν2 band is centered at 1643 cm-1 while ν1 and ν3 are at ~3450 and ~3600 cm-1 

respectively.  In the same region falls also the overtone band of the water bending (2ν2). 

Liquid water possesses also some librational broad bands in the region between 800-500 cm-1 

(not shown in the picture) arising from a collective vibrational mode of water molecules in 
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liquid state. There is also another band characteristic of liquid water at ~2127 cm-1, that 

results from the combination of ν2 with the librational bands.29 The overlapping of all these 

contributions accounts for the absorption spectrum of water in the MIR, shown in Fig. 1.14.  

Comparing the frequencies of these vibrational modes of water with the ones of a cell 

previously described, we can observe that the water bending band overlaps with the Amide 

I band, that is crucial for determining the protein-folding. The extinction coefficient of water 

(εwater) in the 1700-1600 cm-1 region is about 20 L·mol-1·cm-1,29 while the one of Amide I is on 

average one order of magnitude higher 30. However, the water concentration in the sampled 

volume is much higher than the total protein concentration. In the sampled volume, defined 

by setting knife-edge apertures in order to match the cells diameter, indeed, almost half of 

the volume is occupied by extracellular water medium. Moreover, the contribution of the 

intracellular water, that constitutes for the 70% of the cell mass, should be added. 

Consequently, the water content reaches approximately the 85 % of the total sampled 

volume. Hence, the absorbance in the 1700-1600 cm-1 accounts mostly for water. As a 

comparison, Figure 1.14 reports also the spectrum of a living MDA-MB-231 cell in water 

(dark line). According to this data, it is evident that Amide I band has to be disclosed by 

subtracting the water signal for retrieving protein structural information. In order to perform 

a reliable water  subtraction, the optical path of the IR beam within the aqueous medium has 

to be kept lower than approximately  ̴9 μm, for avoiding bending water band saturation.31 

A key development in order to fully exploit the potential of IRMS as diagnostic tool for 

medical applications is the real-time monitoring of biological processes occurring in living 

cells. This requires the overcoming of the water absorption barrier and a new generation of 

sample compartments able to sustain living cells for long time during experimental 

acquisition.  

1.1.5 – Overcoming the water problem 

In the past years, several approaches were proposed to overcome the ‚water adsorption 

barrier‛. Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) FTIR imaging has been applied for live cell 

imaging, taking advantage from the limited penetration depth of the evanescent field at the 

ATR crystal-cell interface, which limits the sampled water layer to few microns or less.32 By 

using this approach, the full range of the mid-IR spectrum (4000-900 cm-1) remains usable, 

since also the stretching modes of liquid water above 3000 cm-1 are not saturated. However, 

only thin cells can be wholly sampled, such as bacteria biofilms, while most of the eukaryotic 

cells cannot be entirely probed by the IR evanescent wave, limiting the possibility to study 

the biochemical changes occurring deep inside the cellular body.33, 34 Conversely, 
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transflection and transmission geometries allow the sampling of the cells along their entire 

thickness, but impose to maintain the water layer below ~ 10 μm. Holman and co-workers 

have recently proposed a transflection geometry for measuring microbial cells in a 

microfluidic open channel35 while in other papers appeared in the literature, demountable 

liquid chambers have been employed, obtained by separating two IR windows with plastic 

spacers.36-41 Working with demountable liquid cells, the irreproducibility of the optical path 

among different experiments and its non-uniformity within the chamber make the 

compensation of the water contribution by aqueous spectrum subtraction unreliable.42, 43 

Moreover, only very simple geometries with low spatial resolution can be obtained, limiting 

the possible experimental designs.  

The demand of a precise control of the pathlength over the whole area of a cell container 

could be addressed using a microfluidic approach for the design of the experimental 

chambers. Beside the optimal control of the geometrical parameters of the system, 

microfluidic provides the capability to precisely control the experimental conditions, e.g. 

medium exchange in order to guarantee cell sustainment or introduction of chemicals at 

known concentration to study their cytotoxicity. 

In the last years the groups of SISSI and LILIT (Laboratory for Interdisciplinary 

LIThography) beamlines at Elettra, in a joint collaboration project, proposed the full 

exploitation of microfabrication capabilities for the realization of Vis-IR transparent 

microfluidic devices of any desired design, able to sustain cell cultures for long time and 

with layouts easily tailorable to requirements. They produced a first generation of static 

devices, i.e. microwells, with controlled and reproducible spacing between CaF2 optical 

windows.44, 45 This system allowed studying the biological response of individual leukocytes 

subjected to mechanical stimulation and chemical stimulation demonstrating the potential 

impact of microfluidic applied to IRMS.   

Before going on into the discussion of the microfluidic approach to IRMS, that will be 

considered in chapter 2 – microfabrication for microfluidic, in the next section a brief 

overview of the most important microfabrication techniques is given. 
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1.2 – Microfabrication 

This chapter introduces Microfabrication. A complete and exhaustive presentation of all the 

technological or scientific aspect of microfabrication would be inappropriate and far from 

the scopes of this thesis. Instead, the aim of this brief overview is to supply the reader with 

the knowledge necessary to follow the development of microfluidic devices here discussed. 

Microfabrication groups the entirety of processes to perform the fabrication of miniaturized 

structures at micrometer scale and smaller. Historically, the earliest microfabrication 

processes were used for integrated circuit fabrication (ICs) leading to the so called ‚silicon 

revolution‛, that is the key of the technological progress of the last 40 years. In the last two 

decades, microfabrication technologies were then extended into other fields(e.g. physics, 

chemistry, materials science, ultra-precision engineering and so on) thanks to the 

development of MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) and bio-MEMS, i.e. fluidic 

microsystems specially designed for the manipulation of biological matter and its analysis 

with a variety of techniques (UV, fluorescence or electrochemical detection 46, 47). The 

microfabrication approach showed its peculiar advantage in the biological and chemical 

fields, mostly when microfluidic emerged as a new technological tool. Microfluidic is the 

science and technology of manipulating small volumes of fluids (range from fL to µL see Fig. 

1.15) in networks of channels of small dimensions (~5-500 µm).  

 

Figure 1. 15: Scale of dimensions involved in microfluidic technologies compared with the biological world. 
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The microfluidic approach presents several advantages: it requires only small volume of 

samples and reagents and therefore it is cost-saving, produces little waste, and it permits the 

precise control of the sample environment. Ina bio-MEMS, peculiar functions could be 

integrated, like sorting, filtering and mixing capabilities as well as almost all the features 

required for having a fully operative bio-laboratory in a single chip  (micro Total Analysis 

System - µ-TAS) 48, 49 with reduced dimensions compared with other analytical devices. DNA 

chips, real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), Lab-On-Chips (LOC) for single-cell 

analysis are just few examples. 

The fabrication of a micro-device deals with the optimization of a sequence of steps, and it 

takes advantage from the knowledge matured in the IC field. Therefore, the usual starting 

platform is a flat substrate like a silicon wafer. A number of processes are then designed, 

integrated and optimized in order to get the final device, with geometry and material 

properties fitting into the specific application. Although from a general point of view 

microfabrication could be described (but not limited) as a library of available processes and 

techniques, each individual device requires for specific fabrication strategies and solutions. 

Figure 1.16 reports an example of the possible strategies to obtain a microfluidic chip. 

 

Figure 1. 16: Scheme representing the overview of a microfabrication process. A substrate (gray) is initially coated 

with a polymeric resist film (green). Thanks to a lithographic step followed by the development, according to the 

kind of resist used, a direct replica of the mask(transparent glass slide with a 2D layout), or its negative, is 

obtained. The lay-out obtained can be the final one, or it can be further processed with additive (deposition, 

yellow layer) or subtractive (etching) techniques. Each step can be repeated several times to get the final 

geometry. 
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In the first step, a layer with defined thickness of a viscous fluid called photo-resist or simply 

resist (a solution of a polymeric material dissolved in an appropriate solvent), is deposited 

onto a substrate (a silicon wafer, glass or plastic slabs) usually by spin-coating or spray-

coating. The resist is then exposed: directly, to a beam of electrons or ions (electron beam or 

ion beam lithography), or to UV or X-ray radiation through a mask (photo or X-ray 

lithography). The exposed regions of the resist change their solubility towards an 

appropriate solvent, called developer. Therefore, after development, the exposed pattern is 

released. The resulting structure can be the final one or can be transferred to the substrate by 

additive (evaporation, sputtering, electroplating) or subtractive (wet and dry etching) 

processes. This basic sequence can be repeated several times, with different materials, 

processes and patterns for obtaining a functional device. 

Herein, a brief overview of the most commonly used fabricative techniques is provided. 

During this PhD project, those techniques were employed for the production of the final 

chip, as will be described in the following chapters. 

 

1.2.1 – Spin-coating 

Spin coating is a procedure used to produce uniform thin polymeric films onto flat 

substrates. Figure 1.17 sketches a typical spin-coating process. 

 

Figure 1. 17: Spin-coating process flow; a) deposition of the resist, b) spinning and c) bake. 

Usually a small amount of the coating material, resist, is deposited onto the center of a 

substrate. The substrate, allocated in an appropriate machine called spincoater, is then 

rotated at high speed (typically between 2000 and 4000 rpm) in order to spread the coating 

material by centrifugal force. Centripetal acceleration will cause the resin to spread to the 

edge of the substrate leaving a thin film of resin onto the surface. Final film thickness 

depends on the nature of the resin (viscosity, drying rate, resist dilution, surface tension, 

etc.) and on the parameters chosen for the spin process (rotational speed, acceleration and 

overall spin time).Film thickness indeed, is largely a balance between the force applied to 

shear the resin towards the edge of the substrate and the viscosity of the resin. As the resin 

dries, the viscosity increases until the radial force of the spin process can no longer 
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appreciably move the resin over the surface. At this point, the film thickness will not 

decrease significantly with increased spin time. 

After the coating, the film undergoes a drying step in which the substrate is heated to 

eliminate the excess of solvent from the resulting film. This process is known as bake process 

and it is necessary to increase the physical stability of the film. After thermal treatment the 

film is ready to be further processed. 

1.2.2 – Photolithography 

Photolithography (PL), also termed optical lithography, is the main technological tool by 

which Information Technology industry produces electronic devices and, by extension, it is 

the preferred process to be used also for MEMS and LOC production. PL exploits light to 

transfer a 2D lay-out (pattern) from a photo-mask (a slab of Soda lime or Quartz glass, on 

which a 2D pattern is defined on a 100 nm thick chromium layer) to a resist deposited, as 

previously described, over a substrate. When ultraviolet light, in the range 10÷400 nm is 

used, PL is usually referred as UV lithography (UVL). The process scheme is reported in 

figure 1.18. The resulting structure can be the final one or can be transferred to the substrate 

by additive (evaporation or sputtering) or subtractive (etching) processes.50 

 

Figure 1. 18: Scheme of a standard lithographic process flow. In the inset a picture of the mask-Aligner at the 

CNR-IOM laboratories. 
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Resists are sensitive to light and one of these two reactions may occur within the film upon 

exposure, determining two classes of resists: 

 chain scission, reducing the mean molecular weight of the polymer Positive Tone resist 

 chain cross-linking, increasing the mean molecular weight of the polymer. In this case a 

thermal treatment after exposure is needed for the propagation of the reaction (post-

exposure bake). Negative Tone resist 

The different averaged molecular weight of the chains in the exposed and unexposed 

regions of the film results in a different solubility toward an appropriate solvent called 

developer that selectively dissolves the region where the smaller chains are. Therefore, 

during the so called development step, the immersion into the solvent reveals the final 

pattern. In the case of positive resist, the removed regions are the exposed ones while the 

opposite effect is seen for negative resists.  

Commonly used UV light sources are high-pressure Hg arc lamps: the dominant emission 

lines are at wavelengths of 365 nm (I-line), 405 nm (H-line), and 436 nm (G-line). I-line is 

preferred to the others since the resolution of the lithography is related directly to the 

wavelength of the used light (see Eq. 1.10). Commonly used resists are engineered to be 

preferentially sensitive to photons with this energy, and exhibit less or absent sensibility to 

lower energy photons. Resolution, S, and depth of field, DOF, are related to wavelength and 

optical system by the following equations: 

𝑆 =  𝑘1 

𝜆

𝑁𝐴
          [Eq. 1.10] 

𝐷𝑂𝐹 =  𝑘2

𝜆

𝑁𝐴2
              [Eq. 1.11] 

where S is the smallest feature obtainable according to the Rayleigh resolution criterion, NA 

is the numerical aperture of the optical system, λ is the wavelength of light used and k1 and 

k2 are constants related to the overall lithographic process, with values in the range 0.6 ÷ 0.8. 

Noticeably, the shorter the wavelength, the higher is the resolution but the depth of field 

results reduced. This is a huge constrain, stating that increasing the resolution is possible at 

the cost of reducing the thickness of the resist layer.  

Resolution capability of a resist, defined as the smallest linewidth that could be consistently 

patterned, depends not only from the employed wavelength, as seen in equation 1.10, but 

also from resist sensitivity to the light, expressed in terms of resist contrast. The contrast, γ, 

is defined as in the following equation: 
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𝛾 =   log
𝐷0

𝐷1
 
−1

               [Eq. 1.12] 

 

Figure 1. 19: Typical response curves for a positive tone resist (a) and negative tone resist (b): the contrast γ is 

determined at the intersection of the tangent curve in D0 and the curve Y = 1. 

D0 and D1 are two parameters, characteristic for each type of photo-resist, empirically 

calculated from an interpolated curve as reported in figure 1.19. A film of photo-resist with 

defined thickness is exposed to different and increasing doses of energies Dn. After the same 

development process (developing solution, time and temperature), the residual thickness of 

the exposed resist is measured, normalized to the initial value, then reported with respect to 

the energy dose in semi-logarithmic scale obtaining curves as the one in Figure 1.19. For a 

positive resist (see Fig. 1.19a), D0 is the energy at which the residual thickness equals zero 

and D1the intersection between the tangent of the curve in D0 and the horizontal line Y=1. 

Instead, for a negative resist, D1 is the energy that induces the beginning of the 

polymerization (See Fig. 1.19b) while D0 is the intersection between the tangent of the curve 

in D1 and the horizontal line Y= 1. The higher is the contrast, the better is the resolution of 

the resist. The type of source influences the contrast. If a non-monochromatic light source is 

used, the absorption of photons with energy different from the optimized one is enhanced, 

worsening of the contrast. This ends in a loss of resolution.  

Several parameters determine the quality of the lithographed pattern and any combination 

of resist/pattern/substrate requires for the optimization of the fabrication protocol. Thickness 

of the film, tone of the resist, bake conditions, exposure dose, pattern geometry, 

development chemistry, time and temperature are parameters that mostly affect the pattern 

quality. As an example, let consider the verticality of the structure’s walls as the main 

parameter the reveals the quality of the pattern. In the ideal case, the pattern should be 

exactly transferred to the polymeric layer and the sidewalls should be vertical.  For a positive 

tone resist, exposure dose and development conditions are the most critical parameters that 

have to be carefully tuned. In the case of an exposure dose higher than the optimal one 
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(overexposure), a positive slope of the walls is observed while an under-dose exposure 

would account for the non-complete removal of the resist from the exposed areas. The same 

effect is revealed for a correct exposure dose and a development too short. Moreover, even 

with a perfect tuning of these parameters, the walls of the structure could present slight 

positive slope; this is due to a difference in the dose absorption along the thickness of the 

film. In theory, resists are designed in order to minimize this difference and should 

guarantee a uniform dose profile; but in current laboratory practice, perfect vertical walls are 

very hard to achieve. Table 1.6 present a qualitative summary of possible outcomes.  

Table 1.6:Sidewall profile of the pattern under different exposure/development conditions for a positive tone 

resist. 

Positive Tone Photo-resist 

Dose 

Develop Time 
Correct Higher lower 

correct 
 

Fully developed 

structures without or with  

slight positive slope 

 
Fully developed 

structures but with 

higher slope 

 
Not fully developed 

structures 

longer 
 

Developed structures, 

higher slope and partially 

eroded upper edges 

 
Developed structures, 

high slope angle and 

eroded upper edges 

 
Not fully developed 

structures, lower 

slope of the walls 

shorter  
Not fully developed 

structures 

 
Fully developed 

structures with low slope 

 
Not developed 

structures 

 

Negative Tone Photo-resist 

Dose Correct Higher Lower 

  
Fully developed 

structures 

 
Fully developed 

structures with 

negative slope 

 
Not fully 

polymerized layer 

 

Conversely, for a negative tone resist, exposure dose conditions is the critical parameter. In 

the case of an exposure dose higher than the optimal one (overexposure), a negative slope of 
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the walls is observed while an under-dose exposure would account for the non-complete 

removal of the resist from the unexposed areas (see Tab. 1.6 last row). The development time 

has not influence on the sidewall profile.  

1.2.3 – Nano Imprint Lithography 

In a recent review, H. Schift51 defines NanoImprint Lithography (NIL) as an alternative 

patterning method to photolithography. In NIL, the 3D pattern of a stamp is replicated into a 

material coated on a hard substrate by mechanical contact and 3D material displacement (see 

scheme in figure 1.20).   

 

Figure 1. 20: Sketch of the NIL Process. The appropriate resist (green layer) is spin-coated on the substrate (grey 

layer) and baked. The stamp (blue) and the substrate with the polymer are then bought in contact (a). A thermo-

mechanical cycle is applied to the system. Pressure and temperature are maintained for the time necessary to 

obtain the complete filling of the cavities (b). After the cooling down of the system, pressure is released and the 

stamp is separated (demolding, c). The residual layer is than removed leading to the patterned substrate. 

In the thermal nanoimprint lithography process, as the one reported in Figure 1.20, a hard 

stamp, typically obtained from a silicon wafer, is pressed into a thin thermoplastic polymer 

film heated above its glass transition temperature, Tg. The most largely employed 

thermoplastic polymer is poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA), which has a Tg of 100°- 110° C, 

depending on the averaged molecular weight of its chains. Once PMMA is heated up to 

170°C, it behaves as a viscous liquid, and when the stamp is pressed against the polymer 

film the structures of the stamp can be easily indented into it. The stamp and substrate with 

the polymer are kept at constant pressure and temperature for the time necessary to 

complete the process; then, they are cooled keeping the stamp in contact under constant 
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pressure. This ensures that the polymer maintains its shape after the releasing of the mold. 

When the system is below the glass transition temperature, the stamp can be 

removed leaving the pattern frozen into the polymer. Generally, a thin residual layer of 

polymer remains at the bottom of the imprinted features of the substrate surface; if required, 

an oxygen plasma cleaning process is applied to remove it. 

The minimal requirements for a thermal-NIL process are:  

 the resist’s Young’s modulus needs to be much smaller than that of the mold during the 

imprinting 

 the minimal pressure required to perform the imprint should be higher than the shear 

modulus of the polymer 

 the highest temperature reached during the imprinting cycle should be sufficient to reduce 

the viscosity of the polymer at a value to which the NIL process can take place within a 

practical time frame; a typical value of viscosity reached during the nanoimprint step is 104 -

105 Pa*s. 

1.2.4 – Dry etching 

Lithography techniques, such as UV-photolithography and nanoimprint lithography, may 

precede or follow several subtractive and additive process steps where materials can be 

either removed from or added to a substrate. In the field of micromachining, etching 

processes are widely used as subtractive techniques. In this case, a patterned structure over 

the substrate is transfer by chemical and/or physical removal of material from the substrate. 

Generally, the pattern is defined in a protective masking layer such as a resist, an oxide or a 

metallic film, which has to be more resistant than the substrate to the etching agents. The 

etching techniques include gas and vapor phase dry etching processes, etching in liquid 

phase (wet etching) and technologies for material removing without masking (scheme in 

figure 1.21) these have been used in the optimization fabrication protocols in this PhD thesis. 

 

Figure 1. 21: Sketch of an etching process: A substrate is covered with a structured polymeric layer. The polymer 

is used as a mask for the etching step to transfer the pattern into the substrate. Finally, resist stripping leads to the 

final patterned surface. 

The dry etching processes are employed for the etching of a wide range of materials such as 

silicon, polymers and oxides, using several tools, like Reactive Ion Etching (RIE), Inductively 
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Coupled Plasma (ICP), Ion Beam Milling (IBE). This kind of processes are characterized by 

the etching of a solid surface in a gas or vapor phase, physically by a ion bombardment, 

chemically by a chemical action through the generation of reactive species at the surface, or 

by the combination of both. In the case of Physical Etching (see Fig. 1.21), atoms are ejected 

from the surface by inert heavy ions bombardment, while in Chemical Etching, plasmas that 

contain reactive species (like ions or radicals) are able to modify the surface chemistry and 

leading to highly volatile compounds. Working at very low pressure, these atoms or small 

molecules pass into the gas phase and are removed by pumping systems. More details on 

these processes could be find in 52 and 50. 

1.2.5 – Sputtering 

In the previous section, a brief overview on etching techniques was given. In this section, a 

widely employed technique that goes in the opposite direction, depositing materials over a 

substrate, is described. This technique is the sputtering deposition.  

Sputtering is a process whereby atoms are ejected from a solid target material due to 

bombardment by energetic particles (ions). Sputtered atoms ejected into the gas phase are 

not in their thermodynamic equilibrium state and have a wide energy distribution, typically 

up to tens of eV. They can ballistically fly from the target in straight lines and impact 

energetically on a substrate placed along their trajectory, being therefore deposited onto it 

(scheme in figure 1.22). Adding a suitable magnetic field inside the chamber, usually 

produced by permanent magnets, an improvement of the sputtering yield (defined as the 

number of knocked out atoms from the target divided by the number of impinging ions 

from the plasma, in the unit of surface and time)  is obtained leading to higher deposition 

rates.50 

Sputtering is used extensively in the semiconductor industry to deposit thin films of various 

materials in integrated circuit processing. Thin antireflection coatings on glass for optical 

applications and low-emissivity coatings on glass, used in double-pane window assemblies 

are deposited by sputtering. Sputtering is also employed as the process to deposit metal 

layers (e.g. aluminum or CrOx) during the fabrication of CDs, DVDs and Hard disks. 

Finally, the technique is employed to produce optical waveguides in photovoltaic solar cells. 
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Figure 1. 22: Schematic of the simple planar diode configuration for sputtering deposition. 

1.3 – Cell physiology 

The term "physiology" refers to all the normal functions that take place in a living organism. 

Cell physiology therefore is the biological study of the cell's mechanisms and interactions in 

its environment. Nowadays, several studies have been carried out in order to understand the 

biochemical cascade of events occurring within a cell during its life in unperturbed condition 

as well as upon external stimulations, but there is still a lack of knowledge about the overall 

dynamic and regulation of the cell processes. 

Aiming to establish the capabilities of IRMS as a new biological tool for the investigation of 

cell physiology under physiological conditions, and to have a better knowledge of peculiar 

cellular processes, we decided to focus our attention on two fundamental aspects of cell life; 

in particular its progression through the cell cycle and apoptosis. Cell cycle is the series of 

events that take place in a cell leading to its division and duplication (replication), arising to 

two daughter cells, each containing a genome identical to those of the initial one.53 

Apoptosis, instead is a naturally occurring event through which a cell ends its life by a 

Programmed Cell Death (PCD). It is also the natural route followed for eliminating cells that 

are aged, redundant, damaged or infected.54 

Actually both of these processes are fundamental for the maintenance of the tissue 

homeostasis, and then they are vital for the normal evolution of an organism. Alterations of 
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these cellular functions is implicated in a myriad of diseases. For example, uncontrolled 

proliferation is associated to cancer55 and aberrant re-entry in cycle of neurons in Alzheimer 

disease56.  Increased apoptosis has been related to neurodegenerative diseases57, ischemic 

damage58, and to autoimmune diseases59 while when it is reduced or suppressed leads also 

to uncontrolled cell proliferation, thus to cancer60 and it is observed in some viral infections61. 

Understanding the features of normal cell behavior, and those occurring in altered cells (as 

example, in cancer55) is of great relevance for either biology and medicine. Therefore, during 

this PhD, we employed IRMS combined to Microfluidic Devices as an alternative 

methodology for studying cell cycle stage features and distribution as well as for monitoring 

the cascade of events that leads to apoptosis in live cells without any labeling, staining or 

fixation. The advantages in using this approach arise from the fact that it does not affect cell 

viability and provides additional information on content and structure of biomolecules. 

Moreover, the cell population after measurement remains available for further 

investigations. Three experiments were performed and will be described in Chapter 3 – 

IRMS measurements. In the first one, the cell cycle progression of B16 mouse melanoma cells 

was studied running parallel experiments based on IRMS and Flow Cytometry (FC) using 

Propidium Iodide staining.  Data obtained with IRMS and FC were cross-checked to 

evaluate the agreements between the results in order to establish the capabilities of IRMS to 

distinguish between different stages of cell cycle. In the second experiment, we investigated 

the biochemical changes revealed by IRMS of living U937 cell line driven to apoptosis by 

serum deprivation and CCCP (Carbonyl Cyanide m-Chloro Phenylhydrazone) - induced  

mitochondrial membrane depolarization. The third experiment aimed to monitor the 

response of MCF-7 and MDA-MB 231 cell line exposed to heat-shock stress. The exposure to 

stressful conditions first triggered the activation of cell defense mechanisms, then, the 

cascade of events that lead to apoptosis. 
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2. Microfabrication 

 
This chapter discusses the microfabrication strategies developed during this PhD to produce the 

microfluidic devices used for IR microspectroscopy experiments on living cells. The fabrication 

has been carried out at the CNR-IOM laboratory, mainly using the cleanrooms and equipment 

of the LILIT’s group (Laboratory for Interdisciplinary Lithography)1, 2. 

The chapter starts with a brief overview of the state of the art on the field and of the available 

platform or protocols, published by others groups or previously developed in the framework of 

LILIT-SISSI collaboration. The achievements resulting from my work will be critically discussed. 

2.1 – Infrared transparent materials 

Several groups have developed devices to study living cells by IRMS. The approaches proposed 

include demountable flow chambers3, 4 and open5 or closed6 micro fluidic devices and used 

different starting substrates. Nasse et al. 4 designed a demountable flow chamber employing 

sub-micrometer diamond films or  0.5  mm thick diamond windows supported by Si wafers. 

Tobin et al.3 and Vaccari et al.6 instead used  2 mm thick CaF2 windows while Holmanet al.5 used 

silicon wafer as the substrate. 

Chemical and physical properties of a material are of primary importance for the development 

of a new fabrication strategy. The first parameter to be considered for our purpose is, of course, 

the IR transparency. Since fabrication involve steps with thermal excursions and mechanical 

stress, such as for drilling or polishing, hardness or brittleness of the materials must be also 

taken into account. Finally, as these MEMS device are interfaced to biological samples and 
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measurements are performed in water-based medium, water stability and biocompatibility are 

also required. 

Table 2.1 reports the most commonly employed IR transparent materials together with some of 

their optical and physical properties relevant for the present work. These materials are usually 

available in form of single or poly crystalline windows, with thicknesses ranging from a few 

microns to a few millimeters. With the exception of silicon and diamond, the other materials are 

not common substrate for Microfabrication. 

Table 2. 1: Mechanical, physical, chemical and optical properties of commonly employed microfabrication. IR 

transparent materials7. 

 

Material 

IR 

transmission 

range [cm-1] 

Young 

Modulus 

[GPa] 

Density 

[g/cm3] 

Thermal 

conductivity 

[W/mK] 

Water 

solubility 

[g/100 g H2O] 

Refractive 

Index at 1 

µm 8 

Fused Silica 50,000-2500 72 2.20 1.4 Insoluble 1.45 

Diamond 
45,450-2325   

1665-285 
1050 3.515 >1800 Insoluble 2.39 

CaF2 66,666-1110 76 3.18 9.7 0.00151 (20°C) 1.42 

BaF2 50,000-770 53 4.89 11.72 0.12 (25°C) 1.46 

ZnSe 10,000-500 70 5.27 18 Insoluble 2.49 

Silicon 
10,000-1540 

500-30 
131 2.33 148 Insoluble 3.59 

Germanium 5,000-600 103 5.32 60 Insoluble 4.10 

Sapphire 50,000-1780 345-86 3.98 6.66 Insoluble 1.75 

 

Concerning the IR transparency, this has to be ensured between 3000 and 2800 cm-1, and 1800 

and 1000 cm-1, where the most characteristic cellular bands are located.9 It appears immediately 

that silicon and its compounds (oxide or nitride), although widely used in microfabrication, 

could not be employed due to their absorption in the spectral ranges of interest (below 1540 cm-1 

and 2500 cm-1 for silicon and fused silica respectively).10 11Diamond presents excellent thermo-

mechanical properties and chemical stability, but it is extremely expensive.  

Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) and germanium (Ge) are toxic for cells12; therefore, the choice is narrowed 

down to calcium and barium fluoride (CaF2 and BaF2 respectively). The CaF2 solubility in water 

is very low, and it is transparent to both infrared and visible light.  The infrared properties of 
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BaF2 for IR spectroscopy are even better, but the high water solubility is limiting its direct 

applicability for microfluidic purposes, as the resulting solution is toxic for living cells. 

Therefore, a good compromise is CaF2, though it has one important drawback: the lack of 

standard microfabrication protocols that work on it. The brittleness of CaF2 imposes severe 

constraints on the fabrication protocols to be adopted for producing fluidic devices. CaF2 is 

known to be a brittle material. This is clear from different mechanical parameters, such as 

fracture toughness, or Knoop hardness. The comparison of CaF2 with other common reference 

materials used as substrates, e.g. glass or silicon, shows that CaF2 is less capable of withstanding 

mechanical stresses. For instance, Knoop hardness of calcium fluoride is reported to be 163 

kg/mm2 whereas that of glass (soda-lime) and silicon are respectively ~500 and 1100 kg/mm2. 

Also the comparison of the fracture toughness, which describes the ability of a material 

containing a crack to resist fracture, is unfavorable for CaF2 , with values of ~0.3, 0.8 and 0.9 

MPa*m1/2 respectively for CaF2 glass and silicon. Another point is that the thermal expansion of 

CaF2 is about 6 times larger than that of silicon, whereas the thermal conductivity is more than 

10 times smaller, which means that the application a thermal gradient results in much larger 

thermal stress. 13 14 15 

2.2 – Microfluidic devices for IRMS – State of the art  

During the last years, the collaboration between SISSI and LILIT groups has lead to the 

demonstration that CaF2 is a suitable platform for microfluidics. Herein a brief overview of the 

fabrication protocol used in the past is reported and summarized in figure 2.1. In the first step, 

the substrate, a CaF2 optical window 2mm thick, is spin-coated with a layer of a resist (positive 

tone novolac-based photoresist called X-ARP 3100/10 by AllResist GmbH). After an optimized 

baking process, to remove the excess of solvent, the measured film thickness was 7.5 µm. The 

designed wells’ layout is obtained by UV lithography. Cells are then dropped into the wells and 

the system is closed with a second CaF2 window by mechanical clamping, leading to the liquid 

cell.  
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Figure 2. 1: Overview of the process routes for the fabrication of microfluidic devices suitable for IRMS. In the insets 

a-d the different stages of the fabrication are shown (the lithographed microfluidic circuit, a, is obtained onto a CaF2 

window, a second window with drilled holes is placed into intimate contact with the bottom part of the device, b, and 

is sealed by a thermo-mechanical process of bonding, leading to the final device, c; the latter is placed in a custom 

chip holder providing fluidic connections and a temperature control, d, and used for measurements. 

The static devices produced according to the described fabrication routes were used for 

studying the biological response of individual leukocytes subjected to mechanical stimulation, 

which induces a massive rearrangement of the cytoskeleton structure, as occurring during 

capillary circulation. The same devices were also applied to investigate chemical stimulation 

with fMLP (Formyl Methionil-Lucyl-Phenilalanine), causing the immune system response to 

inflammation and infection. These two experiments demonstrate the potential impact of the 

microfluidics applied to the IRMS, in terms of experimental design flexibility. 

A similar lithographic protocol was also exploited for the development of a proper fluidic 

chamber. 16 It consists of a sealed microfluidic device that ensures the renewal of the medium, 

necessary for performing long-term measurements. In particular, thanks to a fine control of the 

residual solvent in the resist film an increase of the bonding strength of the cover lid was 

achieved17. As it is known, residual solvent influence the glass transition temperature of resists18 

offering a viable strategy for lowering temperature and time needed for plastic deformation of 
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polymers to occur in thermo-mechanical processes. This effect was exploited to favor the 

photoresist conformability to the CaF2 leads, improving therefore the sealing of the device.  

In order to highlight the biological relevance of IRMS on living cells, the team performed a 

systematic exploration of the biochemical alterations induced by different fixation protocols, 

ethanol 70% and formaldehyde solution 4%, as well as air-drying on U937 leukemic monocytes 

by comparing their IR vibrational features with the live U937 counterpart. Both fixation and air-

drying procedures affected lipid composition and order as well as protein structure at a 

different extent while they both induced structural alterations in nucleic acids. Therefore, only 

IRMS of live cells can provide reliable information on both DNA and RNA structure and on 

their cellular dynamic.  

The results achieved demonstrate that IRMS on live cells under physiological conditions in 

microfluidic devices is a feasible, reliable, and biologically relevant label-free cell-based assay.6 

Nevertheless, critical issues related to the short stability in time of the devices were identified in 

that work.   

The first issue is related to the low surface energy (30-50 mJ/m2 )19 of CaF2, that caused adhesion 

problems when employing standard commercial photoresist, like S1828 from Shipley, SU8 from 

MicroChem or PMMA. The second is the stability of the resist X-ARP 3100/10, used for the 

device fabrication. This resist was the only one that showed good adhesion onto CaF2, but 

undergoes a depolymerization reaction when exposed to UV-light, being a positive-tone resist 

with an alkaline developer.  Since, usually, the visible light is not filtered for UV component, this 

component may induce damages in the polymer film. Moreover, during an experiment with live 

cells, the microfluidic circuits are filled with physiological solution or culture medium; both of 

them are weak alkaline solutions. Therefore, the experimental conditions generate a progressive 

degradation of the device, which is clearly visible in the images reported in figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2. 2: Optical image of the device sidewall  at the beginning of the experiment (a), after 8 hours (b) and after 36 

hours (c). As can be seen a progressive degradation of the polymeric films is observed. This causes a loss f the sealing 

proved by the presence of air bubbles over the polymeric layer. 
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Motivated by the need of circumventing the shortcomings of these devices, we decided to 

modify the fabrication strategies to obtain a new generation of microfluidic devices suitable for 

IRMS studies, characterized by broadband transparency from mid-IR to UV and long-term 

stability in continuous flow conditions. Specifically, we introduced a strategy, we refer to as 

“silicon-like” strategy, which is explained in the next section. 

2.3 – The “silicon-like” strategy 

As a possible solution to the problem of low surface adhesion of CaF2, we demonstrate a simple 

but effective method, consisting in the deposition of a thin layer of silicon on the optical 

windows.20 Magnetron sputtering was employed for the deposition of films, which proved to 

strongly adhere to the CaF2. The advantages of this approach are several:  

 the substrate behaves like a polycristalline Si surface, for which a wide range of well 

established fabrication processes exists, solving the adhesion problems related to the use 

of common resists on low surface energy materials 

 the thin silicon film acts as a barrier between cells and CaF2,  preventing possible harmful 

effects of Ca2+ and F- ions, in particular for adherent living cells (e.g. neurons21) 

 new opportunities opened by the possibility of nanopatterning the silicon layer as a 

further “handle” to control the adhesion of cells, and to study by IRMS the mechanism of 

interactions between cells and nanopatterned substrates 22 23 

 the “barrier-effect” given by the this silicon layer would allow the use of other materials 

with better optical properties  than CaF2, like BaF2, preventing the local dissolution of the 

substrate 

IR Transmittance of the Optical windows before and after the silicon deposition is reported in 

figure 2.3 for both CaF2 (inset a) and BaF2 (inset b). A partial loss of transparency, due to the 

reflective properties of sputtered silicon, can be inferred from its transmittance spectrum.24 This 

trend does not affect at all the spectral quality and reliability, since the background subtraction 

compensates for the slope, resulting in flat spectral baselines. 
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Figure 2. 3: Transmittance curves for CaF2 (a) and BaF2 (b) optical windows covered with different thickness layers of 

Silicon. 

The change of surface energy induced in the optical window by the thin silicon layer was 

evaluated by mean of liquid contact angle measures.  

Contact angle θ is one of the most accurate method for determining the interface free energy 

between a liquid (L) and a solid (S). Considering the case in which a liquid drop is leaning on 

the surface of a solid and surrounded by air (V), the angle measured between the surface and a 

line that is tangent to the drop of liquid on the surface at the point where it intersects the surface 

is defined as equilibrium contact angle, θ. It quantifies the wettability of a solid surface by a 

liquid via the Young equation: 

𝛾𝑠𝑣  −  𝛾𝑠𝑙  =  𝛾𝑙𝑣 cos𝜃            [Eq. 2.1] 

Where γsv, γsl and γlv represent the interfacial energies at the three interfaces respectively and θ 

is the contact angle as described previously. Figure 2.4 reports a graphical representation of Ө. 
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Figure 2. 4: Contact angle and wetting classification. In the non-wet case (a) a microscopic film covers that part of the 

substrate not beneath the drop. For a dry substrate (c) this thin layer is missing. Image (b) shows the case of complete 

wetting. 

Young equation 2.1 is derived for the case that fulfills the following points: 

 surface is smooth, rigid and flat 

 surface and liquid are homogeneous 

 surface and liquid are chemically and physically inert one to each other 

Several models were developed to determine the surface energy𝛾𝑠𝑣  from the Young’s equation. 

Some of them are reported in reference25. We used the Equation of State (EOS) approach26, by 

mean of ultrapure de-ionized water (MilliQ grade) and diiodomethane (Sigma Aldrich) as 

respectively the ionic and non-ionic liquid. The mean contact angle on CaF2 surface before and 

after Si sputtering was evaluated acquiring five different measurements with a DSA20E Easy 

Drop system (Krűss GmbH, DE). For each measure, a volume of 3 µl of liquid was dropped on a 

different point of the sample.  Results are reported in Table 2.2 

Table 2. 2: Water contact angle and Surface energy of surface modified CaF2 compared with the ones of silicon and 

silicon dioxide 

 
Water contact angle [°] Surface Energy [mJ/m

2
] 

Bare CaF2 103.4 ± 5.3 28.25 

CaF2 +10 nm of Si 42.6 ± 7 51.74 

Silicon 58.0 ± 5.0 40-52 

SiO2 45.0 ± 2 51.8 
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Figure 2.5 shows typical images acquired by the measurement system of water sessile drop on 

bare CaF2, c), and Si-sputtered CaF2, d). The bare CaF2 is clearly hydrophobic, with a water 

contact angle of 103.4 ± 5.3°. After the deposition of silicon, the surface becomes hydrophilic 

with a water contact angle of 42.6 ± 7°. Interestingly this value is more consistent with typical 

values for SiO2 (45.0 ± 2, from 27) than for bare Si (58.0 ± 5.0, same reference). This clearly 

indicates that the thin Si layer rapidly oxidizes when exposed to air. The determination of 

surface energy confirms this assumption: while it was 28.25 mJ/m2 for the bare CaF2, it became 

51.74 mJ/m2 for the Si-sputtered, in agreement with literature values for SiO2.28 

 

Figure 2. 5: a) Contact angle measured on bare CaF2; b) Contact angle measured on CaF2 covered by sputtered Si. 

The morphology of the silicon layer was inspected through electron microscopy and AFM. 

Figure 2.6 shows SEM images of the CaF2 windows surface before and after silicon deposition; 

the main morphological features i.e. scratches originated during mechanical polishing by the 

producer, are preserved after the deposition, which results in a thin conformal and continuous 

layer. AFM measurements on 10x10 µm areas were conducted in 3 different points of the sample 

after silicon sputtering. The inset in Fig 2.6 shows a 3D rendering of the typical result; the root-

mean-square roughness (Rrms) was evaluated with Gwyddion software (http://gwyddion.net/), 

resulting in Rrms = 3.35 ± 0.31 nm. These roughness values are rather larger than the characteristic 

of a Si wafer (< 0.5 nm), however compatible with all subsequent microfabrication processes and 

IRMS measurements. 
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Figure 2. 6: SEM images of the surface of CaF2 windows used as substrate for the production of microfluidic devices. 

a) As received from the producer and b) after 10 nm Si layer deposition. The inset in b) shows a 3D AFM map of the 

surface morphology. The value of Rrms (surface roughness) is 3.35 ± 0.31nm. 

 

2.3.1 – Functionalization of the silicon layer 

In order to demonstrate the flexibility introduced by the surface modification of the platform, 

we realized two nano-patterning strategies: 

 topographical patterning 

 chemical patterning 

in both cases standard fabrication approaches were applied.29 

Topographical patterning of the silicon 

The nanopatterning of the inner surfaces of the device before assembling could be of great 

interest for studying the interactions of the cells with nanoscale topography, which has been 

shown to influence cellular growth and differentiation.30,31,32 We demonstrated this possibility by 

nanoimprint lithography (NIL) followed by dry etching of the silicon after the removal of the 

residual layer; Figure 2.7 shows the process scheme.  
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Figure 2. 7: Process scheme for the topographical patterning of surface modified optical windows.  

Silicon was deposited with a thickness of 50 nm, i.e. a thicker layer than previously used, since 

the reliefs need to be engraved into it. The NIL resist MRI 7020 (MRT GmbH, DE) was spin-

coated to a thickness of 145 nm on a CaF2/Si optical window, baked for 90 sec at 120 °C and 

nanoimprinted at 90°C and 5 MPa. After removal of the residual layer by oxygen plasma, the 

silicon was dry etched by a fluorine-based plasma in an ICP reactor (SPTS Technology). 

Residual layer removal is obtained in oxygen plasma (O2 flux of 40 sccm, pressure 4 mTorr, coil 

power of 200 W, plate power of 10 W, bias 36 V, for 30 sec). Dry etching is obtained using a gas 

mixture of SF6, C4F8 and Ar (30, 60 and 10 sccm respectively) for 13 sec (Pressure 8 mTorr, Power 

coil 400 W, Power plate 20 W bias 98 V). At the end of the process 2 minutes of oxygen plasma 

(50 sccm O2, Pressure 20 mTorr, Power coil 800 W, Power plate 20 W bias 70 V) are introduced to 

clean the surface of the optical window and the chamber walls from residuals fluorocarbons 

before removal of the sample. 

The SEM images reported below show the resulting structures obtained on CaF2/Si window 

after the patterning with 300/500 nm width/period lines etched to a depth of 35 nm.  

 

Figure 2. 8: SEM image of a grating etched into the silicon coating with lines of 300 nm width, 500 nm period, dry 

etched to a thickness of 35 nm into a 50 nm thick Si layer. 
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Chemical functionalization of the silicon 

Chemical functionalization of the silicon layer could be of great interest for biochemical and 

biomedical applications. The possibility to immobilize proteins or other molecules able to 

interact with cells onto the silicon surface leads to define different regions inside the same 

device with different chemical features. Moreover it will open the possibility to study the 

interaction between cell membranes and surface during process like adhesion and molecular 

recognition between antibodies and antigens.33,34,35 

Here we show an easy protocol for the chemical functionalization of the surface, as depicted in 

figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2. 9: Process scheme for the chemical patterning of surface modified optical windows via silane chemistry 

UV-lithography with Microposit S1828 (Shipley) photoresist is used to define a pattern of de-

protected areas on CaF2/Si windows. Exposure to vapor of octo-decyl-trichloro-silane creates a 

hydrophobic functionalization on exposed areas. After the stripping of the resist with acetone, 

exposure to water aerosol reveals the created pattern. Figure 2.10a shows an optical image of the 

CaF2/Si surface after the functionalization process while the same surface during the exposure to 

water aerosol is shown in Figure 2.10b. It is easy to appreciate that the functionalization defines, 

as expected, two different regions characterized by different wettability. 
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Figure 2. 10: Patterned CaF2, silicon sputtered, windows were exposed to octo-decyl-trichloro-sylane vapors to obtain 

a physical-chemical contrast in surface energy. After the stripping of the resist, the surface morphology is unchanged 

(neglecting the nm scale thickness of the chemisorbed layer) (a); the pattern is revealed by exposure to water aerosol 

and imaged with an optical microscope (b). 

The effect on IR transmission of the two nano-patterning protocols was assessed. Figure 2.11 

shows the transmittance recorded for CaF2 (inset a) and BaF2 (inset b) after the two strategies of 

patterning. IR microspectra of 50X50 μm areas of each sample were collected at the infrared 

beamline SISSI operating in transmission mode with a glow bar source and single point HgCdTe 

detector, 15X Schwarzschild condensers and objective, co-adding 256 scans with a spectral 

resolution of 4 cm-1. 

The topographically patterned sample shows a slightly lower transmission compared to the flat 

Si-coating, and a steeper cut-off in the region between 5000 and 1000 cm-1, both effects due to the 

thicker Si layer used for the case of nanopatterned silicon coating (50 nm) versus the 

unstructured coating (10 nm). No evidence of transmittance modulation induced by the pattern 

geometry is observed. The loss in transparency does not affect at all the spectral quality and 

reliability, since it is fully compensated by background subtraction. The silane monolayer 

introduced in the chemical patterning is almost transparent to infrared light since the surface 

concentration is below the detection limit of the technique.36 Therefore, chemical functionalized 

CaF2/Si does not exhibit spectral features ascribable to alkylsilane, as can be seen in Figure 2.11.  
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Figure 2. 11: Transmittance curves for CaF2 (inset a) and BaF2 (inset b) after topographical (blue curves) and chemical 

(red curve) patterning. Transmittance of the bare substrates is also reported as comparison. 

 

2.4 – SU-8 photoresist as new structural material 

The progressive degradation of XARP-3100/10 resist as already mentioned in section 2.1 leads to 

a loss of the device sealing. Therefore, to overcome the problem of device stability in 

experimental conditions, different resists are required. X-ARP 3100/10 was initially chosen since 

it was the only available resist with sufficient adhesion onto CaF2 bare surface. However, thanks 

to the introduction of the thin silicon coating as previously described, the constraints in the 

choice of the resist are significantly relaxed. 

Among the commercially available resists, SU-8 is one of the most interesting. SU-8 is a high-

contrast, high-sensitivity negative tone photoresist, which exhibits several attractive properties 

such as mechanical robustness, good thermal and chemical stability, transparency to visible light 

above 360 nm and biocompatibility.37 Thanks to these characteristics, SU-8 has become a 

common structural materials for micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). On the contrary, its 

application to microfluidics, and specifically for the fabrication of bioanalytical devices, was 

hindered by few but relevant weaknesses, such as hydrophobicity, tendency to aspecific 

adsorption of bioanalytes and strong fluorescence in the visible range.38 Modifications of the SU-

8 surface chemistry were indeed obtained and exploited to overcome some of the 

aforementioned problems. Plasma-activation and UV-induced grafting of biomolecules have 

been shown to be effective in reducing the SU-8 hydrophobicity and to provide a surface 

chemistry suitable for biological applications.39, 40 Nevertheless, the strong fluorescence 

background of the resin still limits its use as substrate for bioassays, which commonly employ 

fluorescence readout. Thus, SU-8 is used normally as structural material, once removed from the 
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light pathway. This would be also the case of IRMS since even thin layers (of the order of 100 

nm) give a background signal that superimposes to the sample signal, hiding useful 

information. Therefore, to preserve the transparency of the device, it is mandatory to avoid any 

resist along the light pathway. 

Another problem related to the use of SU-8 in producing microfluidic devices is the bonding of 

the chip, when working with thin films. An extensive documentation exists on the various 

approaches used to seal SU-8 microfluidic chip (wafer or chip bonding41, 42, UV-assisted chemical 

bonding 43, in-channel sacrificial resist development44, among the most frequently proposed 

strategies), but none of them is suitable for the fabrication of fully IR transparent microfluidic 

chip. The conditions needed for the wafer bonding are not compatible with the high brittleness 

of CaF2. If we use a stencil, we should attach it on a CaF2 window, and it will be part of the final 

device limiting its IR transparency. The in-channel development strategy requires very long 

time for emptying long channels, and can leave residual impurities toxic for cells inside the 

microfluidic circuit. The rinsing of the channels from the developer using demineralized water it 

is also a long procedure. 

SU-8 is optimized for UV-lithography at 365 nm wavelength, though its  molecules absorb 

shorter wavelength (below 250 nm 45). It has been already reported also how UV exposure in 

combination with ozone treatment could be exploited for fine tuning the surface properties of 

already exposed and cross-linked SU-8 films. 46 In particular, treatment with deep UV light in 

ozone rich environment breaks the cross-linked SU-8 polymer into reaction sites (radicals), and 

oxygen radicals generated from ozone will react with the reaction sites on the SU-8 surface. 254 

nm UV light requires a source of ozone flow for the success of the treatment while at 172 nm 

ozone is directly generated on the polymer surface from oxygen in the air. This suggests that 

treatment with deep UV light generates radicals on the surface of patterned SU-8 films while 254 

nm UV-light is not directly causing damage to the SU-8.  Moreover, Fu et al.47 demonstrate that 

254 UV-light is highly absorbed by SU-8 and induce cross-linking. 

Starting from these considerations, we decided to investigate by IRMS the chemical processes 

and modifications occurring within the epoxy resin exposed to UV light of two different 

wavelengths: 365 nm and 254 nm. We decided to exclude deeper exposure, like 172 nm light, 

since it was proven to promote the degradation of the polymer.46 
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2.4.1 – IR characterization of SU-8 

SU-8 base resin is bisphenol-A novolac epoxy resin37; therefore its IR spectrum presents features 

related to the aromatic ring, to the epoxy groups and to the OH group of phenol. During 

polymerization, the epoxy rings are opened leading to the formation of an ether group that 

presents different IR vibrational pattern. Figure 2.12 reports a representative IR spectrum of SU-

8 photoresist; black curve is related to the resist before the film polymerization, red curve 

instead reports the polymerized film. Table 2.4 shows peak attribution. 

 

Figure 2. 12: IR Spectra of SU-8 film before UV exposure (black curve) and after exposure (red curve). The structure of 

SU-8 monomers is also reposted in the inset. 

 

Table 2.3: Assignment of the most characteristic IR bands occurring in the spectra of SU-8 films according to reference 

48. 

Peak position (cm-1) Assignment 
861  ν C-O of cis- substituted epoxy rings 

910 ν C-O of trans- substituted epoxy rings 

1000-1230 ν C–O–C  in non-cyclic ethers 

1245 ν C–O–C  inepoxyrings 

1000-1200 ν C–O  in secondary alcohols and phenols 

1500 ν C–C  in aromatic rings 

1700-1750 ν C=O  from the solvent (cyclopentanone) 

2800-3000 ν C-H   

3000-3600 ν O-H phenols and alcohols 
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The IR bands of major interest in our study, diagnostic of the reticulation process of the resin, 

are: 

 C-O stretching of cis- and trans- substituted epoxy rings 

 C-O-C stretching of epoxy rings, 

 C-O-C stretching in non-cyclic ethers  

 C-O stretching in phenols and secondary alcohols between 1000 and 1200 cm-1 

Peak centered at 1500 cm-1, assigned to the C-C stretching of the aromatic rings of bisphenol, that 

are not involved in the polymerization reaction,48 instead could be used as internal reference in 

order to normalize samples for possible differences in thickness. 

We prepared 7.5 µm thick SU-8 films on CaF2/Si optical windows. After baking, we exposed 

them to the different exposure/post-bake conditions reported in table 2.5.49 IR microspectra of 

50μm X 50 μm areas of the films under each experimental condition were immediately acquired 

at the infrared beamline SISSI operating in transmission mode with a glow bar source and single 

point HgCdTe detector, 15X Schwarzschild condenser and objective, co-adding 256 scans with a 

spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. The acquired bare spectral data were corrected for water vapor and 

CO2 absorption, baseline corrected using OPUS 6.5. The same program was used for calculating 

the integral areas of the spectral band on interest. 

Table 2.4: Exposure conditions. The effects of post-exposure bake were studied on the different conditions here 

reported for 7.5 µm films of SU-8. 

Identifier Condition 

NE NotExposed 

365E Exposed to 365 nm at optimal dose 

365E+PB Exposed to 365 nm at optimal dose and post-baked 

5x365E Exposed to 365 nm at 5times at the optimal dose 

5x365E+PB Exposed to 365 nm the optimal dose and post-baked 

254E Exposed to 254 nm 

365+PB+254E Exposed to 365 nm optimal dose, post-baked and further exposed 

to 254 nm 

 

As reported in figure 2.13, the spectral features of the film irradiated at 365 nm (sample 365E) 

remain unchanged with respect to unexposed resist (sample NE). After post-bake (sample 

365E+PB), the exposed regions exhibit a decrement in the intensity of the bands of the epoxy 

rings (861, 910 and 1245 cm-1) while the ones related to ethers and alcohols (1000 - 1200 cm-1) 

increase. This trend appears more clearly from the histogram in Figure 2.14, where the area 
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intensity of the different bands, averaged on eight sample points, is plotted. The same trend 

exhibited by the sample 365E+PB is enhanced for the sample 254E, simply obtained by exposing 

a SU-8 layer to 254 nm UVC-light without post-exposure bake. 

 

Figure 2. 13: FTIR spectra of SU-8 films prepared as detailed in Table 2.5. Spectra were normalized to the area of the 

peak centered at ~1500 cm-1. 

 

Figure 2. 14: Relative intensity of C-O-C band of epoxy rings, of cis and trans C-O bands of substituted epoxides and 

of C-O-C band of ethers of the SU-8 films upon different exposure conditions, as reported in table 2.5. 

The results agree with previous knowledge about the mechanism of polymerization of 

commercial SU-8 resist processed with conventional photolithography at 365 nm (Hg i-line). The 

process of photo-polymerization at 365 nm starts when the film is exposed to UV-light, which 

promotes the activation of the photo-acid through the formation of radical species. During the 

post-bake, these radicals lead to the opening of epoxy rings of the monomers and the reaction 
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propagates following the scheme of a classic acid catalyzed cationic reaction that ends with the 

resin cross-linking.  

However, the spectrum of 365E+PB sample suggests that the resin has still some intact epoxy 

rings (see Fig. 2.13 and 2.14), even after over-exposure (sample 5x365+PB). In contrast, the 

polymerization reaction taking place when SU-8 is exposed to 254 nm light leads to higher 

concentrations of opened rings, even without the need of post-bake. Indeed, the intensities of 

residual epoxy rings peaks (see Figure 2.13 and 2.14) have lower average values than the ones of 

the samples exposed to 365 nm and post-baked. This clearly shows that 365 nm exposure 

followed by post-baking does not induce the activation of all available epoxy moieties, and that 

the conversion reaction from epoxy to ether C-O-C bonds in SU-8 layers already exposed to 365 

nm could be enhanced by further exposure to 254 nm. 

In order to validate our hypothesis, we prepared a film of SU-8 as detailed in the sketch of 

Figure 2.15.  

 

Figure 2. 15:  Scheme of the sample preparation. Sample regions were prepared as in the following: A-unexposed and 

post-baked, B- exposed to 365 nm and post-baked, C- unexposed to 365 nm, post-baked and exposed to 254 nm  and 

D- exposed to 365, post-baked and exposed to 254 nm. 

At the end of the process, four sectors of the sample can be distinguished: SU-8 unexposed and 

post-baked (A), SU-8 exposed to 365 nm and post baked (B), SU-8 unexposed to 365 nm, post-

baked and exposed to 254 nm (C) and finally SU-8 exposed to 365, post-baked and exposed to 

254 nm (D).  

A FTIR image was then collected at the intersection of the four areas; the results are shown in 

Figure 2.16. Infrared images were acquired using the 64x64 pixels Focal Plane Array (FPA) 

detector co-adding 128 scans with a spectral resolution of 4cm-1, with a pixel resolution of about 

2.56 μm. The acquired raw spectra were corrected for water vapor and CO2 absorption, and 

baseline using OPUS 6.5. Band assignment was done accordingly to peer-reviewed articles. 
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It clearly appears that the peak centered at 1280-1210 cm-1, related to C-O-C epoxy ring linkage, 

is not strongly affected by exposure to 365 nm light (see A and B sectors). The intensity of this 

band decreases more by exposure to 254 nm light (see sector C) and the decrement is even more 

pronounced when the 365 nm exposure is followed by 254 nm exposure (see sector D). 

Consistently, the peak at 1160-1050 cm-1, relative to C-O-C ether stretching, diagnostic for the 

polymer crosslinking, shows an opposite trend. Hence, the area already exposed to 365 nm 

undergoes a further activation after sequential exposure to 254 nm, through the opening of 

residual epoxy rings. 

 

Figure 2. 16: IR chemical images of a SU-8 film at different exposure conditions. Chemical images (~170X~170 μm2) 

obtained by integration of the spectral bands characteristic of the C-O-C epoxy ring (1280-1210 cm-1) and C-O-C ether 

(1160 and 1050 cm-1) respectively. 

 

2.4.2 – New bonding protocol for SU-8  

The IR investigation of the polymerization process occurring within SU-8 films confirmed 

previous observations: 

 SU-8 is sensitive to UV light at both 365 nm and 254 nm wavelength. 

 254 nm light is able to induce reticulation of the film, as reported in 45 

 254 nm light is absorbed by the polymer45, therefore the thickness of the reticulated film 

depends from the dose, as confirmed also by ref. 47 

 Using higher energies, reticulation process does not need post-exposure bake    

 Using UV-C light is possible to further activate an already exposed film, without damage 

it, as was also pointed out in46 

Therefore, we exploited the optical properties of SU-8 to establish a new bonding protocol for 

this resist. The key role in this bonding protocol is played by the exposure to 254 nm UV-C light 
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that favors the formation of dangling bonds on the surface of the resin. These moieties are then 

exploited to create an interlayer crosslink and thus promoting the bonding of the device. 

In particular, this new bonding protocol employs two layers of SU-8, obtained by pattering SU-8 

with conventional UV-lithography (I-line).  These two layer are successively further activate by 

exposure to 254 nm UV light for 20 seconds (ReinraumTechnikLanz Flood exposure system 

equipped with CdXe lamp 350W) and then put in contact. A mild thermo-mechanical cycle is 

used to keep the two layers in intimate contact and promote their cross-link. Figure 2.17 reports 

the actual conditions employed for the bonding.   

 

Figure 2. 17: Scheme of the developed bonding process. Two patterned layers of SU-8 were bought into contact and 

exposed to 254 nm UV-light. Then the thermo-mechanical cycle, reported also in the picture, is applied. 

Initially, the two layers were brought into contact and the temperature was raised to 45°C with a 

ramp-rate of 4°C/min; a pressure of 10 bar was then applied and kept constant. Temperature is 

further increased to 70 °C with a ramp-rate of 2.5°C/min; a pressure of 40 bar is applied. After 10 

min the system was cooled down and at the end pressure is released obtaining the layers 

bonding.  

As a confirmation of the key role of 254 nm UV-light exposure, we tried to bond the two layers 

using the same parameters of thermo-mechanical cycle both without UV exposure and with 365 

nm UV light for the flood exposure step; in both cases there was no bonding between the 

patterned layers. 
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2.4.3 – Optimization of the process parameters for SU-8 3005 

SU-8, like any other commercial resist, comes with a datasheet providing starting parameters for 

its processing. Still, optimization is required depending on the actual experimental conditions.  

First of all, was determined the resist thickness as a function of the spinning rate. The CaF2/Si 

optical window are primed with a thin layer (less than 40 nm) of Omnicoat (Microchem), an 

adhesion promoter. Coating is done at 3500 rmp for 30 seconds and baking at 120 °C for 10 min. 

Then, the resist was spin-coated varying the spin rate from 5000 to 1000 rpm. After a soft bake at 

95°C for 150 seconds, as suggested by the producer, the film thickness was measured with an 

Alpha Step 500 tip profilometer; the resulting spin curve is presented in Figure 2.18. As can be 

seen from figure 2.18, film thickness depends only from the spinning rate and not from the 

substrate.  

 

Figure 2. 18: Spin curve for SU-8 photorestis spin-coated on silicon (black line), CaF2 (red line) and CaF2 coated with 

silicon (blue line) error bars represent the standard deviation.  

The baking conditions are important not only to define the final thickness of the spin-coated 

layer, but also affect residual stress and residual solvent content, which are among the important 

factor in determining the outcome of the lithography. The lithographic process was optimized 

versus six parameters: 

 Soft-Baking time  

 Soft-Baking temperature  

 Exposure dose, as energy surface density  

 Post- Exposure Baking time 

 Post-Exposure Baking Temperature 

 Developing time, using PGMEA developer at constant T (21 °C) 
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The UV exposures were done using a MJB3 Karl Süss mask aligner, with an Hg arc lamp as light 

source and without filtering the UV components at higher wavelength. The output power of the 

exposure system is controlled by reading with a photo-diode the actual power density 

(measured in mW/cm2) impinging on the surface of the sample. The total energy dose used (in 

mJ/cm2) is then easily obtained by multiplying the power density for the time (in s) of the 

exposure. The best experimental conditions found are reported in table 2.5 and compared to the 

recommended ones. 

Table 2.5: Recommended and Optimized lithographical parameters for a 7.5 µm film of SU-8 spin coated on a CaF2/Si 

optical window. 

 

 

Soft-Bake 

Time (min) 

Soft-Bake 

 T (°C) 

Dose (mJ/cm2) Post-bake 

Time (min) 

Post-bake  

T (°C) 

Development 

Time (sec) 

Recommended 2 95 100 1.5 95 60 

Optimized 4 95 120 3 95 45 

 

Since CaF2 is a material extremely sensitive to thermal shocks, instead of selecting the optimal 

condition as obtained for silicon substrate, in order to avoid the breaking of IR windows we 

made a ramp in temperature (35 °C/min from 25°C) for two minutes and a 4 minutes cooling 

(17.5 °C/min). The same ramps were employed also for the Post-exposure bake. The baking 

temperature was maintained as the recommended one but time was increased due to the 

different thickness (2mm for CaF2 and 0.5 mm for Si) and different thermal conductivity of the 

materials (9.71 W m-1°C-1 for CaF2 and 163.3 W cm-1°C-1 for silicon).    

We also performed a dose matrix to optimize the UV exposure dose. We found that the optimal 

dose is higher than the one needed for silicon, due to stronger reflection at the SU-8/silicon 

interface than at that between SU-8 andCaF2. 

Figure 2.19 shows SEM images of a patterned SU-8 layer obtained by UVL according to the 

optimized protocol. 
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Figure 2. 19: SEM image of a grating (a) and an array of dots (b) obtained by UVL on an SU-8 film 7,5 µm thickness 

according to the optimized protocol. 

2.5 – IR-transparent microfluidic chip fabrication 

Based on the results explained before, we established a new fabrication protocol to produce 

microfluidic devices suitable for IRMS, depicted in figure 2.20. In particular, we created the two 

halves of the device by conventional UV-lithography, which were afterwards sealed together 

with the proposed new bonding protocol. In this way, we were able to obtain an optical path 

free from polymeric layer overcoming problems related to the strong IR absorption of the SU-8.  

 It is important to notice that the bonding conditions make our procedure particularly suitable 

for any fragile substrate, and not just for CaF2. It could be applied for the fabrication of 

multilayer SU-8 devices and it may impact on other imaging techniques requiring optical paths 

completely free from any polymeric material, such as Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF). In the 

case of LIF, the auto-fluorescence of SU-8, especially in the near-UV range (355-425 nm) and up 

to 450-490 nm, hinder the use of fluorochromes emitting in these regions. 50, 51 This technique and 

several others suffering similar constraints will benefit from the overcoming of the 

aforementioned limitations. 
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Figure 2. 20: Overview of the established fabrication protocol. 

The starting substrates were IR-grade CaF2 circular windows (Crystran, UK), namely Ø 30 x 1 

mm as top cover lid and Ø 30 x 2 mm as bottom substrate. Four holes were drilled with a 

diamond tool, 0.8 mm diameter, on the cover lid to serve as in- and out-lets for the fluidic 

circuit. The surface of both windows was covered with a thin layer of Si (~15 nm) by Ar 

magnetron sputtering (1.2x10-3 mbar, 600 W DC applied power, 15 s total time). A 40 nm thick 

layer of Omnicoat was spin coated onto both optical windows (4000 rpm for 30 s and baking at 

110 °C for 10 min) as a primer for the photoresist. A 7.5 µm thick SU-8 3005 layer was used to 

define the microfluidic layout onto the bottom window using the conditions reported previously 

(table 2.3). The lid was prepared using SU-8 2000.5 (Microchem, Newton, MA, USA), spin-

coated at 3000 rpm and pre-baked at 95 °C for 1 min, resulting in a thickness of 300 nm. The 

same pattern of the bottom window was transferred by photolithography with a dose of 60 

mJ/cm2.  

The chemical bonding of the device was promoted by exposing the patterned resist layers on the 

two windows to 254 nm UV-light and applying the thermo-mechanical cycle previously 

described to seal them together in the final chip. 

The device layout is shown in Figure 2.21. It is made by an elliptical central chamber (2 mm 

minor axis, 4 mm major axis) to accommodate cells, which are injected into the device via the 

central channel (200 μm wide). Two lateral narrower channels (50 μm wide) were introduced in 
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order to maintain a constant flow of fresh physiological medium in the central measurement 

chamber and to possibly inject chemicals. The lateral channels intersect the inlet through a 

septum made by a row of 8 µm diameter pillars separated by 3 µm gap (see Fig. 2.21b and c). 

The septum prevents cells from entering the lateral channels, while letting liquids to flow freely. 

Two additional wells, disconnected from the fluidic circuit, were defined for the measurement 

of background spectrum in air. 

 

 

Figure 2. 21: (a) Layout of the fabricated device: an elliptical inner-chamber is directly connected to an in- and out-let 

channel 200 µm wide. Two lateral channels (50 µm wide) intersect the in-let before the central chamber. Two 

additional wells are designed to be used for measuring the background FTIR spectra with the gap between the optical 

windows filled with air (air background)(b) Scheme of the connection between in-let and lateral channels: the central 

channel is intercepted by a septum made of 8 µm pillars spaced of 3 µm; (c) Optical micrograph of a part of the sealed 

device fluxed with water. 

The fabricated microfluidic chip was enclosed in a plastic holder made by two halves clamped 

together, which also provided the fluidic connections to the external pumping system (i.e. 

syringe pumps) through rubber O-rings (see figure 2.22). During all experiments and tests, this 

assembly was maintained at 37±0.2 °C with a heating strip controlled with a PT-100 

thermocouple.  
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Figure 2. 22: Experimental setup at SISSI Beamline, ELETTRA- Sincrotrone Trieste. The Bruker Hyperion 3000 Vis –IR 

microscope is equipped with 15x Schwartzchild objective. The detector is an HgCdTe (Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride, 

MCT). A mechanical stage, controlled by computer, allows the sampling of different portions of the experimental 

chamber. The inset shows the microfluidic device clamped into the plastic holder and allocated in the heating system.  

 

2.6 – Device Testing 

The tightness of the sealing and the device stability were tested in two different ways. First, we 

used IRMS imaging by collecting with the FPA the spectra from the device filled with water. 

Second, we monitored by optical microscopy the behavior of the sealed device fed with a 

continuous water flow for 48 h.   

Infrared images were acquired using the 64x64 pixels Focal Plane Array detector co-adding 128 

scans with a spectral resolution of 4cm-1, with a pixel resolution of about 2.56 μm. The acquired 

raw spectra were corrected for water vapor and CO2 absorption, and baseline using OPUS 6.5. 

Band assignment was done accordingly to peer-reviewed articles.52 Integral areas of the spectral 

bands characteristic of the resin were calculated using OPUS 6.5. 

Representative chemical images of the device region where lateral channels intercept the main 

central channel are shown in Figure 2.23. The images were obtained by integrating the spectral 

region between 3000-2800 cm-1, where vibrational bands of aliphatic SU-8 chains are, and water 

bending band centered at ~1645 cm-1. As can be clearly seen in Figure 2.23a, signals of water are 

detectable only inside the channels, while signals of the resin are only detectable outside the 

channels.  
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Figure 2. 23:3D chemical images of the device region at the intersection between major and lateral channels (340X340 

μm2) obtained integrating the acquired spectra (a) in the spectral region of methyl and methylene stretching bands 

(3000-2800 cm-1), and (b) the water bending mode (1770-1555 cm-1). Optical images are below. SU-8 and the water 

images are perfectly complementary. 

For the continuous water flow test, DI water was fed at 8 μl/h by a syringe pump connected to 

the central inlet channel. This flow rate corresponds to a complete exchange of the inner 

chamber volume in ~45 s. Optical images were then collected at 10x magnification every 15 min 

with a Leica stereoscopic microscope and a CCD camera remotely controlled. No leaks were 

observed during the 48h test. We also tested the possibility to remove bubbles that sometimes 

accidentally form in the microfluidic device, by intentionally injecting air into the central 

chamber from one of the lateral channels. We could observe that the injected bubbles 

progressively disappeared under flowing water conditions, confirming the correct design of the 

microfluidic device. Furthermore, this test demonstrates that the extensive reticulation induced 

by UVC light exposure did not worsen the mechanical properties of the exposed resin.  

2.6.1 – Fluid manipulation in Microfluidic devices 

One of the advantages of the microfluidics is the possibility to have a precise control of the 

experimental conditions, through a fine-tuning of the fluid parameters, with spatial and 

temporal resolution. Several examples are reported in literature, where fluids are focused, mixed 

or used for cell sorting. As an example Knight et al53 described a new approach to continuous-

flow reaction kinetics studies by hydrodynamic focusing of the fluids. This approach combines 

microsecond mixing times, nanoliter sample consumption, and submicrosecond time resolution 

and facilitates the study of fast reaction kinetics on time scales unattainable with conventional 

mixing technology.  Microfluidic systems provides also a powerful interface for cell sorting 

where the separation force is dependent, as in the case of classical techniques like FACS, on 

differences in an intrinsic physical property of the cells. These properties include cell size, shape, 
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electrical polarizability, electrical impedance, density, deformability, magnetic susceptibility, 

and hydrodynamic properties. As an example Hur et al.54 demonstrated the purification of 

adrenal cortical progenitor cells from digestions of murine adrenal glands utilizing 

hydrodynamic inertial lift forces that cells experience as they flow through a microchannel. 

Grossett et Al.55 instead demonstrate how lift forces could be used to induce particle transfer 

between two different fluids; in particular particles migrate across laminar streams and enter in 

a new solution at rates exceeding 1000 particles per second and sub-millisecond transfer times. 

Finally, Di Carlo et Al56 report a microfluidic method for trapping single cells in large arrays for 

high-density microscopic analysis. This technology was applied to determine novel single-cell 

enzyme kinetics for three different cell types (HeLa, 293T, Jurkat). 

As it is known from literature,57, 58diffusion could be exploited to determine a concentration 

gradient inside a microfluidic device, that depends only on flow conditions and the initial 

concentration of the chemical of interest. As an example, we investigate the possibility to 

establish a chemical gradient inside our microfluidic device. The fluidic device layout proposed 

for this experiment is sketched in the picture below. The geometry of the device and in 

particular the position of the two lateral inlets guarantees that the mixing of the chemicals is 

mainly diffusive in continuous flow conditions. To visualize the chemical gradient generated, 

we employed a water-soluble fluorescent dye (fluorescein), which emits green light when 

excited with 495 nm photons.  A 0.1 M solution was injected through the central channel, while 

the lateral ones were fed with pure water, then UV light is shone while collecting the optical 

images in bright field. Figure 2.24 shows the result obtained. Images were acquired using an 

inverted microscope Nikon Eclipse TE300equipped with a CCD camera at magnification of 20x. 

Fluoresce excitation is obtained from a Hg lamp. As can be seen from the images, when lateral 

flow was stopped, the fluorescein solution filled the whole chamber, giving the fluorescent 

image of the device’s lay-out. While, by changing the ratio of the central-to-lateral flow, different 

stream pattern were obtained, as reported in figure 2.24  inset The lack of any visible signal from 

the outside of the device is a further demonstration of the good sealing achieved.  
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Figure 2. 24: Fluorescent image of the whole central chamber of the device filled with a solution of fluorescein 0.1 M 

(a); a detail of the intersection between the main channel and the lateral one (b). Different stream profile obtained 

when DI water flows from the lateral channel (c). 

We decide to model the stream profile that could be achieved in these experimental conditions 

by COMSOL simulation. Comparison between the theoretical fluid distribution and the 

fluorescent/visible optical images clearly show the degree of fluids control achievable with these 

devices. The two images, indeed, reports comparable stream profile, as can be deduced from 

figure 2.25. 

 

 

Figure 2. 25: Predicted concentration gradient obtained by finite element simulation, using COMSOL. In the inset a 

detail of the predicted image is compared with the optical image of the device obtained in the same flow conditions. 

Fluorescein gradient distribution obtained when a solution of fluorescein 0.1 M flows into the central channel and DI 

water is injected from the lateral channel; the ratio between central flow velocity and lateral flow velocity is 2:1 for 

inset a, 7:1 for inset b. 
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2.7 – Biocompatibility of the device 

Regarding the crucial aspect of SU-8 biocompatibility, several papers reported different results, 

only apparently conflicting. 52, 59-61 In fact, they can be reconciled by considering that the 

biocompatibility of any material, and also of SU-8, is dependent on the cell line, and that other 

parameters, such as cellular environment, resist formulation, fabrication protocols, and various 

treatments, may also have an influence on it. Therefore, we focused on the assessment of the 

biocompatibility of the employed materials and processes for adherent cell line, like MCF-7 cells. 

This breast cancer cell line has been widely used as tumour model since it reflects most of the 

features of cancer cells in vivo. 62 

MTT assay was used to assess the contact biocompatibility of all the employed substrates with 

respect to MCF-7 cells. The MTT assay is a colorimetric assay for measuring, cell viability, 

cytotoxicity (loss of viable cells) or cytostatic activity (shift from proliferative to resting status) of 

potential medicinal agents and toxic materials. 63  It use tetrazolium dye, that is reduced by 

cellular enzymes (MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) as a 

fluorescent marker to assess the cellular activity. 64  

Tetrazolium dye reduction is due to NAD(P)H-dependent oxidoreductase enzymes that are 

largely present in the cytosol of cells. Therefore, its reduction increases with cellular metabolic 

activity. Resting cells, that are viable but metabolically quiet reduce very little MTT. In contrast, 

growing cells exhibit high rates of MTT reduction.  These enzymes are capable of reducing the 

tetrazolium dye to its insoluble formazan, which has a purple colour. The absorbance of this 

molecule can be quantified by measuring at a certain wavelength (usually between 500 and 600 

nm, in our case 570 nm) by a spectrophotometer.  

MTT was performed on different substrates: bare CaF2, CaF2/Si, CaF2/Si+ Omnicoat and CaF2/Si+ 

Omnicoat/SU-8; glass cover slips (Menzel-Glaser, Braunschweig, Germany) and standard plastic 

multiwell culture plates (Corning) were used as control substrates. Samples were sterilized with 

70% ethanol under a laminar flow hood and by exposure UV light for 3 hours, followed by 

rinsing in sterile filtered deionized (DI) water for 15 minutes. Cells were plated (6000 cells per 

window) in a 50 μL drop, left to attach for 30 min and topped up with DMEM media. After 24h, 

MTT reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, St.Louis, MO, USA) was added to a final concentration of 0.5 

mg/mL, and incubated for 3h. Formazan crystals were dissolved in DMSO and absorbance was 

measured at 570 nm with Tecan infiniteF200PRO reader. Results are presented as an average of 

three experiments ± standard deviation.  

The results of the MTT test, shown in Figure 2.26, demonstrate that for the MCF-7 cell line all 

materials and processes used for the fabrication of the devices exhibit biocompatibility levels 
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comparable to the controls. Similar results have been previously obtained also for U-937 

leukemic monocyte cell line, representative of circulating cells. 16 

 

Figure 2. 26: Results of The MTT test; Absorbance of Formazan at 570 nm si represented as the average value with 

error bar that indicates the standard deviation. 
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3. IRMS measurements 

 on live cells 

 
During my PhD activity, I performed IRMS measurements on both adherent and circulating 

cells in order to elucidate several aspects of cell life and cell death. We focused on the 

fundamental aspects of the cellular behaviour, with the aim to test potentialities and limitations 

of IRMS in investigation cell physiology. Specifically, all the studies here presented have the 

intent to further verify the effectiveness of the microfluidic approach for both circulating and 

adherent living cells analysis and to prove the capabilities of IRMS as tool for the observation of 

biochemical processes undergone by live cells. All the reported experiments were performed at 

SISSI beamline at Elettra.  

In the first section of this chapter, section 3.1, I will report on the advantages of working with 

dynamic devices with respect to static ones. A simple test experiment, in which cells are exposed 

to hypo-osmotic stress, is then detailed to demonstrate that a dynamic setup allows to study 

chemical rearrangements in living cells upon chemical stimulation (See section 3.2 and paper 1).  

On these bases, I will detail the experiments that have been done in order to highlight the 

spectroscopic features that better discriminate the different stages of the cell cycle (See section 

3.3 and paper 2), characterize cellular thermal stress evolution (see section 3.4; paper in 

preparation) and apoptosis progression (See section 3.5; paper submitted for publication to 

Analyst).  Each section is organized as follow: an Introduction on the topic is given. Then a 
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Materials and Methods subsection defines the guidelines of the experiments. At the end, a 

detailed subsection of Results and Discussion will be presented, followed by a short section of 

Conclusions. 

Since most of the measurements have been done performing in parallel Flow Cytometry (FC), 

the basic principles of the technique are described in Appendix I. 

3.1 – Measurement Conditions: Static versus Dynamic 

3.1.1 – Introduction  

As introduced in the previous chapter, demountable liquid cells, recently produced in our 

group, were used to demonstrate the capabilities of the microfluidic approach for IRMS 

measurements. 3 4 5 These cells allow the continuous spectral acquisition for several hours 

without evidences of extensive cell suffering, cell apoptosis or necrosis. However, a more precise 

control of the environmental conditions should be guarantee for long term measurements (up to 

48 hours). In particular, renewal of the culture medium is mandatory to provide nutrients to 

cells and to remove cellular catabolites from the surrounding cellular environment, as well as to 

guarantee the appropriate level of oxygenation of the buffer and the physiological pH. Aiming 

to reach this goal, we have developed fully sealed microfluidic devices, as described in the 

previous chapter 1, which allow not only medium renewal but also the introduction of chemicals 

in the system, to study their interaction with living cells. The renewal of medium is necessary 

not only for cell sustainment and survival but it is important also from a spectroscopic point of 

view. Catabolites excreted by the cells are not only potential poisoning agents at concentrations 

higher than a certain threshold, but they can also give detectable spectral features. The 

degradation of the buffer quality can take place in few tens of minutes or few hours, depending 

on the number of cells within the device, and however in a time that seem to be much shorter 

than the one inducing cell poisoning. The buffer deterioration induces severe problems in data 

analysis, independently from the employed analysis strategy. 

 Actually, there are three possible approaches for the pre-treatment of IRMS data of live cells: 

I. Cell spectra in water-based solution collected on air background are analyzed as they 

have been acquired. This method is free from artifacts possibly induced by post-

processing steps, such as buffer subtraction, but it limits the diagnostic capabilities of 

IRMS, especially toward Amide I and II bands. Usually, second derivative of the 

spectra is taken into account for the post-processing, otherwise absorbance profiles of 

spectral regions free from water contributions (below 1400 cm-1) are evaluated. 
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II. The single channel of a buffer point close to an acquired cell is taken as background, 

then rationed to the single channel of the cell for obtaining a transmittance or 

absorbance spectrum of the investigated cell. The resulting spectrum is obviously 

affected by buffer over-subtraction effects, especially highlighted by an 

unconventional Amide I to Amide II ratio. 

III. An air background is taken and rationed against the single channel of the buffer and 

the single channel of the cell. The buffer spectrum is then subtracted to the cell 

spectrum, accordingly to criteria of optimal subtraction, and a cell spectrum 

virtually-free from water contributions is obtained. This approach allows getting 

absorbance spectra, the band intensity of which should be not affected by the 

aqueous medium. However, none method of buffer subtraction is 100% accurate, and 

spectral artifacts can be introduced. 

It is important to remember at this stage that during the sampling of an entire single cell, made 

by setting knife-edge apertures of the microscope in order to fit the cell diameter, both cell and 

buffer surrounding the cell within the sampled volume are collected. Pre-treatment approaches I 

and II do not allow the discrimination in the final cellular spectrum of vibrational features of the 

cell from the buffer ones. Therefore, in case of buffer degradation, spectral features of it overlap 

with the one of the cell in method I or are over-subtracted from the cell spectrum in method II. 

Method III allows the discrimination of buffer and cell contribution, since both absorbance 

spectra are collected. However, spectral artifacts deriving from the unavoidable inaccuracy in 

buffer subtraction can modulate the cell spectral shape in unreliable ways in case of buffer 

degradation.  

For highlighting the effects of the buffer deterioration on the data reliability for the different 

strategies of data pre-treatment, an experiment was performed where the same cells were 

measured with and without buffer renewal, employing static and dynamic devices respectively. 

3.1.2  Materials and Methods 

The experimental design can be summarized as follows. MCF-7 breast cancer cells were 

measured into two different microfluidic device types:  

 A CaF2 static fluidic chamber according to the procedure described in section 2.2.  

 A new dynamic microfluidic device obtained using the protocol reported in section 2.5.  

Each measurement lasted for 24 h, during which cells and buffer were cyclically measured.  

Data obtained with the two types of devices were than compared in order to disclose the 

artifacts induced by buffer deterioration. 
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Cell preparation 

MCF-7 cells (ATCC HTB-22 - breast cancer cell line) were chosen as models for the study. Cells 

were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (PAA Laboratories), supplemented with 

foetal bovine serum (Euroclone) 10%, in incubator at 37.0°C and 5% CO2 and routinely passaged 

every 3-4 days. Before measurements, cells were harvested from the flask using trypsin, washed 

twice with PBS and physiological solution and finally re-suspended in physiological solution. 

In the case of static conditions, the final concentration of cell suspension was ~1x106 cell/mL; 

cells were dropped into the microfluidic device thermalized at 37°C and measured. For dynamic 

measurements, the final concentration of the cell suspension was ~5x106 cell/mL; the suspension 

was injected into the fluidic chamber from the central inlet of the device. A flow of 8 µl/h of 

physiological solution was then applied to the system from the lateral channels, resulting in 

complete exchange of the medium in 1 hour. 

IRMS Data Acquisition & Processing 

FTIR transmission spectra were acquired using a Hyperion 3000 Vis-IR microscope mounting a 

HgCdTe detector with a 100 µm sensitive element, coupled with Vertex 70 interferometer 

(Bruker Optics GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany). Both interferometer and microscope, inserted in an 

in-house designed box, were flooded with nitrogen in order to reduce the spectral contributions 

from the environmental water vapour and carbon dioxide. Repeated spectra on entire cells were 

collected setting microscope knife-edge apertures in order to fit the size of the cells at 20X20 µm, 

using 15X Schwarzschild condenser and objective, averaging 256 scans with a spectral resolution 

of 4 cm-1. For the cellular spectra, an air background was collected with the same acquisition 

parameters inside the device in a position free of water (raw cell spectrum). The buffer spectrum 

was acquired near each measured cell, using the same parameters. Spectra were collected from 

800 to 6000 cm-1 in double side, forward/backward acquisition mode with a scanner velocity of 

40 KHz. The Fourier transform was carried out with Mertz phase correction, Backman-Harris-3 

terms apodization. Five cells and five buffer points were selected for each run and routinely 

measured every 10 minutes. The procedure is repeated for 24 h. 

Before data analysis, buffer and cell spectra were corrected for CO2 and water vapour using 

Opus 6.5. The same software was used also to retrieve the second derivative of the signal 

(Savitzky–Golay filter, 9 smoothing points). Cell spectra were pre-treated following the three 

different approaches previously described. Buffer spectra evolution in time was also evaluated 

by mean of 2D correlation analysis using Opus 6.5. 

2D correlation analysis is an analytical tool to visualize the relationships among the variables in 

multivariate datasets and their temporal behavior by mean of a cross-correlation function6, 7. 
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This function measures correlations that take place at the same rate with respect to the data 

acquisition time. Complex cross-correlation function yields to two components, one real and the 

other imaginary; both of them contain information about the phase behavior of variables. In 

particular, the real component account for changes that occur in-phase and leads to the so-called 

“synchronous” spectrum. Conversely, the imaginary component regards the out-of-phase 

changes and yields to the “asynchronous” spectrum. 8  

A synchronous 2D spectrum, as the one schematized in Figure 3.1 represents the mutually-

dependent trend between two separate intensity variations measured overall the entire data 

acquisition time; therefore it reveals the presence of simultaneous changes in intensity of peaks 

at different frequencies.  

 

Figure 3. 1: Image shows a schematic contour map of a synchronous 2D IR correlation spectrum. The shaded areas 

represent negative intensity regions. Adapted from 7. 

Two types of peaks are observed in a synchronous 2D spectrum:  

 “auto-peaks”, which stand on the diagonal line of the plot, are related to the correlation 

of a peak with itself. These peaks are always positive and their intensity is proportional 

to the amplitude of the intensity change; the higher is the change the higher is the 

intensity. 

 “cross-peaks” that stands off-diagonal, represent a simultaneous change in intensity 

observed at two different frequencies, possibly gathered by the same phenomenon. The 

sign of the cross-peak counts for the relative trends; if the variation of the intensity of the 

two peaks goes in the same direction (either increase or decrease), the cross-peak is 

positive, otherwise it is negative. 
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Looking at Figure 3.1, we can observe that all the bands shown an auto-peak and thus they 

experience changes in intensity during the measurements. The positive cross-peak between 

bands B and D reveals that peaks are changing simultaneously in the same direction; the 

negative one arising from A and C correlation, instead, that their variation occur at the same 

time but goes in opposite direction. Absence of cross-peaks between A and B as well as between 

A and D reveals that their changes are not simultaneous. 

An asynchronous 2D correlation plot, as the one schematized in Figure 3.2 accounts for changes 

that happen at different times.  

 

Figure 3. 2: Image shows a schematic contour map of an asynchronous 2D IR correlation spectrum related to the same 

signals of Figure 3.1. The shaded areas represent negative intensity regions (adapted from 7). 

Analyzing its cross-peaks, information about time sequence of the events is retrieved 7. Some 

rules must be taken into account: considering a cross-peak between two different frequencies ν1 

and ν2  

1. if ν1 > ν2 and the cross-peaks is positive  event associated to ν1 occurs first 

2. if ν1 < ν2 and the cross-peaks is positive  event associated to ν1 occurs first 

3. if cross-peak is negative, rules 1 and 2 are reversed 

4. if in the corresponding synchronous spectrum ν1 and ν2 are related with a negative cross-

peak rules 1, 2 and 3 are reverse 

5. if between ν1 and ν2 there is no cross-peak, the events occur simultaneously 

6. if in the corresponding synchronous spectrum  the intensity at the same ν1 and ν2 

coordinates it’s equal to zero, the time sequence couldn’t be determined 

According to this rules, time relationships among the peaks reported in figure 3.2 can be 

retrieved. For example, by applying  rules 1 and 3 to the negative cross peak located at the 
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coordinate (A, D) of the spectrum, states that the process responsible for absorbance at  the 

wavenumber A lags behind that for D. Likewise, rules 2 and 4 can be applied to the negative 

peak at (C, B) to reveal that the event involving wavenumber B occurs before C. The absence of a 

cross peak at (B, D), according to rule 5, shows that the two changes are simultaneously, as well 

as A and C. By systematically analyzing all the cross peaks, the correct time sequence of the 

events is determined. 

3.1.3 – Results and Discussion 

Static Conditions 

Buffer degradation was evaluated following the evolution of the second derivative of the buffer 

spectra in time in static devices, as reported in Figure 3.3. The time interval 0-3 hours has been 

considered for data analysis, since sufficiently relevant for the validation of the experimental 

hypothesis. 

 

Figure 3. 3: Detail of the second derivative of the spectra of a buffer point at 15, 30, 60 and 180 minutes (red, blue, pink 

and green curve respectively) after static device filling (black curve). A 3D plot of the second derivative of the spectra 

of the same buffer point during the first 3 hours of measurements is also reported in the inset. 

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, a progressive medium contamination caused by cells metabolites is 

observed within the first measurement hour. In particular, peaks centered at 1085 cm-1, 1210 cm-

1, 1255 cm-1 (broad), and 1380 cm-1 are detectable. These signals can be assigned to stretching of 

phosphate groups and bending of aliphatic chains. In order to retrieve more details on the 

dynamic of the production of these metabolites, we perform a 2D correlation analysis, focusing 
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on the spectral region of major interest for the metabolites’ analysis 1400-1000 cm-1. The 2D plots 

of the correlation are reported in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3. 4: (a) Synchronous 2D correlation of the buffer second derivative spectra acquired during all the experiment. 

As can be seen, there are changes in the catabolites peaks. The presence of cross-peaks between these signals means 

that they correlate. In particular, catabolites’ concentration increases in time. (b) Asynchronous 2D correlation of the 

buffer second derivative spectra acquired during all the experiment. The absence of cross-peaks between catabolites 

signals revealed that these peaks could be related to the same species. 

The analysis of the synchronous 2D correlation plot allows evaluating which peaks are subjected 

to the higher changes in intensity and which of them are correlated. As can be seen in Figure 

3.4a, the signal at 1380 cm-1 experience the larger change in intensity. Other auto-peaks with 

lower intensity are detected at 1255, 1210 and 1085 cm-1, accordingly with the evidences 

highlighted by second derivative inspection. Beside the diagonal peaks, there are also off-

diagonal peaks (cross-peaks). In particular, all the peaks related to the catabolites (1380, 1255, 

1210 and 1085 cm-1) correlate together always with a positive sign. Therefore they are related to 

the same biochemical event and all of them follow the same positive trend. The asynchronous 

2D correlation spectrum is also reported in Figure 3.4b. In this case, there are no peaks along the 

diagonal line of the plot, since the correlation of a peak with itself can be only synchronous 

(same phase). No cross-peaks can be observed among the catabolites signals. This means that 

peaks at 1380, 1255, 1210 and 1085 cm-1 could be related to the same specie or to different 

catabolites produced at the same time.  

The influence of the buffer deterioration on the data reliability was assessed for the different 

strategies of data pre-treatment by evaluating the second derivative of a single cell spectrum 

obtained with method I, II and III (see section 3.1.1 – Introduction). 
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Figure 3.5 reports the second derivative of the spectrum of the same MCF-7 live cell in 

physiological solution after the three different preprocessing methods, using fresh or 

deteriorated medium. 

 

Figure 3. 5: Second derivative of the spectra of a single MCF-7 cell pretreated following different procedures. (a) MCF-

7 spectrum in water-based solution collected on air background at t=0h (black curve) and t=3h (red curve), without 

data manipulation (method I). (b) The single channel of the buffer point at t=0h (black curve) and t=3h (red curve) has 

been rationed against the same MCF-7 individual cell single channel (method II). (c) The buffer spectrum acquired at 

t=0h (black curve) and t=3h (red curve) has been subtracted to the same MCF-7 individual cell spectrum (method III). 

By following the method I, differences among the cell spectrum acquired at t = 0 h (clean buffer) 

and t = 3 h (degraded buffer) can be detected. In particular, it is possible to see in Figure 3.5a the 

appearance of a band shoulder centered at 1380 cm-1, and spectral shape variations especially 
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interesting PhI band. However, using the method I, it is impossible to discriminate a priori the 

spectral variations related to the buffer degradation form the ones related to the cell progression 

in time, since the two contributions to the overall spectrum are not discernible. By applying 

method II, we rationed the same cell single channel against two different buffer channels, of a 

clean and degraded buffer respectively.  The spectral variations detected can be here exclusively 

attributed to the buffer deterioration. From Figure 3.5b, it is possible to see the appearance of a 

band shoulder at 1380 cm-1 and spectral shape variation especially affecting PhI band, as a 

consequence of buffer degradation. It is therefore reasonable to attribute the most relevant 

variations detected with method I to buffer degradation too. Finally, we subtracted from the 

same single cell spectrum two buffer spectra, acquired on air background at t = 0 h and t = 3 h. 

The obtained results are plot in Figure 3.5c, and considerations similar to the one drawn out for 

method II can be done for method III. 

Specifically, for the subtraction of the Buffer Spectrum from the Aqueous cell Spectrum we 

exploit the water band centered at ~2125 cm-1 as an internal standard for finding the best scaling 

factor (Coeff) to be applied to buffer spectrum that allows to flatten the aqueous cell spectrum 

baseline in the 1850-2500 cm-1 region. This band belongs to the combination of bending vibration 

ν2 and the so called librations (νL), a collective normal mode involving many water molecules. 

The dependence on water hydrogen bonding network of (ν2 + νL) of the combination band 

makes it sensitive to changes in liquid structuring, negligible between dilute protein solution 

and pure solvent but not between intra and extra-cellular water. As a matter of fact, intracellular 

water structure and organization is quite complex and still debated, but for sure it greatly differs 

from a dilute solution state9, 10. The  pursued approach, first proposed for diluted protein 

solutions11, 12,  was applied to cellular spectra also by other authors13, that used interactive 

graphic programs where the operator arbitrary varied Coeff.  To improve both repeatability and 

reproducibility of the procedure as well as for minimizing the influence of the operator bias, we 

developed an algorithm based on MATLAB platform, which automatically optimize the Coeff 

value in the 0.8-1 range.  
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Dynamic Conditions 

In the case of a dynamic setup, buffer composition remains the same during the whole 

experiment. Figure 3.6 shows the time evolution of the second derivative of buffer spectra 

during the first 3 h of measurements. 

 

Figure 3. 6: Detail of the second derivative of the spectra of a buffer point at 15, 30, 60 and 180 minutes (red, blue, pink 

and green curve respectively) after dynamic device filling (black curve). A 3D plot of the second derivative of the 

spectra of the same buffer point during the first 3 hours of measurements is also reported in the inset. 

 The curves obtained at the different times are absolutely comparable. Peaks related to cellular 

catabolites, previously highlighted in the case of static device (1085 cm-1, 1210 cm-1, 1255 cm-1, 

and 1380 cm-1), are not more detectable. Moreover, performing 2D correlation analysis, no cross-

peaks are observed in both synchronous and asynchronous plots (data not shown). Figure 3.7 

reports the second derivative of spectra related to the same MCF-7 cell after each pre-processing 

strategy detailed in section 3.1.1- Introduction.  As can be seen, the curves obtained at t=0h and 

t=3h are almost perfectly overlapped for all three methods. 
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Figure 3. 7: Second derivative of the spectra of a single MCF-7 cell pretreated following different procedures. (a) MCF-

7 spectrum in water-based solution collected on air background at t=0h (black curve) and t=3h (red curve), without 

data manipulation (method I). (b) The single channel of the buffer point at t=0h (black curve) and t=3h (red curve) has 

been rationed against the same MCF-7 individual cell single channel (method II). (c) The buffer spectrum acquired at 

t=0h (black curve) and t=3h (red curve) has been subtracted to the same MCF-7 individual cell spectrum (method III). 

3.1.4 - Conclusions 

The presented results show that the degradation of the buffer that happens in static device poses 

severe problems in the pre-processing of the spectra, limiting the diagnostic capabilities of 

IRMS. However, whatever pre-processing is used, the exploitation of dynamic devices enhances 

the data reliability, avoiding the appearance of spectral artifacts induced by cellular catabolites 

released into the surrounding environment by the cells. The spectroscopic advantage offered by 

the dynamic setup further enforce the general considerations on cell viability previously done: 

medium exchange during the measurement assures better conditions for cell survival and 

proper progression.  
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3.2 – Cell lysis monitored by IRMS 

3.2.1 – Introduction 

Environmental changes are known to alter cellular function. Osmotic stress is promoted by 

alterations of the concentration of salts or small molecules in the surrounding cellular 

environment. It causes a rapid change in the movement of water across cell membranes, in the 

attempt to preserve the correct transmembrane potential. 14 Hypo-osmotic stress, observed when 

the concentration of salts is decreased in the extracellular environment, promotes water uptake 

and increases cell volume 15, while hyper-osmotic stress is due to an higher concentration of 

solutes outside the cell and induces cell shrinkage. 16   

Deionized (DI) water has an osmolarity different from physiological medium, and therefore 

induces hypotonic osmotic stress. This results in water uptake, cell swelling and subsequent cell 

lysis with release of cytoplasmic material into the extracellular environment. 15 Moreover, cell 

swelling promotes the depolarization of the cellular membrane and the acidification of the 

cytosolic environment. 

We decide to monitor the lysis of MCF-7 cells induced by deionized water injection as a test 

experiment to demonstrate the potentialities offered by a dynamic microfluidic device regarding 

the possibility to chemically stimulate living cells.  Among the innumerable ways for stressing a 

live cell, osmotic stress produces deep and sudden changes in both morphological features and 

chemical content upon cell lysis. Indeed, the shortcoming of this process could be assessed by 

direct optical inspection of the sample. Therefore, this is an ideal experiment for testing the 

possibility to modify in a controlled way the cellular environment by using our dynamic 

devices.  

3.2.2  Materials and Methods 

The experiment is divided in two parts. The first entailed the adhesion of MCF-7 cells  onto the 

CaF2 surface covered by silicon layer, while in the second experimental step DI water was 

injected within the device in order to trigger the cellular lysis. Optical images of the central 

chamber of the microfluidic circuit were collected for monitoring morphological changes 

undergone by the cells during the process. The experimental scheme is reported in figure 3.8. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_membrane
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Figure 3. 8: Scheme of the experiment. Cells were injected into the microfluidic devices; after a resting period in which 

cells are left to adhere onto the device surface, DI water was injected into the device to induce cell lysis. 

Cell preparation 

MCF-7 cells (ATCC HTB-22 - breast cancer cell line) were chosen as models for the study. Cells 

were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (PAA Laboratories), supplemented with 

foetal bovine serum (Euroclone) 10%, in incubator at 37.0°C and 5% CO2 and routinely passaged 

every 3-4 days. Before measurements, cells were harvested from the flask using trypsin, washed 

twice with PBS and physiological solution and finally re-suspended in physiological solution to 

the final concentration of ~5x106 cell/mL. The cell suspension, thermalized at 37°C, was injected 

by a syringe pump into the device maintained at the same temperature. 

IRMS Data Acquisition & Analysis 

FTIR transmission spectra were acquired in transmission mode using the same experimental 

setup described for the previous experiments (Section 3.1.2). Repeated spectra on single MCF-7 

cells were collected setting microscope knife-edge apertures at 25x25 µm, using 15X 

Schwarzschild condenser and objective, averaging 256 scans with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 

in the range of frequencies between 800 and 5000 cm-1. Air background and buffer spectra were 

collected using the same parameters. Cells were let to attach onto the device surface for 4 hours. 

During this time, cells were maintained under a continuous flux of physiological solution of 

8μl/h, in order to refresh the extracellular medium, and cyclically measured (approximately 

once per hour).Than the acquisition was stopped and the medium replaced by DI water; the 

data collection was then resumed 10 min later on the same cells, ending only at completion of 

cell lysis. 

For the experiments, were employed dynamic microfluidic devices made of CaF2 accordingly to 

the procedure reported in Chapter 2 section 2.5. 

The spectral contribution of the water medium was subtracted from each raw cell spectrum by 

using the in-house optimized Matlab routine described by Vaccari, et al. 3 Before spectral 

subtraction, buffer and cell spectra were offset corrected.  Band assignment was done in 
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accordance with Movasaghi et al. 17 and references wherein. Second derivatives were computed 

(Savitzky–Golay filter, 13 smoothing points) and band integrals were calculated for the 

diagnostic bands of proteins (Amide I, Amide II), nucleic acids (Phosphate I and II), carboxylate 

moieties (COO-) and lipids (symmetric and asymmetric stretching of methyl and methylene 

moieties) using OPUS 6.5. Integral parameters are reported in tale 3.1. 

Table 3. 1: Band integral types and their assignment. 

Integral 

Type 

Wavenumber 

range (cm-1) 

Assignment 

Area 2980 -2820 Lipids, L 

Area 1280 -1180 Phosphate I, PhI 

Area 1150 – 1040 Phosphate II, PhII 

Area 1700 – 1610 Amide I, AmI 

Area 1590 -1480 Amide II, AnII 

Area 1370-1430 COO- 

 

3.2.3  Results and Discussion 

Figure 3.9 shows the series of spectra for a representative single MCF-7 cell. Black curve 

represent the mean spectra of a single MCF-7 cell during the first 4 hours of measurements.  

 

Figure 3. 9: FTIR spectra of a representative MCF-7 breast cancer cell acquired before (black curve) and after (red 

curve) the water injection. The mean spectrum before injection was obtained averaging the results of the four 

measurements and the line thickness is proportional to standard deviation. 
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As can be seen, both intensity and position of the dominant spectral bands did not change 

throughout the first 4 hours. This demonstrate that the physiological solution flow rate applied 

to guarantee medium renewal was low enough for considering negligible any cellular response 

induced by shear stress.18, 19 

Conversely, a sudden and significant decrease in the intensity of all absorption bands was 

detected when the physiological solution was replaced by DI water. The trends shown in figure 

could be related to the loss of biological material and the morphological changes undergone by 

cells due to lysis. The occurrence of cell lysis is confirmed also by the optical images of the cells 

before and after the injection of water, reported in the insets of figure 3.10. As can be seen, 

initially cells were round shaped and transparent with a clear definition of the cellular 

membranes, while at the end of the experiment they became larger, loosing plasma membrane 

definition and integrity. Moreover, the cell surface was covered by black bodies that generally 

characterize apoptotic and necrotic cells. 

 

Figure 3. 10: Optical image of a part of the central chamber of the device filled with the cells, before (a) and after (b) 

the injection of DI water. 

The inspection of the second derivative of the spectra, presented in figure 3.11 allows identifying 

which spectral regions undergoes the deeper rearrangements. As can be seen from the picture, 

the decrement of all the absorption bands is observed. In particular, band centred at ~1400 cm-1, 

related to the carboxylic groups of aminoacids, decreases in intensity and shifts from 1398 to 

1393 cm-1 in presence of DI water, revealing the acidification of the cytosol. Moreover, an 

increase of two components of the Amide I band, centred at 1624 and 1695 cm-1, assigned to β-

sheet coil and β-aggregates of proteins is observed. Indeed, DI water is a strong denaturant 

agent for all macromolecules, and in particular for proteins, and promotes their aggregation.  
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Figure 3. 11: Second derivatives of the spectra (Savitsky-Golay algorithm with 13 smoothing points) of the same 

representative MCF-7 breast cancer cell acquired before (black curve) and after (red curve) the water injection. The 

mean spectrum before injection was obtained averaging the results of the four measurements and the line thickness is 

proportional to standard deviation. 

In order to provide a semi-quantitative evaluation of the decrement of some diagnostic bands, 

integral intensities for each cell were divided in two sets, before and after water injection, and 

normalized to the average spectral intensity before the application of the osmotic stress. This 

procedure allowed comparing data from different cells, giving results independent form the 

individual cellular volume and biochemical content. Data obtained for all the measured cells 

were then averaged and the results are plotted in figure 3.12. A similar decrement in cellular 

lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids was highlighted by the analysis of signals related to methyl 

and methylene stretching bands, Amide I and Amide II bands and PhI band. The decrease of the 

PhII band, which accounts for both nucleic acids and carbohydrates variations, is comparable to 

the one of PhI band, but the standard deviation is much higher. This is due to the abrupt change 

in IR transparency of CaF2 below 1200 cm-1. Interestingly, the decrement of band centered at 

~1400 cm-1, related to the carboxylic groups of aminoacids, is even more pronounced than the 

one related to proteins, lipids and nucleic acids, possibly due to the cytosol acidification. 
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Figure 3. 12: Normalized integrated intensity of some vibrational bands averaged on the measured cells, before and 

after the water injection (black squares and grey dots respectively). Bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

Integral values were calculated as spectral areas in the corresponding wavelength interval defined in Table 3.1. 

3.2.4  - Conclusions 

The simple experiment here presents allows us to test the fabricated chips. In particular it 

demonstrates that a dynamic device makes possible to introduce chemicals inside the 

measurement chamber at that they freely diffuse within it. The experiment here reported 

represented a good benchmark of our experimental setup, since it required both a precise 

control of the fluids and the absence of any leakages to allow the real time monitoring of the 

quick response of MCF-7 cells to the diffusion of a chemical inside the measurement chamber.  
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3.3 – Cell cycle assessment by IRMS 

3.3.1 – Introduction 

The cell cycle, or cell-division cycle, is the series of events that take place in a cell leading to its 

division and duplication (replication), ending with two daughter cells, each containing a 

genome identical to those of the parental one.20 Cell cycle is divided in four main steps named as 

Gap 1(G1), Synthesis (S), Gap 2 (G2) and Mitosis (M). The sequence of cell-cycle stages is 

schematized in Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3. 13: Scheme of cell-cycle progression for an eukaryotic cell. Differences in nucleic acids content and 

organization are also highlighted.  

Each of the cell cycle stages is characterized by peculiar cellular activities. A summary of the 

cellular events at each stage is listed below: 

G1 phase is also called the growth phase. It starts right after the mitotic process when 

the biosynthetic activities of the cell resume at a high rate. This phase is characterized by 

the synthesis of proteins, RNAs and enzymes that are required in the following S phase 

and especially of those molecules needed for DNA replication. Duration of G1 is highly 

variable, even among different cells of the same species.  

During the S phase attend to DNA replication, and run out with chromosomes 

replication. During this phase, the amount of cellular DNA is doubled, though the ploidy 

of the cell remains the same. Synthesis of DNA is a crucial point for cell cycle; therefore it 

is completed as quickly as possible. Indeed, this is the stage where there is the higher 

possibility of DNA alteration and damage due to external factors such as mutagens. 
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G2 covers the interval between DNA synthesis and mitosis in which the cell continues to 

grow.  

During M phase the physical division of the cell in two daughter cells occurs. 

Chromosomes inside the nucleus are separated and equally divided into two. During the 

process of mitosis the pairs of chromosomes condense and attach to fibers that pull the 

sister chromatids to opposite sides of the cell. This step is generally followed 

immediately by cytokinesis, which divides the nuclei, cytoplasm, organelles and cell 

membrane into two cells that share equal cellular components. 

Overall, the cell cycle is characterized not only by the duplication of cell genome, but also of the 

entire cellular content to be split between the daughter cells. This concept can be roughly 

summarized in the graph reported in figure 3.14; during G1 phase cells synthesize proteins, 

RNAs and enzymes causing a first increase of cell weight. Across S and G2 phase, all the 

genome and the cellular organelles are doubled. Therefore at the end of this process cell mass is 

almost doubled and its volume is increased.  

 

Figure 3. 14: The plot reports the relative cell mass (orange curve) and relative cell DNA content (blue curve) among 

different phases of cell cycle. 

In unfavorable conditions such as nutrient and growth factor deprivation or high cell density, 

cells can also reversibly withdraw from the cell cycle and enter into a resting stage, known as 

G0. The majorities of the cells in an organism are terminally differentiated and exit the cell cycle 

irreversibly. 21  

The passage of a cell through the cell cycle is strictly controlled due to the complexity and the 

importance of this mechanism for cell life; there are several “check-points” that assay the correct 
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execution of each step. Various proteins of the cytoplasm play an active role in this regulation 

method; among them are Cyclins, Cyclin dependent-kinases (Cdks) and p35 proteins.  

Cyclins control the progression of cells through the cell cycle by activating cyclin-dependent 

kinase (Cdk) enzymes. 22 As example the Cdk- G1/S cyclin complex begins to induce the initial 

processes of DNA replication, primarily by arresting systems that prevent S phase Cdk activity 

in G1, while M cyclin- Cdk complexes regulates the assembly of mitotic cromatids. Cyclins were 

discovered by R. Timothy Hunt in 1982 while studying the cell cycle of sea urchins23. For “its 

discoveries on key regulators of the cell cycle" he was awarded with the Nobel Prize in 

Physiology or Medicine in 2001 together with Leland H. Hartwell and Sir Paul M. Nurse. 

Protein p53 is involved both in cell cycle regulation mechanism and in tumor suppressor 

system. p53 has been described as "the guardian of the genome" because of its role in conserving 

stability by preventing genome mutation. Indeed, p53 leads to the activation of DNA repair 

proteins when DNA has sustained damage and arrest cell growth by holding the cell cycle at the 

G1/S. Maintaining the cell here for enough time, the DNA repair proteins will have time to fix 

the damage and the cell will be allowed to continue the cell cycle. Moreover, if the DNA damage 

is severe and cannot be repaired, p53 induces apoptosis. 24 25  

In the past years, several studies have been carried out to explore the molecular mechanisms of 

the cell cycle and its regulation in multi cellular organisms. Understanding the features of 

normal cell behavior, and those occurring in altered cells (as an example, uncontrolled 

proliferation in cancer21 and aberrant re-entry in cycle of neurons in Alzheimer disease 26) is of 

great relevance for both cellular biology and medicine. Moreover, the response to many drugs 

used in therapy is cycle-phase specific.27  Therefore, the assessment of phase cycle would help 

prognoses and efficiency of a therapy prediction, if used as routinely screening.  

Flow Cytometry has become a standard tool to determine the distribution of a cell population 

throughout the phases 28. Other techniques employed to this aim are Fluorescence Activated Cell 

Sorting (FACS), that separates cells according to their phase, and fluorescent microscopy, that 

exploits the internalization of fluorescent markers specific for each phase. 29 The limitation of the 

above mentioned methods arise from the fact that labeling is needed in order to allow cell 

imaging with fluorescence microscope or analysis by FC/FACS. Moreover, fixation is also 

mandatory to allow marker internalization. 

In literature, a few papers have been published on the use of infrared microspectroscopy for the 

characterization of the cell cycle together with FC or immunofluorescence assays. 30 31 32  All 

these experiments employ fixed cells (either ethanol or formalin fixed) or air-dried cells, while 
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there is only one experiment on living cells. 33 Despite the consensus regarding FTIR 

microscopy’s usefulness in differentiating among different phases, the results do not match 

perfectly. One of the problems related to the data non-uniformity concerns the fact that fixation 

procedures and dehydration level deeply influence the content and structure of cellular 

macromolecules 3, especially with respect to nucleic acid folding. 34  

Starting from these studies, during this PhD activity, we aimed to demonstrate that Infrared 

microspectroscopy in microfluidic devices could be exploited as an alternative assay for 

studying cell cycle distribution of live cells without any labelling, staining or fixation.  

3.2.2 - Materials and Methods 

The experimental plan is summarized in Figure 3.15, in order to give to the reader a fast 

overview of the performed measurements.  

 

Figure 3. 15: Scheme of the experiment: cells are cultured and synchronized at different stages of the cell cycle. Each 

sample is collected and split into two portions, one measured with FC, the other by IRMS. 

We measured in parallel, with IRMS and Flow Cytometry, B16 mouse melanoma cells after 

different synchronization protocols (S and G1/G0) and without synchronization. All samples 

were divided in two sets: one was treated with RNAase and PI stained for FC while the other 

was used for IRMS measurements without further treatment. Each experiment was repeated in 

triplicate. Cells were classified for their cycle progression by HCA of absorbance spectra.  
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Cell preparation  

B16 mouse melanoma cells were grown in High-glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium 

supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C in 5% CO2 and routinely passaged every 2-3 days; at day 2 

cells were collected for the asynchronous experiments (Asyn hereafter). For the Synchronization 

experiments the following conditions were adopted: 

 SynG0:  To obtain the G0 population cells were grown to confluence for 4 days without 

adding fresh medium.  

 SynS : Cells were exposed to 2 mM thymidine (Sigma) for 16h, released for 9h, exposed 

to 5 μg/mL aphidicolin (Sigma) for 16h and released for 3h21.  

Cells were collected by trypsinization, washed in PBS and split into two parts, one for FC and 

the other for IRMS analysis. Both FC and IRMS analyses were done in parallel. For Flow 

Cytometry analysis, cells were resuspended in PBS and fixed by the addition of cold absolute 

ethanol to a final concentration of 70% and incubated for 1h at 4°C. Then cells were washed in 

PBS and resuspended in PBS containing 1% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Cells were stained for 3h 

with 50 μg/mL Propidium Iodide (PI) and treated with 200 μg/mL RNaseA, in order to cleave 

single strand RNA. Analysis was performed using FACS Calibur (Becton Dickinson) and the cell 

cycle phase distribution was determined with the CellQuestPro and Modfit LT 3.0 software. For 

IRMS sample preparation, upon trypsinization and PBS washing, B16 mouse melanoma cells 

were resuspended in NaCl 0.9% physiological solution, achieving a final concentration of 

approximately 1X106 cells/mL. The obtained cell suspension is than doped into the microfluidic 

chamber for measurements. 

IRMS Data Acquisition & Processing 

FTIR transmission spectra were acquired using the same instrumental apparatus described for 

the previous experiment (Section 3.1.2). Repeated spectra on entire cells were collected using 

setting microscope knife-edge apertures in order to fit the size of each cell (from 25X25 to 30X30 

µm), using 15X Schwarzschild condenser and objective, averaging 256 scans with a spectral 

resolution of 4 cm-1. For the cellular spectra, an air background was collected with the same 

acquisition parameters outside the device. The buffer spectrum was acquired near the measured 

cell/cell group, using the same parameters. Spectra were collected from 800 to 6000 cm-1 in 

double side, forward/backward acquisition mode with a scanner velocity of 40 KHz. The Fourier 

transform was carried out with Mertz phase correction, Backman-Harris-3 terms apodization. 

Each measurement run lasted no more than two hours; cellular synchronization, indeed, does 

not last indefinitely and the comparison between IRMS and FC data is only reliable within a 
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couple of hours. As a matter of fact, under optimal growth conditions, B16 cell cycle lasts 

around 15 hours 35, 36, therefore this cell allows up to 2h of measurements without loss of 

synchronization and phase progression. At least 70 single live cells were measured using IRMS 

for each set of samples.  

Since we were interested into the evaluation of the intensities of the cellular IR bands, especially 

in the nucleic acids regions, we decided to use a microfluidic device made on BaF2 instead of 

CaF2, for widening the accessible spectral window. The protocol used for the device fabrication 

is the same explained in chapter 2. The bottom window had a thickness of 2 mm while the cover 

lid 1 mm. The higher transmittance of BaF2 in the region below 1200 cm-1 allowed us to better 

define phosphate I (PhI) and II (PhII) bands, related to the content of nucleic acids of B16 cells.  

Water medium spectral contribution was subtracted from each raw cell spectrum by using the 

in-house optimized Matlab routine described by Vaccari, et al. 3. Before spectral subtraction, 

buffer and cell spectra were offset corrected.  Band assignment was done in accordance with 

Movasaghi et al. 17 and references wherein.  Band Integrals were calculated for the diagnostic 

bands of Proteins, Nucleic Acids and lipids using OPUS 6.5. Integral parameters are reported in 

Table 3.2. 

Table 3. 2: Band integral types and their assignment. 

Integral 
Type 

Wavenumber 
range (cm-1) 

Baseline range (cm-1) Assignment 

Area 2990 -2800 2990 -2800 Lipids and Proteins 

Massif 2990 – 2948 CH3asym 

Massif 2944 – 2907 CH2asym 

Massif 2883 -2864 CH3sym 

Massif 2865 -2842 CH2sym 

Area 1274 -1182 1274 -1182 Phosphate I 

Area 1145 – 1039 1145 – 1039 Phosphate II 

Area 1780 – 1588 1780 – 1588 Amide I 

Area 1588 -1482 1588 -1482 Amide II 

Area 1590 – 960 1800 – 960  

Area 1705 – 960  

 

Spectra from the different sample preparations (SynG0, SynS and Asyn) were independently 

analysed using a multivariate approach with HyperSpec R-package for handling of 

hyperspectral data (http://hyperspec.r-forge.r-project.org). 37 38 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 

(HCA), based on Euclidean distances and Ward’s classification algorithm, in the 1300-1000 cm-1 

spectral region, was chosen as statistical tool for this kind of analysis. HCA is a classification 

method based on the calculation of the spectral distances. The spectral distance, calculated as 
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Euclidean Distance in our approach, indicates the degree of spectral homology. Two spectra 

with a spectral distance of 0 are entirely identical (in the tested region). The higher is the 

difference between two spectra, the higher will result the spectral distance.  Once retrieved the 

spectral distances between each pair of spectra of the dataset, a distance-matrix is generated. 

Spectra are than grouped together on the base of the clustering algorithm, in our case Ward’s 

algorithm 39,  and the graphical result of the grouping procedure is a dendrogram 40. For each 

cluster, centroids were retrieved, analysed and compared. Centroids represent the averaged 

spectra of the cluster components. 

 

3.3.3 – Results and Discussion 

The aim of this study is to determine if IRMS can be exploited for cell cycle assessment in living 

condition. Therefore, data analysis of IRMS data focused on the definition of a method for 

classifying spectra from single cells that would reproduce FC results. 

FC using PI gives the cell cycle distribution and classification dividing cell population in three 

groups, G0/G1, S, G2/M, based on DNA content. In fact, PI staining does not provide 

differentiation between G1 and G0 as well as G2 and M phases. Figure 3.16(a-c) shows 

representative histograms of the FC results for differently synchronized B16 cell samples. 

 

Figure 3. 16: Distribution of the cells in different phases of the cell cycle according to FC analysis. 

 

As summarized in Table 3.3, SynG0 gave ~90% synchronization in G0/G1, while the remaining 

population (10%) was split among the other two groups. For SynS, ~71% of the cells were in S, 

while ~28% were in G2/M, and only ~1% was in G0/G1. Finally, for the asynchronous 

population, ~50% of the cells were in G0/G1, ~38% in S, and ~12% in G2/M. Standard deviations 

come from the different repetitions and show the low variability among them. 
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Table 3. 3: Cell cycle distribution obtained using Flow Cytometry. 

Sample Distribution of the 

population 

SynG0 G0/G1 88.6 ± 0.4 % 

S 6.6 ± 1.6 % 

G2/M 4.8 ± 1.9 % 

SynS G0/G1 0.9 ± 1.3 % 

S 71.3 ± 2.2 % 

G2/M 27.7 ± 3.5 % 

Asyn G0/G1 49.8 ± 2.4 % 

S 38.4 ± 1.8 % 

G2/M 11.8 ± 2.1 % 

 

To compare FC data with IRMS measurements results, we attempted a classification approach of 

vibrational data based on Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA). HCA was applied on 

absorbance spectra, limiting the spectral region to the interval between 1300-1000 cm-1. This 

choice was made for two reasons. First, to achieve a direct comparison between FC data, based 

on DNA content, and IRMS diagnostic bands of nucleic acids, namely PhI and PhII, excluding 

therefore contribution of other biomolecules to the clustering. Secondly, the low wavenumber 

spectral region is virtually unaffected by unavoidable inaccuracies in aqueous buffer subtraction 
41. In fact, the intensity and shape of both the Amide I band and, at a lower extent, the Amide II 

and methyl and methylene stretching bands are sensitive to the subtraction procedure 

employed. 42 The number of clusters was chosen by cutting off the dendrograms according to the 

level of heterogeneity and by looking at the percentages obtained with FC.  

Figure 3.17 shows the dendrograms obtained by analyzing all experiments for each sample 

preparation, together with the relative centroids. SynG0 cells appeared as a very homogenous 

population and they were considered a single cluster (see Fig. 3.17a inset). Two major clusters 

were identified for SynS cells (see Fig 3.17b inset), while three clusters were cut for Asyn cells 

(see Fig. 3.17c inset). The correspondence between the clusters and the cell cycle stages was 

tentatively established according to relative percentages of population in each cluster and its 

comparison with FC data (see Table 3.4).  
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Figure 3. 17: Insets a-c show the results of HCA analysis on absorbance spectra as described in Materials & Methods 

section for SynG0, SynS and Asyn experiments respectively. d-f Cluster centroids for SynG0, SynS and Asyn 

preparations are shown in the 1275-1000 cm-1 region. Each cluster is plotted with shadows representing the standard 

deviation. 

Table 3. 4: Cluster distribution of population obtained using IRMS and cell cycle phase assignment according to 

comparison with FC data. 

Sample Distribution of the 

population 

Attribution 

SynG0 Cluster 1 100% G0/G1 

Cluster 2 0% S 

Cluster 3 0% G2/M 

SynS Cluster 1 0% G0/G1 

Cluster 2 60% S 

Cluster 3 40% G2/M 

Asyn Cluster 1 48% G0/G1 

Cluster 2 34% S 

Cluster 3 18% G2/M 

 

Since the DNA relative content in cells varies from one (G0/G1 phase) to two (G2/M phase) 

progressing through intermediate values (S phase), the cross-check of the classification 

assignment was performed by comparing the integral values of the asymmetric and symmetric 

PO2- bands (see Table 3.5, columns PhI and PhII) in each population.  
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Table 3. 5: Cell cycle assessment according to the nucleic acid content, obtained from the PhI and PhII band integrals 

of the cluster centroids, also reported in the table. Integrals were calculated as reported in previous section. 

Sample Distribution of the 

population 

PhII integral 

Mean value ± SD 

PhII integral 

Mean value ± SD 

Attribution 

SynG0 Cluster 1 100% 0.210±0.035 0.371±0.075 G0/G1 

Cluster 2 0% -- -- S 

Cluster 3 0% -- -- G2/M 

SynS Cluster 1 0% -- -- G0/G1 

Cluster 2 60% 0.482±0.071 0.724±0.110 S 

Cluster 3 40% 0.738±0.076 1.143±0.139 G2/M 

Asyn Cluster 1 48% 0.309±0.050 0.396±0.085 G0/G1 

Cluster 2 34% 0.456±0.050 0.658±0.102 S 

Cluster 3 18% 0.619±0.097 0.921±0.162 G2/M 

 

We established that the lowest intensity of the Ph I and PhII bands belonged to clusters assigned 

to SynG0 and Asyn_G1/G0; the highest values to SynS_G2/M and Asyn_G2/M, and the 

intermediate ones to SynS_S and Asyn_S, as expected. This attribution is consistent with the one 

proposed evaluating only the percentage of population and demonstrate a good agreement with 

the FC data, as reported in table 3.6. 

Table 3. 6: Cell cycle distribution obtained by FC and IRMS; comparison of the data. 

Sample FC  IRMS 

SynG0 G0/G1 88.6 ± 0.4 % 100% 

S 6.6 ± 1.6 % 0% 

G2/M 4.8 ± 1.9 % 0% 

SynS G0/G1 0.9 ± 1.3 % 0% 

S 71.3 ± 2.2 % 60% 

G2/M 27.7 ± 3.5 % 40% 

Asyn G0/G1 49.8 ± 2.4 % 48% 

S 38.4 ± 1.8 % 34% 

G2/M 11.8 ± 2.1 % 18% 

 

We believe that the differences in the distribution among cell cycle phases between FC and 

IRMS are not due to HCA misclassifications, but rather to sampling limitations. Actually, the 

sampled cellular population in FC is much higher than in IRMS; moreover, the FC sampling is 

totally unbiased. Despite the fact that we followed the strategy to measure all the cells within 

1x1 mm2 in several points of the device, we could not monitor all the cells dropped inside to 

respect time-measurement demands. We are also confident that our results are not biased by the 
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subtraction procedure we employed since the PhI-PhII spectral region is almost insensitive to 

water compensation methods, as previously highlighted. In addition, we believe that the 

procedure used for retrieving “pure” cellular spectra from raw ones gives reliable results in the 

spectral range of interest. In fact, the data pre-treatment was minimal: only an offset correction 

was applied, with no baseline correction or spectra normalization. Moreover, the subtraction 

procedure originated spectra with quite a flat baseline and with a shape that gives no suspect of 

relevant under- or over-subtraction artefacts for all measured cells, as can be seen in Figure 3.18 

for the case of asynchronous cells. To support this assumption, Amide I to Amide II ratio was 

estimated for all cluster centroids. All of these ratios were of ~1.76, comparable within standard 

deviations, except in SynG0, where the AmideI/AmideII ratio is 2.256±0.342 a.u. This result will 

be discussed later in the text. 

 

Figure 3. 18: Cluster centroids related to Asyn population: Asyn_G0/G1 (black curve), Asyn_S (red curve) and 

Asyn_G2/M (blue curve). Shadow of each trace corresponds to the standard deviation Spectra are offset by 0.05 a.u. 

for an clarity reasons. 

As can be seen from Table 3.5, the Phosphate I band (PhI) has integral areas comparable within 

standard deviations in the same stages of the cell cycle for different synchronizations. These 

integral values for G2/M phases are close to twice the values of G1/G0 phases, while S phases 

are in between. However, the PhI integral value of SynG0 stands out: it is almost one-third of 

G2/M (see also Fig. 3.19).  
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Figure 3. 19: Band Integral value of PhI (black dots) and PhII (blue dots) band for G0/G1, S and G2/M populations in 

synchronous and Asynchronous cells. 

An analogy between IRMS and FC data using PI can be established, even if PhI is not specific for 

DNA; there are also spectral contributions arising from RNA and, to a lesser extent, from 

phospholipids, Amide III and polysaccharides, which determine both its shape and intensity. 

The ratio of RNA to cellular nucleic acids is a constant value that characterizes each cell line 

during exponential growth under optimal conditions 43. Despite the cell line’s specificity, it is 

possible to assert that the G2/M phase has the highest mean RNA value and that it is generally 

twice the value of the G1 phase. G0 cells have less than half the RNA mean value of the G1 

phase, reflecting the low number of ribosomes in non-cycling cells6.The trend of the PhI band 

seems to perfectly reflect this scheme. As a matter of fact, SynG0 cells are expected to be 

predominantly out of cycle, whereas the majority of Asyn_G1/G0 to be metabolically active. 

Moreover, the high value of Amide I to Amide II ratio in SynG0 could also reflect its quiescent 

status, characterized by a minor metabolic activity 44. Figure 3.20 plots the PhI integral value 

(DNA +RNA content) as a function of the number of cells in which it occurs for each run of 

measurements. As can be seen this type of plot gives a distribution of population comparable 

with the one obtained with FC (reported also in the picture for a better comparison).  
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Figure 3. 20: Comparison between the Counts vs DNA+RNA content obtained with IRMS (a) and Counts vs DNA 

content obtained with FC (b). As can be seen the two distributions are analogous. 

The distinctive behavior of SynG0 can also be appreciated from the second derivative of the 

centroids, shown in Figure 3.21. The relative weight of 1240 and 1220 cm-1 band contributions 

changes: a broadening of the 1220 cm-1 component toward low wavenumbers can be clearly 

seen, as well as the appearance of an extra component centered at 1280 cm-1. The 1220 cm-1 band 

is conventionally attributed to the asymmetric phosphate stretching of nucleic acids in B-helical 

conformation, while the 1240 cm-1 band is attributed to A-form RNA and A-like DNA helices. 45 
46,34,3 The assignment of the 1280 cm-1 component is not straightforward. It may arise from the 

Amide III, possibly from the type IV collagen that B16 melanoma cells produce 47 48. However, it 

is unclear why this contribution should be more intense in G0 phase than in the other stages of 

the cell cycle, especially considering that the Amide III contribution at 1330-1340 cm-1 is equally 

relevant for all samples. 
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Figure 3. 21: Second derivative of cluster centroids in the 1350-900 cm-1 spectral region: SynG0 continuous black line, 

Asyn_G0/G1 dashed black line, SynS_S continuous red line, Asyn_S dashed red line, SynS_G2/M continuous blue 

line, Asyn_G2/M dashed blue line. 

Likewise the PhI, PhII band values of the G2/M phases are nearly double those of the G0/G1 

phase. However, the trend is less defined and SynG0 and Asyn_G0/G1 PhII bands are 

comparable within standard deviation. The spectral shape of PhII band is comparable for all the 

clusters. It is dominated by a strong contribution at 1085 cm-1 (symmetric phosphate stretching 

of DNA and RNA) and by two major shoulders at 1120 and 1054 cm-1. The former one accounts 

for the C-O stretching vibration of C-OH groups of ribose (RNA) and to a lesser extent, for the 

C-O and C-C stretching of oligosaccharides in general. The later peak arises mainly from 

phosphate bands of phospholipids, nucleic acids and from C-OH stretching of oligosaccharides. 

It is clear that PhII contains information on cellular sugars, the content of which is known to 

vary during the cell cycle as a function of the metabolic activity 49 50. 

However, the comparison of the second derivatives of the centroids in the 1200-900 cm-1 region 

still highlights the distinctive behaviour of SynG0. The weight of the 1054 cm-1 component to 

PhII band is enhanced while the one of the 1120 cm-1 peak is minimized. Moreover, the bands 

centred at 1023 cm-1 (glycogen peak 51 52), 970 cm-1(PO42- stretching in nucleic acids and 

phosphorylated proteins 53 54) and at 933 cm-1 (possibly left-handed helix of Z-DNA) are more 

pronounced 46.  

The analysis of the characteristic lipid region (2800-3000 cm-1) did not show any significant 

difference in the methyl to methylene ratio, possibly due to the limited spectral resolution 

chosen for this experiment (data not shown). Instead, intensity variations of the lipid band have 

been monitored, showing a progressive increase of the 2990-2800 cm-1 spectral area from G0/G1 
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to G2/M phase. The broad spectral regions ranging from 1590-960 cm-1 and 1720-960 cm-1 also 

follow a similar trend. The overall increase of spectral absorbance is in agreement with the mass 

increase of the cell before mitosis 55,56,57,58, as reported by other authors 59, 32, 33. It is noteworthy 

that B16 cells have been measured immediately upon trypsinization, without letting them 

adhere onto the substrate. In these conditions, B16 are spheroids the average diameter of which 

is slightly bigger that the optical path constrained by the fluidic cell. Therefore, we believe the 

contribution to intensity increase from possible cellular thickness variations during cell cycle 

progression is minimal. 

3.3.4 - Conclusions 

With this study we have shown the suitability of IRMS for assessing cell cycle stage of 

individual live cells without any labeling, staining or fixation. Similarly to FC, the 

discrimination is mostly based on the cellular nucleic acid content but information on the overall 

cellular biochemistry can be retrieved thanks to the intrinsic multiparametric characteristic of 

IRMS. More generally, the classification of IRMS data was driven by the different spectral 

intensities of growing cells, reflecting their increase in mass during cell cycle progression. Data 

from IRMS and FC cell cycle analysis using PI were cross-checked, showing that IRMS accuracy 

is comparable to that of FC when assessing cell progression. The advantages in using IRMS in 

microfluidic devices as a biological assay for the assessment of the cell cycle distribution relies 

on the fact that it does not affect cell viability and provides additional information on content 

and structure of all the biomolecules relevant for cell life. Moreover, the cell population remains 

available for further investigations. Indeed, the characterization of the cellular behavior during 

cell cycle is a fundamental requisite in order to distinguish between the intrinsic vibrational 

features and the cellular response to any kind of stimulation.  
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3.4  – Heat Shock response studied by IRMS 

3.4.1 - Introduction 

Organisms must survive a variety of stressful conditions from the surrounding environment, 

including sudden temperature increases. “Heat-shock (HS) stress” is triggered by a temperature 

increase of just a few degrees and may damage important cellular structures and therefore 

interfere with essential functions of cellular metabolism. 

As an example, proteins need to be flexible to perform their enzymatic activity inside a cell and 

are evolutionarily optimized to be only marginally kinetically stable at the physiological 

temperature. Therefore, even a small increase in temperature can cause protein unfolding, 

entanglement, and unspecific aggregation. 60    

Heat has deleterious effects also on the internal organization of the cell beyond the unfolding of 

individual proteins. In eukaryotes, defects of the cytoskeleton, actin reorganization in stress 

fibers and collapse of actin and tubuline network were also observed.61 The Golgi System and 

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) become fragmented under heat stress conditions and the 

number of mitochondria and lysosome decreases, connected to a dramatic drop in ATP levels 

during heat stress .62 Heat shock also hits nuclear processes. In general, RNA splicing is strongly 

affected by heat shock. 63 Nucleoli, the sites of ribosome assembly, swell, and large granular 

depositions composed of incorrectly processed ribosomal RNAs and aggregating ribosomal 

proteins become visible. 61 Finally, changes in membrane morphology were observed together 

with changes in the ratio of protein to lipids and a higher fluidity of the membranes. 64  

Together, these effects lead to an arrest of the cell cycle and a stagnation of growth and 

proliferation. 65 Depending on the duration and severity of the heat stress, the accumulation of 

defects can result in the death of the cell. Importantly, if heat stress is not lethal, it may lead to 

the tolerance of more severe and otherwise fatal stresses.  

In response to heat stress, cells activate an ancient signaling pathway leading to the transient 

expression of Heat Shock or Heat Stress Proteins (HSPs). 66 Their synthesis is mediated by the 

activation of Heat Shock Factors (HSF) genes. A similar behavior is observed also for 

prokaryotic cells 67, suggesting that the heat shock response follows an universal mechanism . 

HSPs exhibit sophisticated protection mechanisms, and the most conserved HSPs are molecular 

chaperones that prevent the formation of non-specific protein aggregates and assist proteins in 

the acquisition of their native structures.  

The sequence of events occurring within the cell in response to heat shock is a function of the 

severity of the stress. 68 For mammalian cells, mild, severe and deleterious heat shock conditions 

are conventionally distinguished and they are characterized by temperatures in the range of 39.5 
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± 1° C, 42.5 ± 1° C and 45 ± 1° C, respectively. Figure 3.22 shows the sequence of events during 

heat-shock stress for mammalian cells in the three conditions. 

 

 Figure 3. 22: Schematic representation of the sequence of events during and after 1 h heat shock in mammalian cells. 

The mild (a), severe (b) and deleterious (c) temperatures are usually in the range of 39.5 ± 1°C, 42.5 ± 1°C and 45 ± 1°C, 

respectively. The levels of [Ca2+], hsp mRNA, signal lipids and denatured proteins as well as the synthetic activity of 

HSPs and non-HSP proteins are displayed. 

Independently from the severity of the heat shock, temperature increase immediately triggers 

the raise of calcium ion concentration and the accumulation of small signal lipids released from 

the cell membrane (e.g. free fatty acids and ceramide). These mediators contribute to the 

activation of heat-shock response mechanisms. The increment in calcium and lipid molecules 

concentration depends on the nature of the stress; the higher temperature increase corresponds 

to the higher and faster concentration raise.  

The evolution of the system after the activation step proceeds along different pathways 

depending on the severity of the conditions. For mild conditions, signal lipids activate the HS 

factors and the transcription of the mRNAs for the synthesis of new HS proteins. A decrease in 

the transcription and synthesis of other proteins is also observed. This type of stress is not 

deleterious for cells; after the restoring of the optimal growth temperature, cells restart the 

normal metabolic activity and no accumulation of denaturated proteins is observed.   

Upon mild heat exposure, signal lipids induce the production of mRNA for the synthesis of new 
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HSPs while an arrest of the transcription of the other proteins is observed. Accumulation of 

denaturated proteins is detected. After stimulation, cell transcription machinery restarts 

synthesizing first new HS proteins, to dismantle denatuated proteins (house-keeping function), 

and then all the other proteins. However, if the stimulation persists, further accumulations of 

denaturated proteins cells activate apoptotic pathways.  

Under deleterious stress conditions, the defense mechanism elements reach the upper limit of 

their power. Signal lipids induce the transcription of mRNAs but protein synthesis is blocked. 

Denatured proteins accumulate fast. This condition leads to activation of apoptosis and 

autophagy pathways, which induce cell death.  

We decided to investigate the heat-shock response of living cells by IRMS; we focus our 

attention on the signals related to proteins in order to evaluate which ones could be assigned to 

protein aggregation and to their evolution in time. 

3.4.2 -  Materials and Methods 

The experimental design can be summarized as follows. MDA-MB 231 adenocarcinoma cell line 

was injected into a static microfluidic device made of CaF2. Cells were let to settle onto the 

device substrate for 30 minutes. A thermal shock was then induced increasing the temperature 

of the system up to 42±0.5 °C (see figure 3.23), a severe heat shock condition. The experiment 

was repeated with the same scheme also with MCF-7 breast cancer cell line, in order to draw out 

general conclusion on the cellular response to heat-shock.  

 

Figure 3. 23: Scheme of the experimental plan. Both MDA-MB 231 and MCF-7 cell lines were collected from the flask 

upon tripsinization. Cell were then injected into the microfluidic devices and subjected to heat-shock. After the 

measurements, data were analyzed by mean of 2D correlation analysis and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). 
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Cell Preparation 

MDA- MB 231 (mammary gland adenocarcinoma cell line) and MCF-7 cells (ATCC HTB-22 - 

breast cancer cell line) were chosen as models for the study. Both cell lines were grown in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (PAA Laboratories), supplemented with foetal bovine 

serum (Euroclone) 10%, in incubator at 37.0°C and 5% CO2, and routinely passaged every 3-4 

days. Before measurements, cells were harvested from the flask using trypsin, washed twice 

with PBS and physiological solution and finally re-suspended in physiological solution at a 

concentration of ~1x106 cell/mL. The cell suspension was dropped into the microfluidic device 

thermalized at 37°C, let to settle down for 30 minutes, and used for measurements without 

further treatment. 

IRMS Data Acquisition & Analysis 

FTIR transmission spectra were acquired in transmission mode using the same experimental 

setup described for the previous experiments (Section 3.1.2). Repeated spectra on small groups 

of cells were collected setting microscope knife-edge apertures at 40x40 µm, using 15X 

Schwarzschild condenser and objective, averaging 256 scans with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 

in the range of frequencies between 800 and 5000 cm-1. Air background and buffer spectra were 

collected using the same parameters. Cells were let to attach onto the device surface for 30 min, 

than the thermal stress was applied increasing the temperature of the device up to 42±0.5°C for 2 

hours. Four sampled regions were chosen and routinely measured every 5 minutes. The 

experiment was repeated in triplicate for both the cell lines. 

For the experiments, were employed microfluidic devices made of CaF2 (1mm thickness for both 

top e bottom windows) accordingly to the procedure reported in Chapter 2. 

The spectral contribution of the water medium was subtracted from each raw cell spectrum by 

using the in-house optimized Matlab routine described by Vaccari, et al. 3 Before spectral 

subtraction, buffer and cell spectra were offset corrected.  Band assignment was done in 

accordance with Movasaghi et al. 17 and references wherein. Second derivatives were computed 

(Savitzky–Golay filter, 13 smoothing points) and band integrals were calculated for the 

diagnostic bands of proteins (Amide I, Amide II), nucleic acids (Phosphate I and II) and lipids 

(symmetric and asymmetric stretching of methyl and methylene moieties) using OPUS 6.5. 

Integral parameters are reported in tale 3.7. 
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Table 3. 7: Band integral types and their assignment 

Integral 

Type 

Wavenumber 

range (cm-1) 

Assignment 

Area 2980 -2820 Lipids, L 

Area 1280 -1180 Phosphate I, PhI 

Area 1150 – 1040 Phosphate II, PhII 

Area 1700 – 1610 Amide I, AmI 

Area 1590 -1480 Amide II, AnII 

 

Data were analyzed by mean of Two-dimensional (2D) correlation analysis and Principal 

component Analysis (PCA) to disclose the deepest changes induced by heat-shock stress. 2D 

correlation analysis was performed using OPUS 6.5 while for PCA a Matlab routine in-house 

developed was preferred. 

Principal component analysis is a standard non-parametric tool for extracting relevant 

information from complex data sets 69. PCA is a statistical procedure that uses orthogonal linear 

transformation to convert a set of variables into a set of linear combinations of linearly 

uncorrelated base vectors called principal components (PC). Choosing an appropriate set of 

vectors as a new base, it is possible to retain most of the variability in the original variables set 

into few components. Specifically, employing this method, the analysis of the variance along a 

small number of principal components provides a reasonable characterization of the complete 

data set, allowing a fast detection of the most relevant changes in the system.  

3.4.3 - Results and Discussion 

In order to evaluate the activation of the cellular response mechanisms in the most general 

conditions, we decided to measure asynchronous cells. Due to the high variability of the spectral 

features between the sampled cells induced by the different stages of cellular progression, we 

focused our attention on a qualitative analysis of time-dependent spectral trends rather than on 

a quantitative analysis of the increment/decrement of specific IR bands. It was also considered 

the variation of specific band ratios, that account for differences in the relative amount of 

cellular biomolecules. Specifically, AmII/Lipids, AmII/PhI and Lipids/PhI ratios were 

investigated. 

The Figure 3.24a shows the time evolution of the spectral features of a single group of MCF-7 

cells undergoing severe heat shock conditions for 2h. The Figure 3.24b, instead, reports the ratio 

between some IR band integrals, obtained as reported in section 3.4.2 - Materials and Methods, 

during the same interval of time.  
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Figure 3. 24: (a) 3D plot representing the time evolution of the spectra of a group of MCF-7 cells during the 

experiment (b) Graph plotting AmII/Lipids, AmII/PhI and Lipids/PhI ratios values for the same cell group during 

heat-shock application. The red arrow defines the time-point of temperature increase to 42±0.5°C. 

As can be seen, in the first five minutes after the stimulation a decrement in Am II/Lipids and 

AmII/PhI ratios is observed while the Lipids/PhI ratio increases. This trend can be explained 

considering the release of lipid signaling molecules that are responsible for the triggering of the 

biochemical response. 64 These small lipids induce the transcription of HSF codifying for HSPs. 

Therefore, the decrease of the AmII/PhI ratio may be related to the production of mRNAs 

occurring during the transcription process. After the activation of the biochemical response, we 

can observe the fluctuation of the values of the aforementioned band ratios, within the first 

measurement hour. During this time, cells attempt to withstand the damages induced by 

temperature increase. Later on, a progressive relative raise of the lipid cellular content is 

observed (AmII/Lipids ratio decrement as well as Lipids/PhI increment). An increase in 

AmII/PhI ratio is also observed after 80 minutes, probably due to DNA denaturation. These two 

changes in cellular biochemical content could be tentatively attributed to the activation of an 

apoptotic pathway caused by the persistence of stressful conditions (see section 3.5 - Cell 

Apoptosis progression monitored by IRMS). 

Figure 3.25a reports the evolution of a single group of MDA-MB 231 cells exposed to the same 

stressful conditions and Figure 3.25b the values of the considered integral ratios. The evolution 

of the system within the first 30 minutes shows the same trend detailed before for MCF-7 cells: a 

relative increase in the lipid content is immediately observed as well as the decrement in 

AmII/PhI ratio. Conversely, in the second part of the experiment, these cells evolve in a different 

way with respect to the MCF-7 ones. In particular, a progressive decrement in the relative 

intensity of PhI band is observed, while AmII/Lipid ratio remains almost constant. This means 

that the mechanisms of activation for heat-shock response is the same for both cell lines, while 
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the fate depends from the cell line susceptibility and cell metabolic activity. The results of the 

data analysis reported in the following strength this hypothesis.  

 

 

Figure 3. 25: (a) 3D plot representing the time evolution of the spectra of a group of MDA-MB 231 cells during the 

experiment (b) Graph plotting AmII/Lipids, AmII/PhI and Lipids/PhI ratios values for the same cell group during 

heat-shock application. The red arrow defines the time-point of temperature increase to 42±0.5°C.  

The evolution of the second derivative of the spectra was followed overall the experimental 

acquisition time in order to establish if there are specific spectral features that can be related to 

HS. Figure 3.26 reports the second derivative of the spectra for a single group of MCF-7 (a) and 

MDA–MB 231 (b) cells at the beginning of the experiment (black curve) and after 30, 60 and 120 

minutes (red, blue and magenta lines respectively). Changes in all the spectral regions, and in 

particular in proteins structure, were detected. 
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Figure 3. 26: Second derivative of the spectra a single group of MCF-7 (a) and MDA–MB 231 (b) cells at the beginning 

of the experiment (black curve) and after 30, 60 and 120 minutes (red, blue and green lines respectively). 

 

In order to better understand the spectral changes related to Amides’ bands, it is of paramount 

importance to introduce the activity and mode of action of HSPs, sketched in Figure 3.27. 
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Figure 3. 27: Changes occurring in protein structure upon heat stress exposure. Red arrows represent the different 

strategies adopted by HSPs to restore the correct folding. 

A first class of HSP, named disaggregases (like Hsp70 or Hsp 110), is able to bind disordered 

protein oligomers and aggregates, produced in response to HS, and to divide them in misfolded 

monomers. Monomers could be transformed into the relative unfolded structure from another 

HSPs class called unfoldases, like GroEL, and then correctly refolded. However, when cells are 

unable to further respond to stressful condition, they undergo apoptosis commitment and HSPs 

are unable to perform their disaggregation activity. In this case, small oligomers are transformed 

in ordered aggregates of proteins or fibrils70.  

Figure 3.28 shows a detail of the second derivative in the Amides’ region of a single group of 

MCF-7 cells in the first forty minutes of heat-shock stress application.  
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Figure 3. 28: Second derivative of the spectra of a representative MCF-7 group of cells exposed to heat shock-stress in 

the Amides’ region at different experimental time points: 0,5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 35, 40 minutes. An offset of 0.15 (a.u. is 

applied for clarity reasons). 

The Amide I band at t = 0 minutes (no stress applied) is peaked at ~1650 cm-1, revealing that 

most of the cellular proteins are α-helix folded71. After few minutes from the heat stimulation 

(red curve in figure 3.28), a shoulder peaked at 1646 cm-1 appears, assigned to random or 

unfolded proteins.17 A simultaneous decrease in the component at ̴1650 cm-1 (mainly related to α-

helix structures) is observed. This indicates a partial misfolding of proteins due to the 

temperature increase. The 1646 cm-1 component disappears after 10 minutes from the stress 

induction, while a new shoulder centered at ~1627 cm-1 is detected (blue curve) and tentatively 

associated to misfolded oligomers of proteins, unstable intermediates in the protein aggregation 

process. The transient nature of these aggregates is confirmed by the almost complete 

disappearance of the 1627 cm-1 contribution after 15 minutes of stress application. After 25 

minutes, two different shoulders at 1635 and 1623 cm-1 arise (pink curve), assigned to 

intermolecular β-sheets of proteins and to intermolecular β-aggregates respectively 72. Initially, 

the component at 1635 cm-1 is prominent (green curve). After 40 minutes, it almost disappears 
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while the increase of the 1623 cm-1 shoulder is observed (brown curve). This trend fit quite well 

with the mode of action of HSPs. 70, previously described. 

An analogous behavior was highlighted for MDA-MB 231 cells, as can be seen from the 

inspection of Figure 3.29. 

 

Figure 3. 29: Second derivative of the spectra of a representative MDA-MB 231 group of cells exposed to heat shock-

stress in the Amides’ region at different experimental time points: 0,5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 35, 40 minutes. An offset of 0.15 

(a.u. is applied for clarity reasons). 

Regarding the nucleic acids region, changes in the nucleic acids structure and composition has 

been observed for both MCF-7 and MDA-MB 231 cells (see figure 3.30 and 3.31 respectively).  

 In MCF-7 cells, PhI band, that arises from the phosphate asymmetric stretching of nucleic acids, 

changes in shape: after few minutes from the application of heat-shock stress (red curve), an 

increase in the relevance of the component centered at 1245 cm-1 is observed. The component at 

1245 cm-1, generally related to the RNA contribution, may suggest the activation of transcription 

mechanisms. This hypothesis is supported by the presence of a shoulder at 1205 cm-1, possibly 

related to Z-DNA 45, which is enhanced when transition processes are ongoing. After 15 
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minutes, an increase of the component at  ̴1225 cm-1 is observed, also associated to RNA 

molecules. Changes in band centered at 1050 cm-1 are also observed. These band account not 

only for nucleic acids content but also for cellular carbohydrates; a more punctual attribution is 

not possible in an unambiguous way. 

 

Figure 3. 30: Second derivative of the spectra of a representative MCF-7 group of cells exposed to heat shock-stress in 

the nucleic acids region, at different experimental time points: 0, 5, 15 and 40 minutes (black, red, blue and green 

curve respectively).  

The behavior of MDA-MB 231 cells, reported in figure 3.31, is quite different with respect to 

MCF-7 cells.  PhI band component at 1245 and 1225 cm-1 are enhanced but only after 15 minutes 

from the beginning of the stimulation. Moreover, is observed a progressive increase of 1080 cm-1 

signal. This different behavior was previously highlighted analyzing the Am/PhI ratio (Fig. 3.24 

and 3.25); it is probably due to a different metabolic activity of the two cell lines. An explanation 

could be found looking at the different nature of the cells.  MDA-MB 231 cells are a metastatic 

adenocarcinoma cell line, while MCF-7 cells are a breast cancer cell line without metastatic 

activity.  In particular, the metastatic nature of MDA-MB 231 cell makes these cells more 

resistant to stressful conditions. These cells, indeed, are able to survive even after severe stress 

conditions up to 44 °C73.  
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Figure 3. 31: Second derivative of the spectra of a representative MDA-MB 231 group of cells exposed to heat shock-

stress in the nucleic acids region, at different experimental time points: 0, 5, 15 and 40 minutes (black, red, blue and 

green curve respectively).  

Finally, changes in the shape of the band centered at 1460 cm-1, related to the CH2 and CH3 

bending modes, are observed and shown in Figure 3.32. Methyl and methylene groups are 

mainly present in lipids; therefore, this spectroscopic evidence could be addressed as a change 

in membrane composition or related to the release of small lipids signaling molecules, as 

previously discussed. 74  

 

Figure 3. 32: Second derivative of the spectra of a representative MCF-7 (a) and a representative MDA-MB 231 (b) 

group of cells exposed to heat shock-stress in 1500-1400 cm-1 region, at different experimental time points: 0, 5, 10, 15 

and 40 minutes. 
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In order to confirm the results and better highlight the time-sequence of the events during HS 

application, bidimensional correlation analysis was done. Figure 3.33 shows the 2D synchronous 

correlation spectrum of a representative single group of MDA-MB 231 cells. 

 

Figure 3. 33: Synchronous 2D correlation spectrum of a single group of MDA-MB 231 cells. 2D correlation is 

performed of the normalized absorbance of the spectra. In the inset, the detail of the Amide I region is reported. 

Form the analysis of the Figure 3.33, it shows up that the auto-peak related to Amide I 

component centered at 1623 cm-1 has the higher intensity, confirming that the rearrangement of 

protein structure, and in particular the formation of β-aggregates, is responsible for the deepest 

change in the IR profiles of these cells during the experiment. This conclusion is supported by 

the fact that the intensity of the auto-peaks related to the other protein signals (~1650 cm-1, ~1550 

and ~1530 cm-1) are lower than the one of component at 1623 cm-1. The small positive cross-peak 

between the Amide I component centered at ~1623 cm-1 and the Amide II component centered at 

~1530 cm-1, suggests that this component of Amide II band may be assigned to β-aggregates too. 

Moreover, the component at 1623 cm-1 exhibits negative cross-peaks with components centered 

at 1650 and 1545 cm-1 , both assigned to ~α-helix structures 17, demonstrating the opposite trend 

between helical-ordered and β-aggregates proteins. This is a noteworthy observation since most 

of the reports assign the low-frequency component of Amide II to tyrosine side chain 
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contributions 75 and only few authors have attentively assigned it to β folded aggregates, 76 77 

that seems the more reasonable hypothesis from our studies. A negative cross-peak is observed 

between 1623 cm-1 component and lipids peaks between 2800 and 3000 cm-1, suggesting a 

progressive decrease of lipid content. Finally, the component centered at  1623 exhibits also a 

positive cross-peak with nucleic acids (region 1200-1000 cm-1), suggesting that the formation of 

aggregates proceed with a progressive increase in the nucleic acids content, revealed also by the 

second derivative inspection.  

Figure 3.34 reports the asynchronous correlation spectrum for the same group of MDA-MB 231 

cells. This type of correlation allows retrieving information about the time sequence of the 

events (see section 3.1.2). Since the correlation of a peak with itself occurs always in a completely 

synchronous mode, no auto-peaks are observed along the diagonal line of the plot. Cross peaks 

are instead observed.  

 

Figure 3. 34: Asynchronous 2D correlation spectrum of the same single group of MDA-MB 231 cells. 2D correlation is 

performed of the normalized absorbance of the spectra. In the inset, the detail of the Amide region is reported. 
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In particular, the component at 1623 cm-1 shows a positive cross-peak with component at 1650 

cm-1, while the synchronous spectrum previously described reports a negative cross-peak (see 

fig 3.34inset). According to rules 1 (if ν1 > ν2 and the cross-peaks is positive  event associated 

to ν1 occurs first) and 4 (if in the corresponding synchronous spectrum ν1 and ν2 are related with 

a negative cross-peak rules 1, 2 and 3 are reversed), the decrement in intensity of the peak at 

1650 cm-1 occurs before the appearance of peak centered at 1623 cm-1, as it was highlighted from 

the analysis of the second derivatives. A positive cross-peak is detected also between the 

components centered at ~1630 and ~1650 cm-1 signals. Applying the same rules as before, the 

changes in the peak at 1650 cm-1 precede the appearance of shoulder at~1630 cm-1. A negative 

cross-peak instead is detected from the peak at 1623 and the shoulder at ~1630 cm-1, while the 

relative synchronous correlation displays a positive cross-peak. In this case cording to rules 2 (if 

ν1 < ν2 and the cross-peaks is positive  event associated to ν1 occurs first) and 3 (if cross-peak is 

negative, rules 1 and 2 is reversed), the shoulder at ~1630 appears before the peak at 1623 cm-1. 

This means that the decrement in the relative abundance of ordered proteins, due to the 

misfolding induce by HS, causes the appearance of signals related to protein aggregates. 

Moreover, since component at~1630 cm-1 appears first then the one at 1623 cm-1, it seems 

reasonable to assign the former to disordered protein oligomers and aggregates while the latter 

to ordered -aggregates. The amide II component centered at 1545 cm-1 exhibits a negative cross-

peak with component at 1623 cm-1, while a negative cross-peak is detected in the synchronous 

plot. According to rules 2, 3 and 4, changes that involve component at 1545 cm-1 occur first. This 

further confirms the time sequence of the events described previously. Finally, rule 5 states that 

the absence of cross-peaks reveals that the two bands considered belong to the same specie or 

however occur at the same time. No cross-peaks are observed between the component 1650 and 

1545 cm-1, as well as between the ones at 1623 and 1525 cm-1. Therefore we can conclude that 

Amide I /Amide II signals at 1650 and 1545 cm-1 are diagnostic for the same ordered proteins 

while the ones at 1623 and 1525 cm-1 can be attributed to the same ordered β- aggregates. 

Lipids signals at 2800-3000 cm-1 shown a negative cross-peak with component at 1623 cm-1 in 

both synchronous and asynchronous spectra and positive cross-peaks with nucleic acids signals 

(1200-100 cm-1); according to the rules detailed before, it can be stated that changes in lipids 

content occur first than the formation of -aggregates and changes in nucleic acids content. This 

confirms that lipids can be considered as signaling molecules during the first events in heat-

shock response.   
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Figure 3.35 shows the synchronous 2D correlation plot related to a single group of MCF-7 cells.  

 

Figure 3. 35: Synchronous 2D correlation spectrum of a single group of MCF-7 cells. 2D correlation is performed of 

the normalized absorbance of the spectra. 

Also in these cells the auto-peak related to Amide I component centered at 1623 cm-1 has the 

higher intensity and the trends in the protein region are the same detailed before for MDA-MB 

231 cells. Conversely, looking at lipids and nucleic acids regions, the behavior of this cell line is 

different. Auto-peaks related to lipids and to PhII band have higher intensity compared to the 

ones of MDA-MB 231 cells. Moreover, component at 1623 cm-1 shows a positive cross-peak with 

lipids and a negative cross-peak with nucleic acids. This means that the formation of aggregates 

proceed with an increase in lipid content and a decrease in the nucleic acids content, probably 

due to the apoptosis commitment. This different behavior was also highlighted by the inspection 

of the second derivatives and it is due to the different nature of the cells. 

The time sequence of the events, obtained by the analysis of the asynchronous plot (reported in 

figure 3.36) is in agreement with the one retrieved for MDA-MB 231 cells. A slightly positive 

cross-peak between lipids signals and component at 1623 cm-1 demonstrates, according to rule 1, 

that changes in lipids content occur first than the formation of -aggregates. 
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Figure 3. 36: Asynchronous 2D correlation spectrum of a single group of MCF-7 cells. 2D correlation is performed of 

the normalized absorbance of the spectra. 

The existence of a common heat-shock response mechanism between different cell lines is 

clearly highlighted by mean of Principal Component Analysis. PCA was performed on the 

second derivative of all spectra without normalization. Spectra were divided in 8 sub-groups, 

accordingly with the cell type, MDA-MB 231 and MCF-7, and the following time intervals: 0-10 

minutes, immediate response to HS; 10-30 minutes, short term response to HS; 30-60 minutes, 

medium term response to HS; 60-120 minutes, long term response to HS.  Two spectral regions 

were taken into account, 3000-2800 cm-1 and 1750-1000 cm-1. 

Figure 3.37 reports the distribution of the spectra along the first three principal components, 

PC1, PC2 and PC3, accordingly with spectral loadings. Along PC2, data distributes following a 

time dependent scheme: increasing the time of application of the stress, the spectra assume 

higher loading values. Along the principal components PC3 and PC1, instead, we cannot 

distinguish a clear separation, neither accordingly with time nor with cell line.  
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Figure 3. 37: distribution of the spectra among the principal components PC1 and PC2 (a) and among PC2 and 

PC3 (b) accordingly with spectral loadings in the spectral region 3000-2800 & 1750-1000 cm-1. Spectra were 

divided in 8 sub-groups, accordingly with the cell type and time intervals MDA-MB-231 0-10 min (red), MDA-

MB-231 11-30 min (pink), MDA-MB-231 31-60 min (blue), MDA-MB-231 61-120 min (black), MCF-7 0-10 min 

(orange),  MCF-7 11-30 min (green), MCF-7 31-60 min (cyan) and MCF-7 61-120 min (brown).  

The biochemical reasons of the time-dependent distribution along the PC2 component can be 

deduced by the analysis of the spectral loading. PC2 loading (reported in fig 3.38) shows that the 

spectral region that mostly account for the separation is between 1700 and 1500 cm-1 and in 

particular the spectral components centered at 1623 and 1535 cm-1. These peaks are the ones that 

experience the deepest changes during heat-shock exposure; therefore, a time dependent 

classification is obtained. The absence of a cell dependent classification is a further confirmation 

that the mechanism that leads to the formation of β-aggregates is common for the two cell lines. 

 

  

Figure 3. 38: PC2 loading profile. 
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3.3.4 - Conclusions 

In this study, we demonstrated that IRMS is able to monitor the triggering of a cellular 

biochemical response due to an external stimulation and its time-evolution. Specifically, we 

investigated changes induced by sever heat shock on two different cell lines, MCF-7 and MDA-

MB 231. We established that the sudden response of this two cell lines is comparable. In 

particular, we revealed comparable changes in proteins structure, disclosed by the analysis of 

Amide I and Amide II components, possibly related to protein misfolding, formation of small 

disordered oligomers/aggregates and final evolution to ordered β-aggregates.  

These finding could be great relevance also for biomedical studies, suggesting the possibility to 

use IRMS as an early-diagnostic tool for many age on set disease, in which the accumulation of 

small disordered oligomers is responsible for neuronal damage.  
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3.5 – Cell Apoptosis progression monitored by IRMS 

3.5.1 - Introduction 

Apoptosis is a naturally occurring process by which a cell decides to suicide and commits 

Programmed Cell Death. This process war first detailed by Lockshin 78 and Kerr 79 almost 50 

years ago and the research in this field has increased substantially from 1990s. Apoptosis indeed 

is a fundamental process in the normal evolution of a living being. Thanks to the apoptosis, it is 

possible to eliminate cells that are aged or damaged 80 and maintain a correct homeostasis of 

tissues. Apoptosis alterations are involved in an large variety of diseases81. Excessive apoptosis 

causes atrophy, such as in ischemic damage 82, whereas an insufficient amount results in 

uncontrolled cell proliferation, such as in cancer 83.  

Apoptosis could be induced upon different stimulation. According to the type of stimulations 

two different routes could be identified: the extrinsic and the intrinsic. A simplified scheme of 

these two routes is reported in figure 3.39. 

 

Figure 3. 39: Extrinsic and intrinsic apoptotic pathways in eukaryotic cells. Adapted from http://www.hindawi.com/.  
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Extrinsic pathway is induced by an external stimulation responsible for the triggering of the 

receptors of the Tumor Necrosis Factors (TNF) family. The intrinsic one is promoted by stress 

factors originating inside the cell that induced cellular damage. 84 Both pathways result in the 

activation of cysteine-aspartate-specific proteases, known as caspases, which initiate the 

proteolytic cascade. 85 At the end of the PCD process, cells break down into small fragments, 

called apoptotic bodies (APs) that are engulfed and destroyed by macrophages. APs are small 

cellular fragments, delimited by membranes, where the potentially toxic or immunogenic 

cellular content of dying cells is encapsulated. The AP content (cytosol, condensed chromatin 

and cellular organelles) may induce an inflammatory response, and this happens as a 

consequence of necrotic cell death, where the cell is dismembered in an uncontrolled way86  

The apoptosis of mammalian cells is characterized by several morphological changes, 87 such as 

chromatine condensation and segregation, DNA fragmentation, cell shrinkage,  and plasma 

membrane blebbing. A scheme of the most relevant apoptotic features of apoptosis is reported 

in figure 3.40.   

 

Figure 3. 40: Scheme of the main events involved in each stage of PCD. Adapted from ajplung.physiology.org. 

DNA condensation and fragmentation during apoptosis have been extensively investigated and 

are still under study. Three different stages of DNA condensation have been detailed during 

apoptosis88. At stage 1, called ring condensation, chromatin condenses as a continuous ring at the 

interior surface of the nuclear envelope without fragmentation. Stage 2, necklace condensation, 

involves DNAase activity that promotes DNA disaggregation; at the end of this stage the 

chromatin ring appears discontinuous and the nucleus shrinks. In stage 3, nuclear 

collapse/disassembly, the nuclear content splits into individual fragments. These events occur in 

the early, late and final stages of apoptosis respectively.  
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Morphological changes are often employed for apoptosis detection by microscopy techniques, 

such as optical and electron microscopy89, 90.  DNA-degradation process has been extensively 

employed for the same aim, even if they occur rather late in apoptosis. Another techniques used 

for apoptosis detection is Flow Cytometry, since it can monitor morphological changes together 

with DNA fragmentation and loss, plasma membrane modification and mitochondrial 

dysfunction 91.  However, also in this case, the feasibility of FC analysis implies the use of dyes 

and fixatives. 

In this study we propose the exploitation of infrared microspectroscopy as a tool to investigate 

the biological events involved in PCD of U937 leukemic monocytes. Specifically, leukemic 

monocytes were driven to apoptosis by growth factors removal and mitochondrial membrane 

depolarization induced by CCCP (Carbonyl Cyanide m-Chloro Phenylhydrazone).  The 

experiments here presented implement the results on the topic already reported in the PhD 

thesis of G. Birarda. 

Growth factors removal induces a progressive decrement of basic cellular functions as well as 

metabolic rate92, 93. This triggers the release of cytochrome c (cyt c) and the activation of 

endonucleases, determining chromatin condensation and fragmentation with consequent cell 

death94.   

Carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone is a lipid-soluble weak acid that acts as an 

ionophore: it renders the mitochondrial inner membrane permeable to solutes with molecular 

weight below 1.5 KDa, due to the opening of the so called Mitochondrial Permeability 

Transition (MPT) pores. The opening of these mitochondrial channels leads to the quick loss of 

the mitochondrial membrane potential, ΔΨm, to mitochondria swelling and outer membrane 

integrity damage. These events promote the release of several proteins into the cytoplasm. 

Among them, cyt c, that is involved in apoptosis. CCCP is also an uncoupling agent, which 

uncouples the respiratory chain from the phosphorylation system (ATP production), acting at 

this level as an apoptotic agent. 95 

3.5.2 – Materials and Methods 

Figure 3.41 reports a sketch of the experimental plan. As can be seen, the spectral shape of 

unperturbed U937 was compared with that of cells subjected to serum deprivation for 24, 48 and 

72 hours and stimulated with CCCP for 2, 6 and 24 hours. The same samples were also tested by 

FC using two different labels. PI was used to monitor the progression through apoptosis and 

DiOC6  (3,3′-dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide) for membrane damage and mitochondrial dysfunction. 

IRMS data were than analyzed by HCA to highlight the differences between unperturbed and 

apoptotic cells and between the two different apoptotic pathways. 
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Figure 3. 41: Experimental plan for IRMS investigation of U937 cells apoptosis induced by serum deprivation and 

CCCP stimulation. 

Cell preparation 

The cell line U937 (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Md.) was used for the 

experiments. It is a leukemic monocyte cell line in-vitro established that displays many 

characteristics of human monocytes96. Control cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium 

supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum, 2 mM L-glutamine and penicillin (100U/mL)/ 

streptomycin (100U/mL). Cells were maintained in incubator at 37°C with 5% of CO2 and the cell 

passage was routinely done every three days.   

Apoptosis induction by serum starvation. U937 control cells were cultured 500.000 cells/mL in 

multi-well plates in complete medium supplemented with 10 % FBS for 24, 48 and 72 hours 

without medium exchange (Ctrl_24, Ctrl_48 and Ctrl_72 hereafter). Starved cells were grown in 

the same conditions without the addition of FBS to RPMI medium (Star_24, Star_48 and Star_72 

hereafter). 

Apoptosis induction by CCCP. U937 cells were cultured 500.000 cells/mL in multi-well plates in 

complete medium supplemented with 10% FBS and let grow for 24 hours. Then, they were 

treated with CCCP 50 µM for 2, 6 and 24 hours (CCCP_2h, CCCP_6h and CCCP_24h hereafter).  

Flow cytometry determination of cellular apoptosis. Control and treated cells were incubated for 15 

minutes with the fluorescent dye DiOC6 at 100nM final concentration. Then, cells were removed 

from culture medium, washed in PBS twice and marked with Propidium Iodide (, 10μg/mL final 

concentration). Double stained cells were immediately run by FC. All cytometry analysis were 

performed on 10000 events/sample acquired by FC500 Beckman-Coulter Instrumentation and 

data were submitted to FCS Express Version 3, at Life Sciences Department of University of 

Trieste. 
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IRMS determination of cellular apoptosis. Once removed from the incubator, both control and 

treated cells were washed twice by centrifugation (400g, 1 min) and re-suspended in NaCl 0.9% 

sterile physiologic solution or complete medium for testing the effects of starvation and CCCP-

incubation respectively. 1 μL of cells’ suspension was dropped into the Vis-IR transparent 

device at the concentration of 1*106 cell/mL and the chip was assembled. 

IRMS Data Acquisition & Processing 

FTIR transmission spectra were acquired in transmission mode using the same experimental 

setup described for the previous experiment. Spectra were collected in transmission mode using 

15X Schwarzschild condenser and objective and setting the apertures to 20x20 µm in order to 

collect groups of two to three cells. For each spectrum, collected from 900 to 4000 cm-1 in double 

side, forward/backward acquisition mode with a scanner velocity of 40 KHz, 256 scans were 

averaged with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1.  The Fourier transform was carried out with Mertz 

phase correction, Blackman-Harris-3 terms apodization function. For each condition 50 to 80 cell 

groups were collected. An air background was collected with the same acquisition parameters 

while a buffer spectrum was acquired near to each measured cell group.  

Raw cell and buffer spectra were corrected for carbon dioxide and water vapour and baseline 

corrected in the 3730-950 spectral region (rubberband method, 32 baseline points) using the 

OPUS 6.5 routines. An offset correction was then applied. The subtraction of the buffer spectrum 

was carried out using the in-house developed Matlab script 3. Spectral features driving the 

discrimination between control and treated cells were highlighted by Hierarchical Cluster 

Analysis, performed in R environment, using HyperSpec97 and stats packages. HCA was 

performed on vector normalized second derivatives of subtracted spectra (9 smoothing point, 

Savitsky–Golay algorithm), based on Euclidean distances and Ward’s algorithm. Both vector 

normalization and clustering algorithm were applied in the 3000-2800&1760-950 cm-1 spectral 

region. Absorbance profiles related to each cluster were also obtained by averaging the 

belonging spectra in the 3050-950 cm-1 spectral region, in order to highlight relative differences 

in concentration of the most fundamental cell constituents. The area integral of the most 

diagnostic IR bands have been calculated with OPUS 6.5 according to Table 3.8.  
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Table 3. 8: Band integral types and their assignment. 

Integral 
Type 

Wavenumber range 
(cm-1) 

Assignment Label 

Area 3000 -2835 Lipids Lipids 

Area 2980 – 2945 CH3asym CH3 

Area 2945 – 2900 CH2asym CH2 

Area 1590 -1483 Amide II AmII 

Area 1270 -1186 Phosphate I PhI 

Area 1146 – 1004 Phosphate II PhII 

Area 1760 – 950 Proteins & Nucleic 

Acids 

 

Area 3000 -2835 + 1760-950 Cell biomass 56 Cell 

 

3.5.3 – Results and Discussion 

The apoptotic pathways induced by both serum starvation and CCCP-exposure on U937 

leukemic monocytes were followed by FC. Specifically, the integrity of the plasma membrane 

was probed by the exclusion of propidium iodide while alterations in the mitochondrial 

transmembrane potential (ΔΨm) were measured by using the dye 3,3'-dihexyloxacarbocyanide 

iodide. Figure 3.42 schematize the response to the different dyes for each apoptotic phase. 

 

Figure 3. 42:  FC profiles associated to each stage of apoptosis for the employed dyes. + = positive to dye; - = negative 

to dye 

Viable cells are characterized by a negative response to PI staining; their membranes are intact 

and therefore PI is not internalized (PI-). Their mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) has 
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regular values therefore DiOC6 probe concentrate within the mitochondria and gives a positive 

response (DiOC6++). Conversely, in final apoptotic cells, the integrity of plasma membrane is 

lost as well as mitochondrial potential. Therefore, final apoptotic cells raise a positive response 

to PI staining (PI++) while a negative one for the DiOC6 internalization (DiOC6-).   

Early and late apoptotic cells stand in between these two conditions. Both of them are 

characterized by an initial impairment of plasma membrane potential that raise a lower 

response to DiOC6 (DiOC6+). The damage of the plasma membrane instead distinguishs between 

these two conditions. Early apoptotic cells have intact plasma membrane and gives negative 

response to PI (PI-). Late apoptotic cells instead are characterized by a partial detriment of 

membranes and display a partial internalization of PI (PI+). 

Concerning the scattering, cell shrinkage coming with early apoptotic events results in a 

decreased forward scattering (FSC) while nuclear fragmentation that characterizes late apoptosis 

promotes a reduced side scatter (SSC).   

The percentage of viable, early apoptotic, late apoptotic and necrotic cells was determined for all 

tested conditions. The results are summarized in Tables 3.9 and 3.12 and will be discussed late in 

the text. 

Apoptosis induced by serum starvation 

Figure 3.43 and table 3.9 reports the results obtained by FC analysis of cell upon serum 

withdrawal. 

Table 3. 9: The percentage of viable, early apoptotic, late apoptotic and necrotic cells for apoptosis induced by serum 

deprivation. 

 Viable “Early apoptotic” “Late apoptotic” Necrotic 

 
DiOC6+ 

PI- 

DiOC
6
++ 

PI- 

DiOC
6
++ 

PI+ 

DiOC
6
- 

PI++ 

Ctrl_24h 94,81±0,50 0,92±0,05 3,01±0,49 1,26±0,05 

Ctrl_48h 98,01±0,49 0,032±0,07 0,79±0,45 0,88±0,15 

Ctrl_72h 97,46±0,30 2,01±0,29 0,16±0,02 0,37±0,03 

Star_24h 97,23±0,28 0,42±0,14 1,54±0,24 0,81±0,02 

Star_48h 91,41±2,05 0,16±0,05 7,28±2,05 1,15±0,05 

Star_72h 33,91±3,55 25,83±2,35 39,9±2,66 0,36±0,02 
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Figure 3. 43: FC results obtained for U937 cells starved by serum deprivation. Both FS vs SS and PI vs DiOC6 plots are 

shown for the tested conditions. As can be seen, differences in sample population are observed only after 72 h of 

serum withdrawal. 

As can be seen from figure 3.43 and Table 3.9, U937 leukemic monocytes are quite resistant to 

Growth Factor withdrawal by serum deprivation. Differences from the control can be noticed 

only after 72 hours. After three days of starvation, a population of smaller and less granulose 

cells appears (FSC- and SSC-). These cells are all characterized by a reduced MMP (DiOC6 +); 

some of them retain plasma membrane integrity while others do not. Therefore, they are 

addressed as early and late apoptotic cells. To disclose the IR features associated to apoptotic 

U937 cells we performed HCA. The results are shown in Figure 3.44. Three main classes of 

spectral similarity, CL1, CL2 and CL3 are considered.  Table 3.11 highlights the distribution of 

each group of cells within the clusters. Control cells, grown in complete medium supplemented 

with 10% FBS, are entirely described by CL1 and CL2 clusters at each experimental time point. 

According to FC data, it is possible to conclude that CL1 and CL2 clusters represent spectral 

profiles of viable cells. Cells starved for 24 and 48 hours (Star_24 and Star_48) are also 

represented entirely by CL1 and CL2, even if an increase in CL1 population is observed. Cell 

starved for 72h instead are almost entirely contained in CL3. According to FC data, this cluster 

could identify apoptotic cells.  
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Figure 3. 44: Dendrogram showing the results of HCA analysis on second derivative spectra of serum-starved U937 

monocyte-derived cells as described in Methods section. Distribution of Ctrl24, Ctrl48, Ctrl72, Star24, Star48 and 

Star72 cells among CL1, CL and CL3 clusters 

Table 3. 10: Distribution of Ctr_l24, Ctrl_48, Ctrl_72, Star_24, Star_48 and Star_72 cells among CL1, CL and CL3 

clusters . 

% CL1 Cl2 CL3 

Ctrl_24h 68.1 31.9 0 

Ctrl_48h 72.5 27.5 0 

Ctrl_72h 56.3 43.8 0 

Star_24h 97 3 0 

Star_48h 83.3 16.7 0 

Star_72h 1.7 8.6 89.7 

 

Figure 3.45 displays the centroids of each class in the spectral regions of major variability: 3025-

2800 cm-1, 1800-1480 cm-1 and 1300-950 cm-1. In Table 3.11, the relative intensity of the considered 

spectral bands of the average absorbance spectra associated to each cluster (AbsCL1 ,AbsCL3 

and AbsCL3 hereafter) are reported. 

 

Figure 3. 45: CL1, CL2 and CL3 cluster centroids in the spectral regions 3025-2800 cm-1 (a), 1800-1480 cm-1 (b) and 

1300-950 cm-1 (c) for U937 apoptosis induced by serum deprivation. Black curve is related to CL1, red one to CL2 

while CL3 corresponds to the blue line. 
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Table 3. 11: Relative intensities of several diagnostic spectral bands obtained as described in Methods. Results of 

starvation are reported. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been done by setting the significance level at 0.05. 

Differences among two clusters (Δ) significant for p-value smaller than 0.05 are labeled as Δ*, if not significant as Δ₸. 

  CL1 CL2 CL3 

CH2/CH3 
1.58±0.07 1.67±0.11 2.08±0.16 

Δ1-2 
* , Δ1-3 

* , Δ2-3
* 

Lipids/Cell 0.072±0.014 0.085±0.018 0.106±0.023 
Δ1-2 

* , Δ1-3 
* , Δ2-3

* 

PhI/AmII 0.198±0.016 0.198±0.016 0.191±0.024 
Δ1-2

₸, Δ1-3 
* , Δ2-3

₸ 

PhII/AmII 0.471±0.062 0.430±0.046 0.365±0.080 
Δ1-2 

* , Δ1-3 
* , Δ2-3

* 

 

A can be seen from the figure, the position of methyl and methylene and methine bands is well 

preserved, while C-H stretching of vinyl moieties, centred at 3012 cm-1 for CL1 and CL2, splits 

into two components at 3007 and 3020 cm-1 in CL3. Concerning the intensities of the bands, 

moving from CL1 to CL3 a progressive increase of the methyl to methylene ratio is observed as 

well as an increase of the Lipids over cell ratio revealing a higher lipid content in CL3 

population. Looking to figure 3.45b an increase in the relative contribution of component at 1745 

cm-1, related to the carbonyl ester band of phospholipids, is observed for apoptotic cells. The 

extent of these variations is not fully justified by the formation and accumulation of APs, 

characteristic of the ultimate stages of apoptosis.   

This trend could be attributed to the  accumulation of lipid droplets, dynamic cellular organelles 

made by a central core of neutral lipids, mostly tryacylglicerides (TAG) and cholesterol esters, 

and an external shell of phospholipid monolayer98. This phenomenon has been demonstrated for 

several primary cells and cell lines99. Although the mechanism is still unclear, accumulation of 

lipid droplets is probably related to de novo neutral lipid synthesis as a result of inhibition of 

mitochondrial fatty acid β-oxidation. Their chemical nature perfectly fits with our spectroscopic 

results, that overall support the hypothesis that apoptosis proceeds through lipid droplets 

accumulation. Indeed, a higher CH2/CH3 ratio has been determined by 1H magnetic resonance of 

intact apoptotic Jurkat T-cells, a leukemic monocyte cell line, and these evidences were directly 

linked to accumulation of TAGs100.  

The protein region, 1720-1480 cm-1, did not show significant differences between CL1 and Cl2. 

These clusters are characterized by three major components of the Amide I, centered at 1680, 

1657 and 1640 cm-1 (see Fig. 3.45b), while in the case of CL3, an extra component at 1620 cm-1 is 

discernible.  Amide II band shows the same components for all the families, centered at 1548 and 

1515 cm-1, accounting for the α-helix contribution101 and tyrosine amino acid75, respectively, even 

if for CL3 the contribution of the component at 1548 cm-1 is more pronounced. Changes in the 
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structure of Amide I and II band for Star_72h could arise from the caspase activity, that involve 

the cleavage of different proteins as well as cytoskeleton reorganization. 102 

Remarkable differences among the centroids’ cluster profiles can be appreciated in the nucleic 

and carbohydrate region between 1300-950 cm-1. For CL1 and CL2, two major contributions to 

PhI band of can be seen in Fig. 3.45c, centred at ~1220 and ~1241 cm-1, arising respectively from 

the B-helical form of DNA&RNA and from the A-helical form of double stranded RNA, as well 

as DNA-RNA hybrid helices103, 104. Conversely, for CL3 cluster, PhI band is almost completely 

de-structured and a shoulder centred at 1206 cm-1 is observed. The same trend is observed also 

for PhII band, raised from three contributions, centred at 1114, 1086 and 1054 cm-1, and other 

minor contributions at 1068, 1030 and 1016 cm-1.This band shares common spectral features 

among CL1 and CL2 clusters, while in CL3 cluster the band shape clearly highlights that the 

relative intensity of the components at 1114 and 1053 cm-1 changes with respect to the spectral 

profiles of viable monocytes. The relative intensities of both PhI and PhII band with respect to 

cellular proteins were considered, using the area of the Amide II band. As can be seen from 

Table 3.11, the PhI/AmII ratio is comparable between AbsCL1 and AbsCL2, while it slightly but 

significantly decreases for AbsCL3. Conversely, the PhII/AmII ratio exhibits a higher variability 

within all three clusters. 

The relative decrease of the integral intensities of both PhI and PhII bands in Star72h sample 

reveals the activation of Caspase Activated DNAase after 72 hours of starvation.  Most of the 

cells are likely undergoing stages 1 and 2 of apoptotic DNA condensation. Some of them 

possibly have a nuclear envelope (NE) almost intact, while others discontinuous, but still 

present. Spectroscopic evidences of the nuclear condensation were reported also by other 

authors105, 106.  In particular, Gasparri and Muzio demonstrated that the PhII/AmideII ratio is 

inversely correlated to apoptotic index, as observed also in our experiments. However, very few 

information is available on the conformational rearrangements undergone by DNA during PCD. 

Structural changes of nucleic acids, highlighted from the de-structuration of the PhI band of 

Star_72, are probably related to the degradation of higher-order DNA but they are hardly 

accountable in a punctual manner. 
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Apoptosis induced by CCCP 

Figure 3.46 reports the results obtained by FC for cells stimulated with CCCP. The distribution 

of population in each phase is also reported in table 3.12 

 

Figure 3. 46: FC results obtained for U937 cells treated with CCCP. Both FS vs SS and PI vs DiOC6 plots are shown for 

the tested conditions.  

Table 3. 12: The percentage of viable, early apoptotic, late apoptotic and necrotic cells for U937 cells treated with 

CCCP. 

 Viable “Early apoptotic” “Late apoptotic” Necrotic 

 DiOC6+ PI- DiOC
6
++ PI- DiOC

6
++ PI+ DiOC

6
- PI++ 

Ctrl 94,81±0,50 0,92±0,06 3,01±0,49 1,26±0,05 

Ctrl_24h 98,01±0,49 0,032±0,08 0,79±0,46 0,88±0,16 

CCCP_2h 0.02±2,62 94,92±1,78 1,02±0,14 4,06±1,92 

CCCP_6h 0,03±0,60 96,38±0,49 1,06±0,17 2,53±0,31 

CCCP_24h 6,90±11 67,43±9,42 12,42±3,99 13,25±4,04 

 

As can be seen from the figure above, from FC analysis we observe that CCCP induces 

mitochondrial dysfunction and cellular shrinkage within the first 2 hours of stimulation (see also 

table 3.12). A partial or complete loss of plasma membrane integrity can be seen after 24 

incubation hours. It is important to notice that the mitochondrial membrane depolarization can 

be a reversible process and there are several studies that report that the caspase activation 

induced by CCCP can take place several hours or even days after the cell exposure to the drug 95. 

Therefore, even if DiOC6 probe is often used as a diagnostic tool of early apoptosis, it should be 

exclusively referred to ΔΨm impairment, without implications on the cellular viability as 

suggested also by other authors. 
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Figure 3.47 reports the results obtained by HCA of untreated U937 monocytes (Ctrl and 

Ctrl_24h) and of U937 monocytes incubated with 100 nM final CCCP concentration for 2 hours 

(CCCP_2h), 6 hours (CCCP_6h) and 24 hours (CCCP_24h). Also in this case we grouped the 

data into three major classes of spectral similarity, CL1 to CL3.  Table 3.13 shows the distribution 

of each dataset within the clusters. 

 

Figure 3. 47. Dendrogram showing the results of HCA analysis on second derivative spectra of CCCP-exposed U937 

monocyte-derived cells (Ctrl, Ctrl_24, CCCP_2h, CCCP_6h and CCCP_24h) as described in Methods section. 

Distribution of cells among CL1, CL and CL3 clusters is also reported in the inset. 

Table 3. 13: Distribution of Ctrl, Ctrl_24, CCCP_2h, CCCP_6h and CCCP_24h cells among CL1, CL and CL3 clusters 

according to HCA analysis. 

% CL1 Cl2 CL3 

Ctrl 28.6 71.4 0 

Ctrl_24h 43.5 56.5 0 

CCCP_2h 61.4 11.9 23.8 

CCCP_6h 78.06 1.4 20.0 

CCCP_24h 0 0 100 
 

Looking at figure 3.47 is it possible to observe that Ctrl and Ctrl_24 cells are entirely grouped in CL1 and 

CL2 clusters.  Sample treated with CCCP instead are distributed among all the three clusters. After 2 

hours, cells are mainly in CL1; after 6 hours of CCCP incubation, CL2 becomes gradually less populated 

while the remaining cells’ subsets distribute between CL1 and CL3. Upon 24 hours of CCCP exposure, the 

entire population belongs to CL3.  

This data can be discussed as follows: U937 monocytes respond almost immediately to CCCP 

stimulation losing the mitochondrial membrane potential. This condition is not sufficient for 

apoptosis commitment; indeed CCCP-exposed cells preserve most of the characteristics of viable 

control cells for short and medium-term exposure (2 and 6 hours). Monocytes may survive in this 

status thanks to adaptation mechanisms. One of these mechanisms may involve the levelling 

and accumulation of U937 cells into the cellular phase identified by CL1.  If cells failed in the 
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activation of these mechanisms, are susceptible to the dissipation of mitochondria membrane 

potential, and evolve from CL1 toward not-viable condition, described by CL3.  

Figure 3.48 reports the second derivative of cluster centroids in the same regions considered in 

the case of serum starvation. Table 3.14 reports the relative intensities for some diagnostic 

bands. 

 

Figure 3. 48: CL1, CL2 and CL3 cluster centroids in the spectral regions 3025-2800 cm-1(a), 1800-1480 cm-1 (b )and 1300-

950 cm-1 (c) for U937 cells upon CCCP induced apoptosis. 

Table 3. 14: Relative intensities of several diagnostic spectral bands obtained as described in Methods. Results of 

starvation are reported. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been done by setting the significance level at 0.05. 

Differences among two clusters (Δ) significant for p-value smaller than 0.05 are labelled as Δ*, if not significant as Δ₸. 

 CL1 CL2 CL3 

CH2/CH3 
1.67±0.08 1.59±0.04 1.86±0.08 

Δ1-2 
* , Δ1-3 

* , Δ2-3
* 

Lipids/Cell 
0.073±0.012 0.082±0.010 0.101±0.033 

Δ1-2 
* , Δ1-3 

* , Δ2-3
* 

PhI/AmII 
0.208±0.018 0.194±0.014 0.218±0.040 

Δ1-2 
* , Δ1-3 

* , Δ2-3
* 

PhII/AmII 
0.526±0.060 0.457±0.045 0.473±0.126 

Δ1-2 
* , Δ1-3 

* , Δ2-3
* 

 

As can be seen from the figure 3.48 a, lipids signals in the CCCP treated samples have the same 

behaviour detailed for starvation experiment. The relative content of lipids with respect to the 

total cellular content as well as the methylene to methyl stretching ratio are higher for AbsCL3 

and lower for AbsCL1 and AbsCL2. The increase of the contribution of band at 1745 cm-1 in CL3, 

related to phospholipids is also highlighted in the figure 3.48 b. 

Regarding the nucleic acids’ region showed in figure 3.48 c, in CL1 and CL2 PhI band shows the 

two components centred at 1240 and 1220 cm-1 as well as a small shoulder at 1206 cm-1 that  

became more pronounced for CL3. PhII band is again composed by three major 

contributions, centred at 1114, 1086 and 1054 cm-1, and minor contributions at 1068, 1103 and 

1016 cm-1 although, in this experiment, not major variations in the relative weight of the three 
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major components are observed. The PhI/AmII ratio has a minimum for AbsCL2 and it is 

highest for AbsCL3, while the PhII/AmII ratio has a minimum for AbsCL2 and the higher for 

AbsCL1 (see Table 3.14). Amide I and Amide II bands have the same components already 

identified for the starvation experiments but no evidence of the shoulder at 1620 cm-1 are 

observed. 

From the spectral examination of CL3 cluster centroid, it is possible to highlight differences in 

the apoptotic progression in the two different condition tested. In both cases CL3 shows a 

shoulder at 1206 cm-1 but in the case of CCCP incubation PhI and PhII remain more structured. 

Moreover, we did not observe a significant decrement of relative intensity of PhI and PhII bands 

with respect to cellular proteins.  Therefore we can conclude that nucleosome fragmentation is 

minimal in CCCP exposed cells, also after 24 hours treatment. Supporting this, optical images, 

acquired before IRMS data collection at all-time points, showed cellular morphologies quite 

unperturbed, without the presence of dark cellular spots diagnostic of chromatin condensation 

and fragmentation, that are instead present in Star_72 cells (see fig. 3.49) 

 

Figure 3. 49: Optical images of U937 monocytes grown in complete medium (a), after 24 h of stimulation with CCCP 

(b) and after 72 h of GF withdrawal. In Star72h the presence of dark cellular spots is evident. 

 CCCP exposed cells belonging to CL3 are characterized by methylene to methyl ratio higher 

than the ones of CL1 and CL2. It seems reasonable to attribute this trend to the accumulation of 

mobile TAGs as previously done for starved cells. 

3.5.4 - Conclusions 

This study allows us to assess the capabilities of IRMS as a detection technique for cellular 

apoptosis. It allows us to distinguish not only late and final apoptotic stages but also early-

reversible stages. Cell cycle arrest and accelerated cellular progression caused by the adaptation 

mechanisms are also highlighted by HCA analysis in both the experimental conditions. Analysis 

of HCA centroids pointed out that apoptosis induced by both GF withdrawal and CCCP 

exposure proceeds through the accumulation of lipid droplets, an event that can be related to 

mitochondrial dysfunction and cytc release. This analysis reveals also alteration in the 

carbohydrate metabolisms as well as structural changes in the nuclear DNA. These changes are 

more pronounced for starved cell, as confirmed also by optical microscopy. 
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4. Conclusions 

 
The outcome of this PhD work, carried out thanks to the collaboration between SISSI beamline 

(ELETTRA Sincrotrone – Trieste) and LILIT Group (IOM – CNR Trieste) is the development of a 

microfluidic platform for studying living cells by IRMS with enhanced features. This platform 

enabled us to investigate the capabilities of IRMS on living cells, as a diagnostic tool for 

biomedical applications. Recently, the team in which this thesis has been done demonstrated the 

advantages of this approach, highlighting how fixatives may alter the biochemical architecture 

of a cell, in particular in terms of DNA content and structure. By studying living cells, we 

established the ability of IRMS to discern between each cell-cycle stage as well as altered states 

of cells’ viability, like in the apoptosis progression. We have also monitored cellular responses to 

external stimuli, such as osmotic and thermal stress, without any kind of molecular marker. 

We had to face challenges in the measurement setup, data acquisition and analysis.   

At first, we focused our efforts for the realization of a new generation of microfluidic devices, 

with higher IR-Vis transparency and with a long-time stability in experimental conditions. The 

main hurdles represented by the unfavourable properties of IR transparent materials such as 

CaF2 and BaF2, e.g. their low surface energy and fragile mechanical properties, were overcome 

with a strategy that we refer to as “silicon-like”, recently published in a paper 1. It consists in the 

deposition of a thin silicon layer over the optical windows. This produces an increase of the 

surface energy of CaF2 (or BaF2), with negligible effects on its morphological and optical 

properties. This modification, giving a substrate more similar to a standard silicon wafer, solves 

the adhesion problems related to the use of common resists as structural materials. Moreover, it 
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opens the way for a further functionalization of the device surface. We demonstrated two nano-

patterning strategies2: 

 Topographical nano-patterning, obtained by nano-imprint lithography (NIL) followed 

by dry etching of the silicon  

 Chemical patterning exploiting silane moieties to define regions with different chemical 

features over the same surface  

We have also proposed a new sealing method for negative tone SU-8 resist, exploiting its optical 

properties.  The key role in this bonding protocol is played by the exposure to 254 nm UV-C 

light, that favors the formation of dangling bonds on the surface of the resin. These moieties are 

used to create an interlayer crosslink and thus promoting the bonding of the device.  

Thanks to this achivements, we establish a new fabricative protocol to get microfluidic devices 

suitable for IRMS made of SU-8. They are characterized by an optical path free from any 

polymeric layer, a wide transparency from Vis to IR and a long-time stability, up to 48 h. The 

procedure that we established has been demonstrated to be suitable for any fragile substrate, 

due to the mild conditions employed in the bonding step. 3 

These devices were employed to perform IRMS measurements on both adherent and circulating 

live cells. We focused our attention on processes that are fundamental for cell life: cell 

progression through cell cycle, the response to external stimuli and the programmed cell death 

through apoptosis. Three main experiments are reported in this thesis.  

First, we demonstrated that IRMS might be exploited as an alternative assay for studying cell 

cycle distribution in live cells without any labelling, staining or fixation. We showed that the 

distribution of population among the different phases of B16 cells obtained by mean of HCA 

analysis based on their DNA content is comparable with the one obtained from a FC analysis, a 

standard technique used for this aim in biology4. Secondly, we proved that with IRMS is 

possible to monitor the triggering of a biochemical response and its time-evolution. In 

particular, we monitored the changes induced by sever heat shock on two different cell lines, 

MCF-7 and MDA-MB 231, observing that the sudden response of this two cell lines is 

comparable. In particular, analyzing Amide I and Amide II band components, we disclosed 

comparable changes in proteins structure, possibly related to protein misfolding, formation of 

small disordered oligomers/aggregates and their final evolution to ordered β-aggregates. 

Finally, in the last experiment (Section 3.5), we highlighted the diagnostic capabilities of IRMS 

for the detection of cellular apoptosis, and its sensitivity not only to late and ultimate steps of 

PCD, but also to early-reversible stages. We followed the biological events involved in PCD of 
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leukemic monocytes induced by serum deprivation and mitochondrial membrane 

depolarization induced by CCCP exposure. We observed that cell death induced by both GF 

withdrawal and CCCP exposure proceeds through the accumulation of lipid droplets. 

Moreover, structural changes of nuclear DNA could be detected before evident and extensive 

DNA fragmentation, as revealed by the prominence of the 1206 cm-1 band shoulder that 

characterizes irreversible apoptotic events in U937 cell line. (Paper entitled “Apoptotic pathways 

of U937 leukemic monocytes investigated by infrared microspectroscopy and flow cytometry” 

by L. Vaccari et Al., actually submitted to Analyst). 

The results achieved and detailed in this PhD Thesis highlight the benefits of IRMS as an 

alternative diagnostic tool for biomedical application. With the experimental set-up we 

developed, further improvements in the fields of drug-screening, toxicology, and immunology 

are expected. 

However, in order to make this technique a routine screening procedure also for medical 

diagnosis, further improvements need to be achieved in the future. A great breakthrough would 

be represented by the availability of cheaper and disposable devices. Fascinated by this 

perspective, in the last part on my PhD I focused my experimental efforts in finding new 

strategies to obtain microfluidic devices using economic materials, such as plastic, as well as in 

the further miniaturization of the device, to bring the substrate costs down. Smaller device will 

also allow the employment of higher magnification objects, that usually have a shorter working 

distance, thus improving the imaging capabilities of this technique.  
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Appendix  

 
Flow cytometry is a technique that simultaneously measures and analyzes multiple physical 

characteristics of single particles, or cells, as they flow in a fluid stream through a beam of light. The 

properties measured include the particle’s relative size, relative granularity or internal complexity, and 

relative fluorescence intensity. 1  

In the flow cytometer, particles are carried to the laser intercept in a fluid stream. Any suspended particle 

or cell of  0.2–150 µm  size is suitable for analysis. When particles pass through the laser intercept, they 

scatter laser light and fluorescent molecules present on the particle fluoresce. The scattered and 

fluorescent light are collected by appropriately positioned lenses and collimated to the detectors (see Fig. 

1).  

 

Figure 1: Scheme of FC setup. 
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Light scattering occurs when a particle deflects incident laser light. The extent to which this occurs 

depends on the physical properties of the particle, namely its size and internal complexity. Factors that 

affect light scattering are the cell's membrane, nucleus, and any granular material inside the cell. Cell 

shape and surface topography also contribute to the total light scatter. Forward-scattered light (FSC) is 

proportional to cell-surface area or size. Side-scattered light (SSC) is proportional to cell granularity or 

internal complexity. SSC is a measurement of mostly refracted and reflected light that occurs at any 

interface within the cell where there is a change in refractive index. 

Fluorochromes are dyes, which accept light energy (e.g. from a laser) at a given wavelength and re-emit it 

at a longer wavelength. These two processes are called excitation and emission. The process of emission 

happens extremely fast, in the order of nanoseconds, and it is known as fluorescence.  

In order to analyze cells using FC and considering that cells are not fluorescent molecules, a fluorescent 

dye is internalized by typically attaching to an antibody that recognises a target feature on or in the cell in 

a staining step. In a mixed population of cells, different fluorochromes can be used to distinguish separate 

subpopulations. Table 1 reports the most common used dyes for cell sorting. The staining pattern of each 

subpopulation, combined with FSC and SSC data, can be used to identify which cells are present in a 

sample and to count their relative percentages. Nowadays, flow cytometry (FC) is routinely used for 

biological assays like cell cycle phase distribution as well as in the diagnosis of health disorders, 

especially in  cancers. A common variation is to physically sort particles based on their 

properties, so as to purify populations of interest, this technique is known as Fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) . 

 

Table 1: Commonly used dyes in FC. 

Dye 

 

Excitation Emission Function Benefits 

Fixable Viability Dye 

eFluor® 455UV 

350 nm 455 nm Labels dead cells Permanently labels dead cells 

allowing them to be excluded 

from analysis even when the cell 

preparation is being analyzed by 

flow cytometry for intracellular 

targets. 

Fixable Viability Dye 

eFluor® 450 

405 nm 450 nm Labels dead cells Permanently labels dead cells 

allowing them to be excluded 

from analysis even when the cell 

preparation is being analyzed by 

flow cytometry for intracellular 

targets. 

Fixable Viability Dye 

eFluor® 506 

405 nm 506 nm Labels dead cells Permanently labels dead cells 

allowing them to be excluded 

from analysis even when the cell 

http://us.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor455uv.htm
http://us.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor455uv.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor-450.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor-450.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor-506.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor-506.htm
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preparation is being analyzed by 

flow cytometry for intracellular 

targets. 

Fixable Viability Dye 

eFluor® 520 

488 nm 522 nm Labels dead cells Permanently labels dead cells 

allowing them to be excluded 

from analysis even when the cell 

preparation is being analyzed by 

flow cytometry for intracellular 

targets. 

Calcein AM 495 nm 515 nm Labels live cells intracellular esterases converts it 

to a fluorescent dye. 

Measures intracellular esterase 

activity in live cells. 

Is not retained in dead cells with 

compromised cell membranes. 

Calcein Violet AM 408 nm 450 nm Labels live cells Non-fluorescent compound 

freely enters live cells and 

intracellular esterases converts it 

to a fluorescent dye. 

Measures intracellular esterase 

activity in live cells. 

Is not retained in dead cells with 

compromised cell membranes. 

Calcein Blue AM 360 nm 445 nm Labels live cells Non-fluorescent compound 

freely enters live cells and 

intracellular esterases converts it 

to a fluorescent dye. 

Measures intracellular esterase 

activity in live cells. 

Is not retained in dead cells with 

compromised cell membranes. 

Propidium Iodide 488 nm 617 nm Labels dead cells Allows exclusion of dead cells 

from flow cytometric analysis. 

Enters cells with compromised 

cell membranes and binds 

dsDNA/RNA while cannot pass 

through intact cell membranes. 

May also be used for DNA 

content/cell cycle analysis (see 

DNA content, Cell cycle 

analysis, Identification of 

nucleated cells). 

DiOC6 (3,3′-

dihexyloxacarbocya

nine iodide) 

484 501 Labels live cells Accumulates on hyperpolarized 

membranes, by translocation 

into the lipid bilayer and 

aggregation that decreases its 

http://us.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor-520.htm
http://us.ebioscience.com/fixable-viability-dye-efluor-520.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/calcein-am-viability-dye-ultrapure-grade.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/calcein-violet-450-am-viability-dye.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/calcein-blue-am-viability-dye.htm
http://www.ebioscience.com/propidium-iodide-staining-solution.htm
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fluorescence. Widely used for 

cell membrane potential 

measurements 

7-AAD 548 nm 647 nm Labels dead cells Allows exclusion of dead cells 

from flow cytometric analysis. 

Enters cells with compromised 

cell membranes and binds 

dsDNA  while cannot pass 

through intact cell membranes 

May also be used for DNA 

content/cell cycle analysis (see 

DNA content, Cell cycle 

analysis, Identification of 

nucleated cells). 
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